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Abstract

The meaning of Ojibwe crafted objects within their cultural horizon is 
explored through inten/iewa with OjibMa crafts people. Transformative 
philosophy is used as a method to bridge the profound gap between 
Western and Ojibwa world views. David Abram's work in 
phenomenology supplies the philosophical content needed for 
cultural shift T ^  life-world layers are identified; the deep life-world, 
shared by everyone, in which perceptual reciprocity forms the 
webwork of interconnection; and the cultural life-worlds ^ ic h  
overlayer the firs t Qjibvwi crafted otjjects are seen as animate beings 
within the spiritual matrix of the life-world. Further, they carry Ojibwa 
traditional cultural meaning. The artisans work in a mode of spiritual 
awareness to craft, to create, spiritual and sacred objects.
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Prelude—An Object 
Woman’s Drum

Today began my lifé. The soft regular beat of the deer-hide covered stick on the 
t ig ^  stretched hide. My gestation period was long and done respectfully, 
carefully. Tobacco and prayers were given to the spirits, the deer, the tree, to d l 
the presences which have come together to make me. In quiet, in thought, in 
love, I was fashioned by the hands of the woman who now holds me. She was 
not distracted as her hands worked; she focused on bringing together all the 
spirits into my being. Her spirit flowed into the work binding the parts into my 
uniqueness.

I am made of the wind that rustled the grasses as this deer moved through the 
field, or the plants on which this deer grazed. I am the deer bounding, white tail 
flashing. Of this I am made.

I am made of the grouse and squirrel perched in this cedar tree. Of the earth 
anchoring the roots. Of the sigh of air moving about and through it  I am the 
wood. Of this am I made.

I am the stories of the dear and the cedar tree. I am the stories of the drum. I am 
the symbol painted on my hide. This is what I am made of.

I am created in peaoe and love and respect And now, as I speak with the voice 
I have bean given, I pulse with the sound of creation. The heartbeat the rtiythm 
of all creation. I am the continuing beat of life.

K.A'Uerio
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CRAFT, RITUAL, AND WORLD VIEW:
Ojibwa Ontology through Transférmatlvt Philosophy

Chaptarl: 
Becoming Oriented

Introduction

In the spring of 1995,1 was introduced to the Native Philosophy Program at Lakehead University 

t>y Dennis McPherson, then Chair of the Indigenous Learning Department I had t>een frustrated 

by concepts articulated in the Environmental Ethics dass I was taking at Northland College, a 

small environmental/liberal arts college in northem Wisconsin. In particular, the concept of 

'person* was problematic. Then I heard Professor McPherson speak on our local Ojibwa radio 

station, WOJB. He was talking about the program at Lakehead and the differences in world view 

between Westem and Ojibwa culture. I was intrigued and called him. Would there be answers 

to my questions from a different cultural viewpoint?

Although I dktn't start the program that fall, I did enroll for an independent study course 

in philosophy at Northland and attended the First Aboriginal Peoples' Conference at Lakehead. 

The first session of the conference remains imprinted on my mind: Meyer and Ramirez talking 

about Wakan Tanka, McPherson and Rabb discussing their book, Indian fhom tha Inaida, and 

Overholt and Caliootfs work. I was agog. I remember asking a question which must have been 

quite elementary, since other people seemed to be completely aware of other-than-human 

persons. I went home excitad and ertihusiastic about my independent study. The next year, I was 

accepted into the Native Philosophy Program and began attending Lakehead for the 1996-97 

school year.
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B«comino Oriwitwl 2

When I originally spoke with Professor McPherson, he emphasized the need for Native 

people to speak for themselves, the need for understanding to form a bridge beWveen cultures, 

and that one could not superimpose Western concepts on Native thought' Through this process 

of understanding, I have been brought back to the potentiality of some Westem concepts for 

changing our Westem view of the human relationship to the rest of the life-world. Through both 

Native and Westem thought I have been able to find ways to understand more deeply certain 

of my own experiences, for which Westem philosophy has no vocabulary. This process is 

allowing me to develop a changed philosophical underpinning to my daily life.

Doing this thesis has, in addition, given me the opportunity to explore several other 

relalsd areas of interest The Qjtt>wa artists' relationships to their materials, the way they collect 

them and the way they work wHh them, gives me insight into environmental philosophy. And as 

a craftsperson myself, my own work has taken on greater meaning to me.

Lastly, my thesis has allowed me to develop a deeper understanding of the place where 

I live. In 1969,1 moved north from Chicago to Bayfield, Wisconsin, on the Bayfield Peninsula in 

Lake Superior. My new home was a hand-built log cabin in the middle of eighty acres of woods 

and apple orchard. Two Ojibwa reservations are in the area; Bad River and Red CIHT. People 

tdd me the area was very spiritual. I’m not sure the people who told me that meant it is spiritual 

just for Ojibwa people or for everyone. Be that as it may, I didn't think I had had any “spiritual* 

experience related to place.

On one occasion, however, when my sister's family was visiting, we took the ferry ftom 

Bayfield to Madeline Island and visited the old Ojibwa cemetery there. We had been wandering 

around reading the gravestones and one in particular caught our eyes It was hung with some 

bright red ckrih and feathers. As we were all leaning closer to read the inscription on the stone.

'I UM the terme "Wmetmmer," 'Euro-American,* and 'non-NaHve" to daaignata myaalf and oihara of 
Europaan daacant, and “Waatam* and Euro-American*to rattirto ourcuNure.
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a chickadee, who had been on a nearby bush, darted through the hanging doth and feathers. 

Its movement was so aggressive and startling we all jumped back. There was a moment of 

knowing without verbalization among us that the tnrd was telling us we were too dose, that it 

was protecting the offering.

These things have puzzled me. How can people live in the same location and have such 

evidently different perceptions of it? This thesis has given me the opportunity to look for an 

answer. .

The Study

As a craftsperson my orientation is visual, tactile, and practical. Imagery, color, design, 

and structure predominate in my thought processes. Most recently I have been learning to work 

with fleece. As I sort Kghlly wash and dry the reoently-shom fleece, I begin to feel its character. 

A coarse-fibered shimmering gray and tan spins up into a hefty yam, ready to do work, but still 

beautiful. A finely>textured white fleece will spin up into delicate strands. Whatever the crafted 

product ffom these fleece, I win try to weave something which is visually entidng and touchable. 

The warp, upon which the structure is built may no longer be visible, but one knows it is there 

holding together the final design.

In doing pNlosophy, I remain conoemed with structure and design, and with the often 

unnoticed concepts upon which our daily lives are built i.e. our world view. This thesis is 

constructed in a particular way; it is itself an exercise in transformative philosophy. 

(Transformative pNlosophy will be discussed in Chapter Two.) TNs will tadlitate an 

understancfing of the words of the Qjibwa artists in Chapter Three, as well as more awareness 

of implicit conoepts within Western world view.
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Bmcomlna OMenWd 4

Lee Hester and Dennis McPherson (respectively Choctaw and Ojltrwa, philosophers and 

legal scholars) suggest that in mamining Indigenous thought one needs to “return to a very basic 

definition of philosophy [as] thoughtful interaction with the worfd“ (9).̂  Transformative philosophy 

is not incompatible with this definition as it requires an experiential component and 

acknowledges its effect on lived experience.

Through transformative philosophy, I try to understand the meaning of Qjitrwa crafted 

objects within their own cultural horizon—the meaning of the objects to the artisans and the 

artists' relationships with their materials.̂  After a detailed discussion of the artists' statements, 

I reflect further upon the conceptual bases of Ojibwa world view.

My study is crafled from the efforts of the Ojibwa people who undertook to help me; the 

guidance of my professors; and my own experiences, reading, and reflection. The thesis is in 

two parts: the text component and a supplemental compact disc. The compact disc contains 

pktures of four of the artists accompanied by their words in text*; photos of crafted work and of 

Louis Ogemah's installation; and the full transcripts of the interviews.

In describing my work as a study, I do not mean the word as a study of something, 

externalized and objectified. Instead, I mean, when “stud/" is used as a noun, “the act or process 

of applying the mind in order to acquire knowledge, as by reading, investigating, etc.;“ or when 

it is used as the intransitive verb, “to fix the mind closely upon a subject; to muse; to dwell upon 

something in thought; to medHate; to ponder* (Wabster's Nm  Universal Unabridged Dictionary 

1808).

4 UM “Indtgenous" and “Native" to refar to the multi-cullural aboriginal population of North America. 
Ojibwa e  one of theae many cuRurea.

The worda “artlaan* and “artfat* are used interchangeably.
*Marge HnMawaW and Joe Roae providad information, aome of which ia on the compact dbc, in 

addWon to the initial interviewe. Thekvideolapee are with the Oral Hiatory Project, Department of Indigenoue 
Leeming, Lakehead UNvemiy along wMi the audfotapee.
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Fundmmentml Considérations

Study of indigsnous philosophy within the field of academic philosophy is still quite new 

and there are fundamental considerations to be addressed. I will note several here briefly: 

philosophy and world view, the potential for bridging the radically different Western and 

Indigenous world views, purpose for attempting to do so, and, finally, appropriate method.

World View as Philosophy

In The Sacred, Beck and Waters (Navajo, writers) quote Alfonso Ortiz’s (Tewa, 

anthropologist) definition of “world view*:

The notion “world view* denotes a distinctive vision of reality which not only 
intarprets and orders the places and events in the experience of a people, but lends 
form, direction, and continuity to Ufa as well. World View provides people wHh a 
dMfndhe setof vahjaa, an idanHly, a fsetingofrootedneaa, of belonging to a time and 
a place, and afrit aanae of continuity wNh a tradition which transcends the experience 
of a single Wriims, a tiadtilon which may be seid to transcend even time. (Ortiz 1973,
91 ; Beck and Waters 6)

Further “A world view—provides a people with a structure of reality; it defines, classifies, and

orders the 'really real' in the universe, in their world, and in their society* (Ortiz 1971,136; Beck

and Waters 6). We can understand discussion of world view, then, as a branch of philosophy.

Viola Cordova (Apache, philosopher) in an article entitled “Doing Native American

Philosophy,* says that the *real task of philosophy is to search for [certain] very basic notions.

This is done... through en attempt to discover some essential descriptions or definitions of the

world and of the human being in that world* (1996,15). She suggests that the question to ask

when looking at Native American myths and stories, or in speaking with Native Americans is

“What is everything, really?* She also advises that the

phlloeophicel exercise of questioning and enelyzing the oflbred “data* [e.g. stories, 
mytiiN should not be undeitskenwtihpreoonoeNed notions. Native American thought 
should not be approached as an ercheie fbrm which sheds tight on contemporary
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Oecomlno OMemted 6

humans of Europaan descant It should be approached as a complete. eNemetke 
explanation for the world end for human nature. (IS)

Cordova believes that it is Native Americans themselves who should articulate Indigenous 

philosophy (18).

I rated above that Hester and McPtwrson define philosophy as the “thoughtful interaction

with the world.” As to who is a philosopher, “[n]o one goes through their entire life without at

times reflecting upon the world. Some people spend almost their entire lives engaged in this

activity. Every nation in the world has had such people. These are their philosophers* (9). We

see in both these approaches to philosophy that we need to seek meaning from within the

“aMemative explanation for the world *

In calling my study Craft Ritual, and World View, I am seeking to understand elements

of Ojibwa ontology in how the Ojibwa craftsperson interacts with the world. My use of “Ojibwa

Ontology* in my subtitle recognizes (Euro-American anthropologist) A. Irving HalloweH's

contribution to my work. In his article, “Ojitrwa Ontology, Behavior, and World View,* he focuses

on the Ojibwa concept of *persons,* having first noted that the human person is cognitively

oriented to a world in which the objects other than self are

likewise culturally constituted, (presenting) e unified phenomenal field of thought, 
values, and action which Is intégral wNh the kind of world view that cheractsrizes a 
society provided for Its members.... there is *order* and “reason* rather then chaos.
There are basic premises and principles implied.... We are confronted with the 
philosophical implications of their thought, the nature of the world of being as they 
conceive HQO)

Hallowell calls this *relatively unexplored territory^-ethno-metaphysics* (20). Mary B. Black- 

Rogers (Euro-American, cognitive anthropologist) followed Hallowell in this area. In one of her 

articles, *pjibwa Taxonomy and Percept Ambiguify,* she further explores the Qjibwa perceptual 

world, particularly the differences betiween individual perception within the world view.
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pndivkluals] displayed the typical tendency to speak only for themselves and of the 
things they had known through experience. The experience of each Individual being 
dNforent, and also prlvele, they explicitly anticipated that others' accounts would differ 
from their own, even on fecluel and cognitive matters.... This tendency, coupled with 
beliefs about the objective reaNty of certain private sensory experiences, yields an 
expectation of individual diversity of perception... (91)

Both Hallowell and Black, working within an anthropological framework, were particularly 

conscious of the need to understand the Qjibwa world view from an Qjibwa perspective, while 

still recognizing the dfficuity in doing this. They introduced me, not only to the difficulties, but to 

a different perceptually-structured world.

Bridging Radically Ditfarant World Views

It is dear from statements made by Native Americans that tfiere are fundamental, if not

completely incommensurate, differences behveen Native American and Westem world views.

(I discuss this in more depth below in “Articulating the Difficultés.*)

For instance. Vine Deloria, Jr. (Lakota, philosopher), in God Is Red, the 1994 revised

edHion, dramatically describes the great disparity between Native peoples and Euro-American

(or as he identifies them, the “peoples from the near East—the peoples from the Hebrew,

Islamic, and Christian religious traditicnsr).

I suggest.» that we have on this planet hvo kinds of people—natural peoples and the 
hybrid peoples. The natural peuplas represent an andanttradWon that has always 
sought harmony with the environment Hybrid peoplea are the product o f... ancient 
genetic engineering that Irrevocably changed the way these people view our planet 
I can think of no other good reason why (these people] first adopted the trappings of 
civilization and then forced a peculiar view of the natural world on succeeding 
generationa. @)

Whether we should taka tNs view literally or figuratively, I don't know, but it suggests, wrongly 

I think, that Euro-American people may not be innately capable of understanding Native world 

view.
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We are offered a different option by Michael Dorris (Modoc, historian) in an essay on 

writing Native history. He points out that the Euro-American, in an attempt to understand Native 

culture starts from “not zero, but minus ten' and must undergo “an initial, abrupt, and wrenching 

demythdogizing.... and is oflen required to abandon cherished childhood Mntasies of super

heroes and larger-than-life villains* (103). However, once beyond the Westem stereotype, if we 

understand

that Indian societies were composed of people of the normal range of intelligence; 
that human beings qua human beings, where and whenever they may Hve, share 
some trais; that Indians were and are human beings—then we have at least a start 
(104-05)

Dorris also argues that

native people have had to cope, for the last 40,000 or so years, just like everyone 
else. Their cultures have had to make internai sense, tfreir medicines have had to 
work consistently and practically, their philosophical explanations have had to be 
reasonably sal siying and dependable, or else the ancestors of those we call Indians 
really would have vanished long ago. (102)

If Westem and Indigenous peoples share the commonality of being Homo sapiens

sapiens, we should have the same apparatus with which to engage the world, i.e. we are not

two different species. Therefore, we should have the ability to develop cross-cultural

understanding, if we have had the appropriate experience.

In Indian from the Inside: A Study in Ethno-Metaphysics, McPherson and Rabb

(Ojibwa and Euro-American, philosophers) propose a “polycentric perspective* as a

philosophical base for doing ethno-metaphysics (the study of world view):

Plolyoenlrism recognizes that we finite human beings can never obtain a God’s eye 
view, a non-perspectlval view, of reatity, of philosophical troth. Every view is a view 
from somewhere.... Though none Is privileged yet each culture's world view, each 
différant metaphysical system, contributes something to the total picture, a picture 
which is not yet and may never be wholly complets. (10)
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Does this imply that we will or will not tw able to understand cultures that are radically different 

from our own? McPherson and Rabb argue that as It is possible for an undergraduate 

philosophy student to understand ancient metaphysicians, *[s]urely it is also possible for any of 

us to use these same skills to get inside the minds of people from a radically different culture 

and to see the world as they do, in other words to gain a sympathetic understanding of their very 

different culture” (14).

In Chapter Two, I develop this position further. I suggest that both Westem and 

Indigenous peoples share a common life-world. Cultural world views are derived from and 

overlay the common life-world. If we all have the same initial inherent ability to experience this 

lifB-worid, and if we make the effort to understand how the other culture engages this life-worid, 

we should be eble to begin to understand the organizing principles of the other culture, although 

specific cultural knowledge and expressions may be less accessible to us.

Why Wastem/Native Croaa-Cultural Understanding?

With the imposition of Westem culture upon Indigenous cultures, understanding the 

Westsm becomes almost a necessity for the Indigenous person's survival. Native people have 

hed to deel with the disruptions caused by imposition of reserves or reservations, legal 

definitions of their identify, forced education', reorganized tribal structures, changed daily living 

patterns from diet to health care to welfare, etc.

But understanding Native culture is not an apparent necessity for a person bom into 

Westem culture. Euro-American people have the luxury of dabtriing in Native culture on a 

superficial level, for example, participating in appropriated rituals', portraying stereotyped 

Indiens' in film or story. (See Churchill for particularly pointed discussion of this topic.)

However, Native Americans have indicated quite serious reasons why Westem people 

should engage in study of Indigenous culture. Joe Rose (Qjibwa, teacher), who has participated
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in this study, often speaks of the teachings the Ojibwa hold and the importance of these 

teachings for everyone, not just Native people. And, as expressed by Viola Cordova, Westerners 

need to study différent cultures "in order to learn about other means of adapting to the conditions 

that the planet offers... “(1997,36).

With his installation, Regenemtmn (see Chapter Three), Louis Ogemah addresses what 

he calls the ‘disease of cdonizalion* and the healing process needed for both Natives and Euro- 

Americans. Louis is saying that the colonizing attitude is a component of Euro-American world 

view and is destructive not only to those whom it is imposed upon, but to the carrier as well. By 

becoming aware of the juxtaposed Native and Westem aspects of colonialism, one may be able 

to see its enactment in other ongoing ways.

The imposition of a particular world view on others (i.e. humans, animals, place, etc.) 

through the use of power can be seen in such actions as withholding political self-determination 

from Native communities, dumping toxic wastes into the earth, patenting natural-occuring 

botanicals for development The pattern of all these actions is a component of Westem world 

view which may be brought to awareness when one teams more about Native world view.

Those of us who live on the “spoils of conquest* (Hester in conversation) can team about 

and from the people we have affected and develop a deeper sense of responsibility to them, 

ourselves, and the places we now all inhabit Gerald Vizenor (Ojibwa, writer and pNlosopher) 

uses e quotation from D. H. Lawrence to introduce a chapter in The People Named the 

Chippewa: “A curious tNng about the Spirit of Place is the fact that no place exerts its full 

influence upon a newcomer until the old inhabitant is deed or absort)ed“ (13). Let us not prove 

Lawrence correct

Are There Appropriate Methods for Western/Native Cross-Cultural Study?

The issues raised by the Native phikMophers whom I dNcuss in this section address tiwo
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basic points. These points are applicable in whatever field one is working; philosophicel anaiytic

research, archaeology, art history, etc. These tmo basic issues are that one should consult

Native people about their own history and contemporary culture, and from a Native perspective

there are not pre-cdonial and post-colonial Indians'. There is continuity in Native cultures in

spite of suffering disruption from colonization.

In other words, one issue is that Westem academicians tend to rely on wortc done by

other Westem academicians; they also prefer to consult historical documents written by Euro-

Americans about Native people, rather than talking with Native people themselves. In a dass

dncussion about archaeology, Viola Cordova described the white arcftaeologists wtra come to

the Southwest U.S. and “invent* theories about the Andent People. She laughs at what they

“discover* and says,*Why don't they just ask us7^

In a similar vein is Hester end McPherson's conduding suggestion: “The Indigenous

person engages in philosophy by thoughtfully examining the world. The outsider examines

Indigenous philosophy by thoughtfully interacting with the Indigerrous philosopher* (9).

In regard to the second issue, Cordova notes that Westem schdars tend to make a

distinction between the “pre-cdortized Indian* and the contemporary “Indian,* as if the only *real

Indian* were the pre-cdonial, “uncontaminated* one.

The vduesyetsme and ideas of contemporary indigenous people are not sought out; 
these are the coniam/neiedsoureea. Contamporary Nativa Amaricans raprssent a 
penrertad form of the original “noble savage " ... The preaent “pollutad* stage of 
contemporary indigenous groupa is credNad to posteolonial contact

The easy diemiesal of contamporary Native Americans as eouross of 
infomiation concerning their rsNgioue beliefo, their value ayatams, and their altitudas 
toward their world diowe thoae who would preaent Native American ideas or 
“phiosophias* for ewaminaMon to avoid any poeefcle checks on the authenticity of such 
intarpretations. (1997,31)

"Phfoeophy 5411: Methodology, Lekehsed Uiwtnity, Thunder Bay, Ontario, 1996-97. 
Cordova's aitide “Ecokwien: A Rasponee to J. Bakd CaicotL"
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In respect for these concerns, I chose to talk with four contemporary Ojibwa artisans 

from the area where I live on the Bayfield Peninsula in northem Wisconsin, and one artist from 

Ontario. Clustered around the Bayfield Peninsula are the Apostle Islands, one of which is 

Madeline Island, site of the historic Ojibwa village of La Pointe. Two of the artists I interviewed 

are from Red Cliff and foro from Bad River. The fifth artist is from Lac Saul, Ontario, northeast 

of Lake of the Woods (see Figure One). Vizenoris comments about Place also influenced my 

decision to interview people whose history in the area goes back hundreds of years.

Articulating the Difficulties

The hurdles one might encounter in such a cross-cultural study seem formidable with 

language, conceptual framework, and styles of reasoning foremost The Ojibwa and English 

languages are from different linguistic fomilies, and, whether communication is in English or 

Qjibwa, there is the potential for dNforent meanings to be given to the same word dependfog on 

whether it is being used by a Westem or an Qjibwa person.̂

Meyer and Ramirez (respectively Euro-American and Lakota, philosophers) in a paper 

discussing the difficulty for Westem understanding of the LakotafDakota concept of Wakan 

Tonka, say that to  have a perspective at all, one must think within some conceptual framework* 

but that framework may be so dtifsrentfirom another that it will be impossible to understand one 

ffom within the other. They point out that *a problem of relativity might be overcome insofar as 

there is a style of reasoning" shared by members of the society, which could, in principle, be

The problem of croee^uNurel language meaning la explored in Matthew Zieeke'e Matter'e theeie 
topic fiffopngtfw Language Barrfor The Concept of Auranorny a t eCseeSM y. ZIeeke b vi the Native 
Phlosophy Program at Lakehead Univeraity.
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Figure 1. Map—Location of Southwestern Qjibwa (Johnston 1976,10)

T
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learned over time by someone from outside* (103).

This indicates that we may not be taced with the incommensurability of single words or 

concepts, but with complete "styles of reasoning* behveen Western and Ojibwa cultures. For 

instance, Gerald Vizenor in his skxy "Oshkiwiineg: Headlines on the Trickster Express* identifies 

"natural reason on the hearHines* (256) as his Ojibwa characters’ style of reasoning, and "the 

bungee lines of reason* for the others, the educated canons* (246). I mention this, not to delve 

into Vizenor's meaning here, but because it should give us a due that we’re on two diffsrent 

trains of thought Whether these hurdles can be overcome remains to be seen in the attempt 

However, being aware of the problems we may encounter allows us, at least, to prepare.

For «(ample, as I worked on my analysis of the transcribed oral interviews, I began to 

notice a particular area of difficulty. This was a nexus of meanings around the words "spiritual* 

and ‘spirit* The artisans seemed to use the words in a variety of applications, meaning different 

things at different times. And these meanings did not seem to coincide with my Western 

interpretation of the words. I began to think that one of the uses of "spiritual* was what I had 

sometimes experienced as a "diffarenf awareness for which I had no name. I suspected this 

might be similar to what W. T. Staoe calls "extroverted mystical experience." "[7]he extrovertive 

mystic, using his physical senses, perceives the multiplicity of external material otyects—the 

see, the sky, the houses, the trees mystically transfigured so that the One, or the Unity, shines 

through them* (61).

This introduced a dMficult problem from my point of view. For the Ojibwa people talking 

with me, this particular mode of consciousness was not considered unusual, but, rather, an 

integral component of being, a mode of awareness and thought utilized in various ways and on 

many levels. But "mysticism* is not usually accepted as being within the realm of Westem 

philosophy.
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At this point, I was introduced to John Toller’s work on transformative philosophy/ His 

stated purpose is "to establish the transformative pattern as a distinct type of philosophy* (3). 

The pattem Taber describes for transformative philosophy can "provide a principle of 

interpretation* (95), a framework which seemed appropriate for this study. The components of 

transformative philosophy are an experience (often preconoeptual) of wider consciousness, a 

method wNh which to develop this wider consciousness, a body of knowledge "which constitutes 

Ihe mam topic of the system and articulates the experiential component,* and "transformation—a 

dramatic and thorough rebirth resulting from this insight* (95). The "term transformative’ is 

meant to characterize a certain relation be^een the statements of a philosophical system and 

experience. It has nothing essential to do with the specific content of those statements* (96). 

Where Meyer and Ramirez describe a "Gestalt shiff needed in cross-cultural understanding 

(105), transformative philosophy can provide a specific framework for the process. (See 

discussion in Chapter Two.)

Why Not Waetem Philosophy of Art?

Now that we are aware of some of the hurdles we may face, can Westem philosophy 

of art provide a starting point from wMch to urxlerstand the meaning of Ojibwa crafted objects? 

Very briefly, I will mention a few approaches.

Since Aristotle, "erf and "craff have been considered (until recently) two diffsrent types 

of activities and objects. We might sort the artisans here into people who produce craft and 

Ifiose who produce art "Arf would be the Nghar form—"pure* art for its own sake distinguished 

from "craff which would have been envisioned and ‘crafted* with a utilitarian purpose. Some 

philosophers of Western art discussed, for example, the aesthetics of fine art, relegating the

'Dr.Rabb, my admor, and PrefmorMcPlwison have writtMtMviralartidw exploring the 
appfcaSon of tranafonnalive pMoaophy to ttie vilion quaatin paiticuiar. and Lakota and Qjibwa phlosophy in 
ganaraL Sat 1999a, b, c.
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crafts to a different and less worthy, category. (See Collingwood for this classic approach.)̂  

Within the Western horizon, there are now approaches to art other than the classic one, 

e.g. Dewey's Art as Experience, Dufrenne’s The Phanomandogy of Art, or Baxandahl's Tha 

Pattam oflntanOons in which he considers the art object as evidence of intention. More recently, 

Westem and Indigenous crafts are often given the status of "fine* art and exhibited as such. The 

objects are appredated for their aesthetic qualities; they may be judged by the quality of their 

craftsmanship. For instance, aesthetically, I find the webbing on a well-made pair of snowshoes 

extremely beautiful; I admire the skill and knowledge that was needed to produce them.̂

If we were to use a Westem analysis in this study, we might categorize the artists' work 

by design or type. Or we might look at how their works relate to the linear history of the type. 

Vastokas, for example, notes that Westem art historians have generally ignored the study of 

Native artifacts. Among the reasons she cites are: Native artifacts don't fit into the European 

context, "many hrwe not yet been identified as aesthetic objects,* and many artitects are simply 

not accessible, because they are stored in collections. (10-11)

Here, I refer back to McPherson’s comment that we need to be careful not to apply 

Westem concepts to Native thought If we begin from within Westem philosophy of art, we 

would be doing exaclly what McPharson cautions against The words "arf and "craft’ are not part 

of the Ojibwa lexicon. Native use of the English words describes what these words mean in 

English, i.e. "art* may be paintings prepared for gallery exNbfts, "craflT may be bead work or 

tanning. There are Native arts and crafts classes at schools and colleges. But if we try to 

eliminate these two concepts from our thinking, then we may begin to see what the Ojibwa 

crafted object means witNn its own horizon.

*8inca I began ttiii study, it hM bsan intarwling to to dbcovsr, wtian I mention the word "craft," 
how many psopls,pMloioplMrs and ftiendsaika, think I am looking inlo howto maka, for sxsmpis, birch bark 
baakati. Tha popular idaa of craft aaama not to have kept paca with tha acadamicphfaaophy of art

*Aa an axampta, tha Thundar Bay Art Galary doaa a magnHlcant job in axhibiting tha fu# ranga of "art 
and craft* and Natwa and non-Nativa work.
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Looking at "art as* something else leads us into a similar problem; we are beginning with 

the concept of ‘art* classifying certain objects, and then attempting to describe how they 

function 'as* something else.

These approaches are legitimate from a Westem point of view and within Western 

culture, but they are not necessarily applicable to Ojibwa world view. In this study, I'm not 

concerned with how Westerners see Native arts or crafts, whether we find them aesthetically 

pleasing, nor with our struggles in dassî ng Native objects. I’m interested in how Ojibwa 

artisans see their own work; which ultimately will help us understand how they see the world. 

We must look at Native art in its own cultural context rather than trying to fit it into Westem 

criteria.

Notes on the Interviews and Their Analysis

Because of their importance to this study, the interviews (in edited form) with Ojibwa 

artisans appear in Chapter Three.'° I include them in the body of the thesis because, as 

teachings,* they form the core truth* of this study. They are the hub around which this work is 

oriented. In a philosophical analogy, I could say that they are the premises from which I have 

worked. They are also included in this position within the text relative to their meaning in the 

transformative process.

All the interviews or conversations were oral, i.e. not conducted in written format In the 

case of the one untaped interview, I oreNy recorded my memory of it the same day. If there were 

conversation off the tape, I made written notes of it afterward. I then made fiill transcriptions of 

the audio tapes.

For indueion in tfie text I have edHed the interviews for a number of reasons; as full 

transcripts they are unwieldy; some of my own questions and comments ere intrusive in the flow

'**A> atoo noted dMwtwre, tlw ful unedM tranacfipis we on the compact dae for rMdws'rflteranct.
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of what the artist was saying; I did not refer to some of the discursive conversation; and in 

reading, rather than listening, repetitive and overlapping conversational elements are distracting. 

Throughout, I have made every effort to retain the voice of the speaker and not to alter the 

meaning of what was said.

In trying to understand the content of the conversations, I did not limit myself to, but did 

stay generally within the hermeneutic model. I circled from the interviews—the lived experience, 

to my growing understanding, and back. My choice to interview artisans, of whom one is a flute 

maker and performer allowed me to bring to the interpretation my own experience as a 

craftsperson md flute player. I hoped my basic understanding of the physical processes and 

musical performance would be helpful.

Richard Palmer states that the "[ejxplanatory interpretation... must be made within a 

horizon of already granted meanings and intentions ... called preunderstanding (24)” He 

continues, Ihe interpreter "must preunderstand the subject and the situation before he can enter 

the horizon of its meaning.... a fundamental problem in hermeneutics is that of how an 

indmdual's horizon can be accommodated to that of the work. A certain preunderstanding of the 

subject is necessary or no communication will happen, yet that understanding must be altered 

in the act of understanding" (25). I found that knowledge in the areas noted ww helpful. At first 

I worked in a very (Westem) analytic manner, studying the transcripts, looking for themes, 

commonalities, sorting into categories.

However, this was not adequate. My own experiences in the interviewing process were 

very intense; the "concentration” of the people wNIe talking to me seemed "different”— 

particularly focused. What I came to realize was that during the interviews we were engaged in 

a dHferent^ of tewareness. (I dont believe this experience comes through in a transcription.) 

This realization caused me to reassess how I had fslt, what the "mood" was. Then, I decided 

to try to do what I was being told about in the interviews. This, in turn, caused me to focus more
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doseiy on some oTtiw topic areas, especially the way thought and action form experience and 

how they are put into the world. I don't believe that a strictly analytic study can access this 

material.

Also, because of the importance of experience in the transformative process, I have 

bracketed in a particular way. WitNn this study, I have identified certain of my experiences, 

which seem to be illustrative of the process, and have, literally, bracketed them within the text

When the intenriews posed questions for me, I researched other material looking for 

answers, supplementing the interviews. Some of ttwt material is presented in the discussion in 

Chapter Four. In addition, I elaborate on certain concepts, such as circularity and time, wNch 

are mentioned butnot explained in the inlBNiews. As I worked, I realized it was necessary to try 

to envision the pre-contact world in which Native crafted objects originated; I have included a 

sfwrt discussion of this.

In Chapters Five and Six, I draw upon my own study to reflect about Ojibwa world view 

and the meaning of the crafted pieces.
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CHAPTER 2: 
Finding Common Ground

In beginning INs study, I noted that there are fundamental, possibly Insurmountable, differences 

beteeen Euro-American and Ojibwa world views. To address this I have organized this chapter 

in three main sections. The first discusses transformative philosophy which I use as the 

structural method to provide guidance from one world view to another. The second discusses 

general cognitive/conative orientations of the two cultures; this gives specific direction. Lastly, 

to provide common ground both literally and philosophically, I present my interpretation of David 

Abram’s work which he develops in Tha Spall of tha Sansuous. From this context I can begin 

to understand the meaning of Ojibwa crafted objects.

Transformative Philosophy

A philosophy can be designated "transformative.” Transformative philosophy describes 

amovement in experience and thinking ftom one state of awareness toa wider consciousness." 

John Taber’s work examines Éahkara and Fichte whose philosophies exemplHy the pattem. 

éahkara relies on religious texts; Fichte on dialectic. Transformative philosophy itself is 

contenlless. The contents of transformative philosophies will be différent but the pattem will be 

the same.

Different cultures whose philosophies may be described as transformative can be

"My dbcuwion of trweWneSv# pMoiopfty» bMed on John Tabtr't Tnmfommtiv Ph«o»ophy:A 
StuS/cfSsifkan. FteMa. and Wedogpor In ganoral, Tabw uaoa the term "highor conadouanaaa." I have 
choaan to uaa "vMor conadouanoM’ wtMch, I think, a more appropiiala to tiM Mudy.
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compared, asTaberdid wHh éahkara (Incfian) and Fichte (German). Also, Rabb and McPherson 

have recently compared Lakota and Ojibwa philosophies in this way (1999b).

My use of transformative philosophy in this context differs somewhat from the above. 

I am arguing that the process necessary to go from a Euro-American world view to 

understending Ojibwa world view is a transformative process which fits Taber's description of 

transformative philosophy. However, in this application, I am not describing one cultural world 

view, nor am I comparing Wvo. I am suggesting that transformative philosophy can be used as 

a method. This thesis is also constructed in a transformative pattern designed to move from one 

way of understanding to another.

1) A Pmconcaptual Experience

The thrust of transformative philosophy is movement toward, and change to, a wider 

consciousness. It consists of several components: a preconoeptual experience which the 

irxfivkkial may or may not be aware of. The person may lack SNvaraness because he or she does 

not have the necessary conceptual framework to identify and define the experience. Or, the 

individual may be aware of having had some experience wNch is non-dassifiatile. This 

experience "is a precondition for the intelligibility of the system* (Taber 95).

For example, after doing the interviews and reflecting on their content, I realized that 

some of the times I have worked with fleece have been an experience of this type. At the time, 

I experienced a complete involvement with the fibers, one could almost say a communication 

with them and literally saw them in a different light

2) An BcparianM Madiod

The second necessary component is an experiential method which will cultivate this 

consciousness. Within a culture with a transformative philosophy, this will be an overt
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developed melhod. For example, in Ojibwa culture, tasting, dreaming, sweat lodge, and vision 

quest are accepted cultural methods which may lead to a transformative experience expressed 

in appropriate cultural iconography. In my application, there is no Euro-American cultural 

practice (which I am aware of) designed to tacilitate this cultivation. Borrowing practices from 

other cultures may be an option, but the wider consciousness which we wish to understand may 

be dWtarent for Ojibwa than, for example, Buddhist Methods tailored within one culture may be 

inappropriate for another.

The following are the methods which I found in the course of this study, but certainly this 

can be expanded or refined with more experience. First I needed a "sense of direction"; this is 

what I am trying to provide in this chapter. Understanding the usual limitations of Westem 

intefledual thinking and finding a philosopNcal position which reaches beyond that position are 

important—beginning from a Westem world view is almost synonymous with beginning 

intellectually. However, intellectual knowing that this is one's orientation and recognizing one's 

exporionco of ̂  are two different aspects wNch one must learn to identify.

I reviewed my own life-experience for possible "preconoeptual* experiences. I am now 

continually (re)discovering these experiences, for which I had no language prior to this study, 

and reinterpreting them.

An experiential component of which I was unaware at the time was being with the 

people during the interviews. They were interacting with me from a state of wider 

consciousness. This included experiencing Louis Ogemah’s installation as he was speaking 

aboutit, and then reluming to it later by myself. It is important to leam to listen, to attend to what 

one is being told and how it is being told. At the beginning of the interviews, in spite of the fact 

that I had been told to ‘notice everything,* I was still Jumping in from my own point of view. 

During my first interview, I noticed moments of disconnection between what was said, what I 

replied, and the response to that I was cautioned again to//staff—to open up one's senses.
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A method I used consciously was doing what I was tMing told stout in the interviews. 

At the time of the intenriews, I was tMginning a crafted project I tried to collect the materials and 

work in the way which was t>eing descrit)ed to me (see Chapter Five).

Keeping a journal of one's interactions with the natural world can t>e a formal experiential 

activity. This exercise can be done even within an urban or suburban area. For instance, in 

Chicago an old, rarely visited, unkempt cemetery provided haven for birds and other creatures. 

An overgrown and walled vacant lot buzzed with the activity of birds, insects, and plants in the 

summer, and provided quiet isolation from dty-sounds in the winter.'̂

3) A "Body of Knowledgo"

The third component is a body of doctrine which constitutes the main topic of the system 

and articulates the experiential component" (Taber 95). The body of knowledge places the 

experience within understanding, and removes it from ineffebility. When it is accessible to tfie 

understanding, it can be lived consciously. Transformative philosophies are ones which 

"demand... commitment and must in some way be //vecf, and the statements of [the] systems 

are themselves instrumental in effecting this conversion from reflection to life*(96). The 

statements of the systems are not revisionary nor speculative: ttiey do not propose a new way 

of understanding or ordering reality. Nor are they simply descriptive, describing something 

already accessible to consciousness. Instead, Taber says the statements "define" a matter of 

fleet, i.e. the precognitive experience. It te lls us. in effect, not simply that experience potentially 

extends beyond what is known in daily life but that there are other modlea of experience" (101).

''RecenSy, Dr. Rabb aadgned the joumteng exMdM to he Introductory PMoaopby daw (for whiet) I 
waa ataaching aoabtant). Tha atudanto ware aaalgnad tha taok of being In ‘nature* once aach waak for about 
an hour. They ware to wiila about thak Maradiona. Notablo among tha aKpariancaa waa a raaponaa to focka 
and water which many atudanta daacrbad. Alao notabla wara llaahaa of raWkMMhip teth indMduai anknalK a 
crow watching a atudant oat Na kinch, a fox fiightenad by anothar atudant ikSng hia anowmoble, and a 
atudanta ancountar wNh an old tree (which ha latar raSonatead cutting down!).
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In this study, the words of the Ojibwa artists regarding the crafted objects and, 

especially, the state of mind the artist must be in to produce a spiritual or sacred object, function 

as the defining philosophical statements. For instance, when Frank Montano tells us that the 

flute becomes alive and through ceremony communicates its purpose, without the other 

transformative components we have no way from a Westem position to recognize what this 

means.

4) Tnnsk>rmation

Through these statements and the interactive experiences, it may be possible to 

understand and experiance the crafted works, and understand how the artisan works. This is the 

fourth component which Taber caHs "transformation—a dramatic and thorough rebirth resulting 

from this insight" (95). It is the result the individual may (or may not) experience from the 

process. The personal experience of the transformation can be expected to cause the individual 

to look with "new eyesT upon his/her former world. This shift in understanding should cause the 

individual to reorder his/her experiential world and to reevaluate his/her actions within it  One 

does not "leave behind" one's former orientation (or world view), but learns to look at it with new 

understanding.

Commenta abouf the Components

While it is possible that "enlightenmentr in an Eastam sense may be a sudden flash of 

intuitive experience (what Stace calls "introverted mystical experience" [51]), my sense is that 

our endeavor here is dMfsrent and quite complex. First, the list of four components above belies 

the cfifficulty of the process. There can be a long period in which praxis is interspersed with the 

study of tire "body of doctrine." Transformation in this cross-cultural context may be many small 

"enlightenments," many smaH realizations which gradually transform the experiential world.
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The Qjibwa state of "widened oonsdousness" ("widened” only from our Westem point 

of view) is lived within the natural wodd. So, instead of one moment of enlightenment, we are 

presented with an entirely different way of interacting and understanding on a continual basis. 

In other words, it is a lived state of awareness. As with any lived state of awareness (even the 

Westem intellectual state), it is imbued with cultural practices, meanings, and nuances.

Westem/Qflbwa Cultural Cognitive Patterns

Now that I have established transformative philosophy as my framework toward 

understanding, I will look at the specific shift in thinking which will need to occur.

In her Master's thesis, A Jungian Bridge to Nerive Philosophy, Marie Taylor states: "The 

gap betaeen Westem and Native world views is much more profound than the West has 

imaginad" (iii)." In a Jungian interpretation, the psyche consists of Thinking, Intuition. Sensing, 

and Feeling aU of which are equally important and which should be "available to consciousness, 

and contribute to knowledge* (56). However, Westem relianoe on pwe and empirical reasoning, 

and the search for logical certainty has isolated the thinking function from contact with the 

others-creating an immense chasm, a "stark divide between the humanly knowable and 

unknowabW* (64). Taylor's dtegram graphically illustrates the thinking/intelleclual function as an 

island, from which the other three components are separated and, often, inaccessible. (See 

Figure Two.) The separation and domination of our intellectuel fonction gives currency to various 

philosophical positions such as radical individualism or mind-body dualism, taith in "pure 

reason," search fbr unyielding fbundational knowledge, as well as objectified modem science.

'’I haw UMd Taylor'e Jungtei intwpretHion of piyclw and h«r dMgnm to give a graphic Mfwc or 
contratobtemnWammandQibwacognillvafcofiabveoiienlaeon, and, (hu#,dtedtontoourmovamanlMy 
thaab doaa notraquka accaptanca ofthb Jungian intorproMion.
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Figura 2. Th# Wgstem intaitoctual bland (Taylor 56).

Another result of the Intellect's isolation is pointed out by Edward Conze who contrasts

Buddhism wHh Westem intellectual philosophizing;

In Europe, we have become accustomed to an almost complete gap between the 
theory of philosophers and their practice, between their views on the nature of the 
universe and their mode of Hfs.... [The philosopher] is Judged by the consistency of 
his views, not with his lite ... in short, (he is Judged] by purely intellectual standards.
(20; Taber 65)

This kind of separation allows us to act inconsistently with our philosophical positions. An 

intimate connection between thought and action is not recognized.

In contrast is an Qjibwa perspective. In Chapter Three, Marge Hmielewski talks about 

the four aspects of the person: Physical, Intellectual, Emotional, and Spiritual.

Figure 3. The Four Aspects o f Qjibwa Being (after White 118).

SpkitUÊl

InMectuêl Physical
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Because (bur parts of the psyche have also been identified in a Jungian approach, it is tempting 

to find parallels between it and the Ojibwa. However, I will resist the temptation. For instance, 

it is not clear that the Ojibwa term “spiritual* equates with “intuitive." The first would seem to 

indicatB a mode of awareness, whereas “intuitive“ refers to a process of acquiring knowledge. 

Nor would the highly differentiated meaning of “feeling" in Jungian terminology be comparable 

with “emotional" (Taylor 56, note 83). The Ojibwa interpretation can be illustrated with the 

medicine wheel which serves organizing, teaching, and healing functions within Ojibwa thought 

These four aspects of oneself need to be related and in harmony within the drde of the whole. 

As well, one must seek balance. (See Figure Three). Harmony and balance are important in 

thought as well as action; how one is in thought goes into one's actions and relationships in the 

world.

Suodnctiy, the difference between Westem and Ojibwa modes of thought is between 

an isoMsd and dominate intellectualism, and a harmonious interaction of the four aspects and 

a balanced mode of being in the world.

I will give a personal example of the difficulty of communication bebveen Westem and 

Qjibwa views to illustrate this point Several years ago, when I was taking philosophy dasses 

at Northland College, I became interested in the Westem and Qjibwa concepts of “person.* I 

asked Joe Rose, QjibwaelderandDirectoroftheNativeStudiesDepartment ifhewoutoco- 

dred, with the Westom philosophy profssaor, my independent study paper. He agreed to do so. 

I went to talk wHh Nm, sure in my Westem mode of thought that I wanted to discuss the form 

of the paper, the concepts, the arguments, etc., which I explained to him, probably at length. I 

expedad Nm to dtologue with me on these points and discuss the Qjibwa concept of “person," 

or at least give me refsrenoes. Instead, there was a long pause. Then he toW me the story of an 

experienoe he and Ns son had which I am going to repeat here as I remember it

I
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My son and I ware visiting in Cslgsry, Albsrta, last wintsr. Wo wars thara at 
tha tima of thair Wlntsr Fasival. Thara wara lots of outdoor avants. Wa wara walking 
around and wa cama to whara thara waa a oontaat. Man wara angaging in aomathing 
Ilka bowling. Thay wara throwing or rolling frozan turkays to try to knock down pins. 
My son and I wara horrMlad. Wa ware vary sad. From our point of view, Wastam 
cuitura is insane.

This is all he said to me. Bowling with turkeys seamed callous to me, but I must admit, with 

some embarrassment that I had no idea this story had anything to do with my paper and I never 

went back to him for help wilh it (In spits of this, Profsssor Rose has graciously helped with this 

study.)

These graphic illustrations should give us a general "picture* of how we need to reorient 

or raleam our thinking so that we can begin to understwrd what the meaning of Ojibwa crafted 

objects is to the Ojibwa craftsperson. At the least we will need to bridge the chasm surrounding 

the intsNect and recognize, and hopefully reintegrate, the emotional, physical, and, particularly, 

the spiritual aspects of ourselves. Also, we will need to look at the connection between our 

thoughts and our actions more carefully. Within the framework of transformative philosophy, we 

can envision that we are seeking a more holistic mode of awareness, balanced within and 

without

Changing the Landscape of Western Thought

The isolation and domination of the Westem intellect is not just a psychic phenomenon 

but influences the way in which we perceive and interact with the world. Basing her metaphor 

on Kent, Taylor's imagery portrays the island (of pure reason) surrounded by a chasm, beyond 

which is the fog (of the noumenal) (22). My own imagery is less poetic. We Westem people sit 

on the intellectual island, surrounded by the chasm which allows us to separate, olÿectify, 

manipulate, and use the world, which we see as external to us, without responsibility for our 

actions. In order to change this imagery, to change the landscape of our thinking, I now tum to
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David Abram.

I owe this direction to Brundlge (Cree-Metis, philosopher) and Rabb who point out the

potential of Abram’s woric in a cross-cultural context They cite the use of Merleau-Pont/s

concept of "perceptual redprodty* by African-American writer Charles Johnson. In his work

Being and Race, Johnson argues that persons with different perspectives can transcend

relativism "(bjecause... we have... innumerable perspectives on one world; and we know that

when it comes to the crunch, we share, all of us, the same cultural Life-world—a world layered

with ancestors, predecessors, and contemporaries" (Johnson 44; Brundige and Rabb 86).

Where Johnson acknowledges olher persons in the cultural Life-world, Abram expands the

notion of perceptual reciprocity, or intersubjectivity, beyond reciprocity with human persons to

all sentient organisms. The notion of perceptual reciprocity recognizes that we do not perceive

in isolation, only "taking in.* Instead, all our perceptions are, at the same time, reciprocated

perceptions of others. Perceptual reciprocity is ongoing.

The encouraertelh other perosbers continually assures me that there is more to eny 
thing, or to the world, than I myself can perceive at any moment... I sense that that 
tree is much more than what I directly see of k, since it is also what the others whom 
I see perceive of it;. . .  not just... other persons, bu t... other sentient organisms.
. .the birds that nest in Ms branches.. the insects that move elong its bark, and even, 
finally,. . .  the eeneNfve cells and tissues of the oak itself, quietly drinking eunNght 
through Ms leavse.lt is this kitomting of my perceptions by the evident perceptions and 
sensations of other bodNy entities that establishes, tbr me, the relative solidity and 
stability of tha world, k̂brsm 39; Brundige and Rabb 86-87)

Using Abram’s argumant̂  ̂we can transcend the chasm which separates us from the 

restof the Kfs-worid. We will see that we share this life-worid, not only with Ojibwa people, but 

with sentient objects—and that we experience intersutrjedivify wHh them. We will see that there 

are layered lifbwortds, the common Kf»workl we sM share and experience, and the over-layered

’*1 am using Abram’s argumant, which ha baaad in part on hb kitarpratation of Huaaarfs and Matlaau- 
Pontys works, to oxpicals our MaraubjadMly wNh a l bainga in tha HS-woiM.
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cultural life-world. We can begin to connect to and understand the world in which the Qjibwa 

crafted objects come to be and how they also interact with this world.

Tha Chasm

Our intellectual isolation is achieved by denying our involvement in and dependence on 

the natural world.

Mne perceives a world at all only by projocHng oneself into that world,... one makes 
contact with things and others only by actively participaling in them, lending one's 
sensory imagination to things in order to discover how they altar and transform that 
imagination, how they reflect us back changed, how they are différent from us. 
perception is always partidpetory, and hence ... modem humanity's denial of 
awersneas In nonhuman nature la borne not by eny conceptuel or sdentiflc rigor, but 
rather by an Inability, or a refusal, to fully perceive other organisms. (Abram 275-76)

In Westem society, we have come to regard our material (and virtual!) reality as tha reality, 

overlooking our everyday world which "is hardly the mathematically determined 'object" toward 

which the sdenoes direct themselves.... It is not an inert or mechanical object but a living field, 

an open and dynamic landscape subject to its own moods and metamorphoses’ (32). Perhaps 

those of us who have cuddled a baby, washed the dishes, nursed an elderly parent or 

grandparent, or exchanged a smile wHh a stranger win say that we cannot doutrt there is a world 

of subjective interrelationsNps, an experiential field in which we participate. But I contend that 

we still see ourselvee as radically separate beings, and that even these experiences are 

couched wHhin the objective, individualistic Westem paradigm. (Cf. Cordova 1997) "The fluid 

realm of dkact experience hae come to be seen as a secondary, derivative dimension, a mere 

consequence of events unfolding in the ‘realer’ world of quantifiable and measurable scientific 

facts.' It is a curious inversion of the actual demonstrable state of affairs* (Abram 34).

ThaUfa-WofU

Abram butids his work on the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl and Merleau-Ponty.
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"Phenomenology, as [Edmund Husseri] articulated It in the earty 1900s, would tum toward the 

things themselves,’ toward the world as it is experienced in its felt immediacy. Unlike the 

mathematics-based sdencee, phenomenology would seek not to explain the world, but to 

describe as closely as possible the way the world makes itself evident to awareness, the way 

things first arise in our direct, sensorial experience" (35)."

For this study, recognition of the life-worid is extremely important The life-world is 

shared by Westem and Native peoples alike, and is our common ground within which we 

perceive, albeit differently.

The life-worid Is the world of our immediately lived experience, e« we live It, 
prior to eW our thoughts about i t ... Easily overlooked, this primordiai world is always 
already there when we begin to reflect or phMoaophbe. It is not a private, but a 
collective, dimension—the common Held of our lives and the other Hves with which 
ours are entatned - and yet It ia profoundly ambiguous and Indeterminate, since our 
SMperience ofthls Held Is always reWive to our situation within It The Hfe-world la thus 
the world as we organically experience ...prior to conceptually freezing it Into a static 
space of "fscts"—prior. Indeed, to conceptualizing It In any complete fashion. (40)

Tha Layarad Ufa~World

If, however, Westem and Native peoples share a common life-worid, how can our

perceptions, organization, and interaction with it be so diffsrent—to the point of

incommensurability? Abram responds to this apparent dilemma by explaining:

It should be evident that the Ms world may be qutie différent for dWfsrent cultures. The 
world that a people experiences and comes to count on Is deeply Influenced by the 
ways they Ive and engage that world. The members of any given culture necessarily 
Inhabit an experlanced world very dHlbrent from that of another cuNurewNh a very 
dflfsrent language and way of Ufa— And yet, despite this muMpHclly, It would seem 
that there are basic structures to the Ufa-world that are shared, elements that are 
common to dNfarent cultures and even, we may suspect, to dUfsrent species. 
Husserl’s writings seem to suggest that the Ufa world has various layers, that 
underneath the layer of diverse cultural tifa-worlds there repoees a deeper, more 
untiarytifs world, aiweys abeedy there beneath aU our culturel acquiBltiona, a vast and 
continually overlooked dimension of experience that nevertheless supports and 
suatakie all our dberse and cNsconlfnuous worMdaws. (41-42)
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Therefore, what appears as incommensurability is such simply because we have not looked 

deeply enough. We have been seeking understanding between cultural life-wortds, without 

seeking our commonalities at the deeper life-world level.

Insartion in tha Ufa-World

If we are to find common ground in the life-world, we need to understand what "being

in the Hfe-world" means. How are we "in” the life-world?

Abram, and Merleau-Ponty, begin to answer this question by saying that it is the living

body itself which is the "subject of experienoe.... The living body is ... the very possibility of

contact, not just with others but with oneself—the very possibility of reflection, of thought, of

knowledgê  (45). The living body, however, is not tfw separated and bounded "objecf containing

our awareness which Westem culture identifies.

[Tihe boundaries of a Hvfetg body are open and indeterminate; more like membranes 
then banters, they define a surface of metamorphosis and exchange.... [The body Is] 
cseseleesly epreeding out of Itself ee well ee breathing the world Into Itself, so that It 
is very dNHcuH to cHscem, at eny moment, precisely where this Hvlng body begins and 
where It ends. Considered phenomenologlcelly—that Is, as we actually experience 
end Ihra It—the body Is e creative, shape-ehHVng entity.... Far ftom restriding my 
ecceee to things end to the world, the body Is my very means of entering Into relation 
with all thinge. (46-47)

As we have seen, (he embodM subject is not alona in the perceptual field. It is engaged 

in continuous reciprocity and "comes to recognize these other bodies as other centers of 

experience, otiter sutfjects.... [f]he subjective field of mperience, mediated by the body, opens 

onto other subjectivities ... [onto] a collective landscape, constituted by other experiencing 

subjects as well as by oneseir (37).

Those phenomena of the experiential field which we cannot, with our wills, change 

because "they seem buttressed by many involvements besides [our] own," are called

I
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’"iniarsubjectiva phenomena—phenomena experienced by a multiplicity of sensing subjects' 

(38). Realizing that all our experience is subjective, and distinguishing betereen subjective and 

intersubjective, allows us to discard our conventional references to "objective" reality.

Perceprion, Synaesthasia, and tha Animate Life-World

Now that we have seen that there is a continuous interchange be^een our own bodies 

and those around us, "perception" can be described more fuily; "It is this open activity, this 

dynamic blend of receptivify and creativî  by which every animate organism necessarily orients 

itself to the world (and orients the world around itself)..." (SO).

WHh this description in mind, if perception is an ongoing intersubjective activity, where 

does it arise? Does it originate in me or in the other? Abram answers this by saying that 

"[njeHher the perceiver nor the perceived... is wholly passive in the event of perception" (53). 

Both the mosquito and I contribute to a shared perception; she perceiving my skin as I perceive 

the sling. Or, using Abram’s example, the flowering plant provides my fragrant perception, and 

the perception for the pollinating bee.

Traditionally in Westem philosophy and culture, the senses are regarded separately, 

vision usually being regarded as the primary sense. But Abram emphasizes that the body acts 

synaesthetically, that is, all the senses act together. One’s senses all participate fully in 

perception and we only identify one from another after the experience. "As soon as I attempt to 

distinguish the share of any one sense from that of the others, I inevitably sever the full 

participation of my sensing body with the sensuous terrain” (60).

This full invQivemant of the living sensuous body in the perceptual and perceiving field, 

enables us to focus/n the other things which draw our perception to themselves. Abram goes 

on;

My various senses, diverging as they do ftom a single, coherent body, cohorentiy
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converge, w  well, in the perceived thing, juet as the separate perspectlvee of my two 
eyes converge upon the raven and convene there into a single focus. My senses 
connect up with each other in the things I perceive, or rather each perceived thing 
gathers my senses together In a coherent way, and It ie this that enatrles me to 
experience the thing Itself as a center of forces, as another nexus of experience, as 
an Other. (62)

Recognition that the Other is a "center of forces' or "nexus of experience" which can actively 

engage us is quite important Our sensual engagement is not haphazard nor incomprehensible; 

the Other brings our senses together In a "coherent* way. We remind ourselves that our living 

bodies are permeable, our skin itself a sensory organ, air flows into us and out with each breath. 

There is a flow behveen us and Others, being focused and focusing, perceiving and being 

perceived. The Others themselves are also fod, like us, of subjectivity, sensibility, and 

experience.

Abram notes that Merleau-Ponty, in Phenomenology of Perception, consistently 

described "... the sensible thing, commonly considered by our philosophical tradition to be 

passive and inert... in ttw active voice:... The sensible world... is described as active, animate, 

and, in some curious manner, alive..." (55). In our immediate reciprocal experience, we know 

the Other

as a dynamic praaenca lhatconlhmts ua and draws us Into ralation. We conceptually 
immobilize or objectify the phenomenon only by mentally absenting ourselves from 
IMS reMion, by fargoHIng or rsproaaing our sensuous involvement To delfne anottier 
being as an Inert or passive object Is to deny Its abNky to actively engage us and to 
provoke our senses; we thus bhek our perceptual nciprodlywÊh thati)eing. ...

I f ... we wish to describe a particular phenomenon without repreaaing our 
direct experience, then we cannot avoid speaking of the phenomenon as an active, 
anknata enlkyedh which we fnd outsehee engaged. ...To the sensing body, no thing 
presents kself as utterly passive or Inert (56)

Thus, we find ourselves—no longer the bounded, isolated being our Western culture portrays 

and which we attempt to emulate—in constant active engagement with other dynamic beings. 

That those other beings may be people, other animals, or even insects, is, I think.
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comprehensible to us. We can realize that the subject/object categories are reversible. The 

mosquito is an entity to me as I am to it  Abram says that once we acknowledge this—that we 

can have an "objective existence for others," we must recognize the possibility "that any visible, 

tangible form that meets my gaze may also be an experiencing subject sensitive and 

responsive to the beings around It and to me" (67).

The Matrix tha Ufa-Wortd

We recognize, then, that "our sensory perceptions [are] simply our part of a vast 

interpenetrating webwork of perceptions and sensations bome by countless other bodies..." (65) 

This intertwined web of experience is, of course, the ‘life-worid’ to which Husserl alluded in his 

final writings..." (65).

But there is more to this "webwork" than the strands which link entities together. There

is a matrix to the life-world. Abram discusses Merfeau-Pont/s identification of this matrix as

the collective "Flesh," which signifies both our flesh and "the flesh of the world.” By 
"the Flesh” Merleau-Ponty means to Indicate an elsmsntal power that hashed no 
name In the entire history of Wsstsm philosophy. The Flesh Is the mysterious tissue 
or matrix that underHss and gives rise to both the perceiver and the percelvsd as 
Msrdspsndent aspects of Its own spontaneous activity. It Is the reciprocal presence 
of the sentient in the sensible and of the sensible In the sentient, a mystery of which 
we have always, al tsasttadtiy, bsen aware... (66)

The matrix, or Flesh, is the animate "stufT which gives rise to the forms of all the entities within

it  It is itself ‘both sensible and senaWve" (67), an active power.

If the matrix is sensible—capable of being sensed, with what sense do we do this?

It would seem that none of what we usually credit to our five senses can explain the abilify to

sense what is apparently intangible and not visible. Abram identifies this as "imagination.” It is

an sMbute of the senses thsmsslvss; ... not a separate mental faculty... but Is rather 
the way the senses thsmsslvss have of throwing thsmsslvss beyond what is 
knmsdtotslygivsn, in order to make tentative oonlsctwfih the other sides of things that 
we do not sense dkecHy, wNh the hidden or bwistole aspects of the sensible. ̂ )
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Abram uses the example of (he sleight of hand of a magician who performs a coin trick, having 

the coin disappear from one hand and reappear in the other. It is the imagination entering into 

reciprocity with the magician and the coin which Abram says supplies the notion that the coin 

has gone from one hand to the other. This example is unfortunate. While it does show the 

activity of the imaginative "sense,” the magician deliberately takes advantage of it in fooling us. 

Does this happen in our reciprocity with the natural world?

We have seen above that the "gathering of our senses” by another entity has coherency 

and comprehensibility. If our imaginations are one of our senses, and it is through use of this 

sense, in combination wHh our other senses, that we are able to perceive the Flesh of the natuisd 

world, then our perception of it will not be "fooled.” Our perception of it will have cogency, 

because all entities are part of it and arise from it

I think this combination of what is here called "the matrix,” or "the Flesh," and "the 

imagination” is what constitutes the mystical or transformative experience as discussed by 

Taber. It is the sensing of the mysterious, the active pcwer, the hidden or invisible. I also think 

this is what is referred to as "spiritual” by Ojibwa people. The use of "imagination” for this is 

probably as good a word as any, since English has not supplied us with adequate terminology, 

nor have I another word to suggest

It is possible that each of us has had sensual experiences of this matrix, but has not 

known how to name it  In my own example below, I would describe what I experienced as 

"sensing” but I would not know how to say what I sensed wUh. That I did sense this is 

indisputable, and it had and continues to have a reality forma.

PananaljoumaLLalaatniipriinaariyJuna, 1987. Southeast Alaska on a tiny island 
outside SUoL

My hiends and I are gathered wkh about twenty paopie at a smat, wooden 
cabin perehad on the rocks by tha ocean shore. Huge, ancient trees surround Ihe 
cabin. Mde kerosene tenpaendFcle us in a soft g/km. Those of us with inMnenants
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topbyhav»l»oughithenh-ijultar,aulolmp,1lul», dnm,&nd the music has taken on 
a lilting rhythm, t can hear the soit movement of the water on the rocks and the 
soughing ofthe trees as theyjoin Mo the must. Gradualty, I sense enother presence 
enter the room. Ithas tlowed in kom the night: itl)ecomes the must, the lampiight. 
thecooleir. It stays vMIe the must plays, and then as the must slows and quiets, 
it dips out again, and there tie ltthe water on the rocks, the soughing trees, end the 
murmur of Mends.]

In this chapter, we hare moved ftom a position of inteNectuai dominance and separation,

to one in which we use all our cognitive and conative capacities as entities emt>edded within a

life-world. I will let Abram sum this up:

The human mind is not some otherworldly essence that comes to house Itself 
inside our physiology. Rather, it is Instilled and provoked try the sensoriel Held itself.
Induced by the tenskme and pertidpetione bebeeen the human body and the animate 
earth. The invisible shapes of smells, rhythms of cricketsong, and the movement of 
shadows all, in a sense, prodde the subtle body of our thoughts. Our own reflections, 
we might say, are a part ofthe play of light and its reflections—

By acknowledging such tinks between the inner, psychological world and the 
perceptual terrain that eunounds us, we begin to tum inside-out, loosening the psyche 
from tie continement wihin a strictly human sphere, freeing sentience to return to the 
seneMe worid that contains us. Intelligence is no longer ours alone but is a property 
of the earth; we are in it, of It, immersed in Its depths. And indeed each terrain, each 
ecology, seems to have Its own particular Intalligence, its unique vernacular of soil 
and leaf and sky. @62)

Ojibwa Craftad Objects in this Context

Abram's main tttasis concerns the source and purpose of language, the problem of 

separation from the land engendered by the aiphabatic writing system, and the importance of 

reconnecting our (Westem) languege to the land. For my purposes in this study, some of 

Abram's observations about language will help us later to understand the context of Ojibwa 

crafted work.

Abram notes tiwtorai languege among indigenous people, "[e]nected primarily in song, 

prayer, and story, ...functions not simply to dMoguewHh other humans but also to converse 

wHh the mora-tharvhuman cosmos...” (70-71). That we are within a sentient and sensible world
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is recognized in this conversation with other phenomena; the conversation is conducted "in the 

assumption that all things have the capacity of speech* (263). It is within this context of 

perceptually aware phenomena, of an oral culture interactive with the living world, that Qjibwa 

crafted work exists.
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CHAPTER 3: 
OJIIiwa Voices

Introduction—An Qfibwa Migration Scroil

Chapter Two ended as we had shifted from an objectified Western Intellectual view to 

a philosophical position, still wMhin a Western intellectual tradition, which began to recognize the 

muNhfacetad lifBhworid in which we are all embedded. I will begin this chapter with another shift: 

from the Western intellectual tradition to an Ojibwa world view. Prior to the interviews, the first 

Ojibwa "voice" presented is that of a sacred Midewiwin'̂  migration scroll. It will introduce the 

Qjibwa people here from an Ojibwa perspective, acquaint the reader with a crafted ot̂ 'ect which 

does not fit neatly into the Western category of "crafts," and will encapsulate certain aspects of 

the following interviews and the later discussion.

Earlier in this thesis, I used a standard W estenvs^ map to show the geographic 

location of the Ojibwa people whom I interviewed. In that style, we see a static present The 

scroll, on Ihe other hand, teNs a story. It tells a dynamic story of movement of a people from the 

coast of the eastern ocean into the mid-western area beyond Lake Superior (present-day 

Minnesota and northwestern Ontario).

One of the Apostle Islands of the Bayfield Peninsula is Madeline Island or Mo-ning-wun - 

a-kmen-ing. It is the severfih and last place the Sacred Megis Shell appeared to the Anishnabe'” 

on their migration, and where the Water Drum made its seventh and last stop.̂  ̂There are

discussion of the MkJeMwin a not wMhin the scope of the papirJ wi jiMt note that a a a Mcrad 
caramonial Qjibwa tradion. The raadar a rafsrrad to, among others, Hoffman, Vacasy, Biasaing.

"UntW now I haval)aanuBingthanamo*Q|ibwa.’ *Anahnaba'aawofdQil)wapaopteollan uaato 
idanSiy thamaalvaa and I wa uaa itas wsl as "CPMva."

"See Edward Banlon*na( The »li/iom a Book. Chapter 14 for afidmigraian story. Afro, Sikas’siga's 
accounta Hoffiman, 179-60. Skas’aiga mantkma ataasttwarityffva "raaSng placaa.'
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various estimatBS about how long the migration took—some say about five-hundred years (and

that there had been an even earlier migration to the East Coast [Rose in conversation]). Led by

the Midewiwin elders, the Anishnatre began to move from Sault S t Marie, the fifth stop; some

took a northern route and some a southern route around Lake Superior. The sixth appearance

of the Megis shell was at Spirit Island (near present-day Duluth). But there was to be one more

place, and both the northern group coming around the end of Lake Superior and the southem

group came-to Madeline Island.

One of the prophets long ago had spoken of a turtle-shaped island that awaited them 
at the end of their joumey. The southem group had seen an island titling this 
description that ley In the water off of a long point of land. The people sought out this 
istend and placed tobacco on its shore. The Sacred Shell roee up out of the water 
and told the people that this was the piece they had been searching for. Here, the 
Waterdrum made its seventh and final stop on the migration. The Sacred Fire was 
carried here and here it burned brkihtly. (Benton-Benai 102)

I chose this particular scroll because a copy of it is at the local historical museum on 

Madeline Island. The original "was collected by William Jones in late 1904 at Leech Lake,... 

aooording to the American Museum of Natural History" (Schenk). This information is from a letter 

accompanying the copied scroll. Shenk also identifies some of the figures from East to West 

the Midewiwin figures which wear headdresses; the otter; across Lake Superior (at the far right 

of Figure Four) the crane, the Keweenaw peninsula, a Midewiwin lodge, Madeline Island with 

a Midewiwin figure; a point at the exit of Fon du Lac; Sandy Lake; and Leech Lake. The Megis 

shell is seen at Sandy Lake and Leech Lake. (It is important to remember, though, that this 

listing is not the meaning of the scroll.)

From the wesism end of Lake Superior, the ArWshnabe people fanned northwest wesL 

and southwest to Rainy Lake, Leech Lake, etc. We see that a migration scroll is a sacred 

compilation of movement, stories, and events. Scrolls other than the migration scrolls might 

contain the Qjibwa origin story, songs, instructions for Mide rituals and ceremonies.
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e approximately one- 
American Museum of
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Figure 5. Tracing of the Migration Scroii. (Dewdney 66*67)
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The scrolls are also ‘crafted objects.' They are made of birch bark with indeed drawings, 

usually on the inner side. As such, the birch bark serves as the 'paper* to which Louis Ogemah 

refèrs. On it dMSsrsnt kinds of sacred information are recorded. Several pieces would be stitched 

together with a bast cord, usually from the inner bark of cedar, basswood, or with split spruce 

root (Blessing 125). The original of this particular migration scroil is 8*1/2 feet long and made 

fiom several pieces of birch bark. Figure four is from a copy of the original scroll and shows the 

three most western pieces, about half the scroll. On the right is Lake Superior and on the left is 

Leech Lake. Sticks are bound on the ends to keep the bark from splitting, and the scroll would 

have been rolled. Figure Five is a much-reduced tradng of the full scroll.

The scrolls were passed from generation to generation and were reoopied and 

supplemented as they wore out or new material was added. Many of the rites and legends 

originated in the east when the Ojibwa were around the Gulf of St Lawrence and on the Atlantic 

seaboard. The Mide "religion' developed as the people moved westward. These stories would 

be recounted as part of Mide ceremonies (Blessing 122,155).’  ̂Sections of migration scrolls 

would have been replaoed through usage or added as movement occurred. Frederick Blessing, 

who began collecting Ojibwa materials and talking with Mide elders in 1935 in Minnesota and 

continued until his death in 1971, states:

The legends inscribed on recent scrollB are not of modem origin. They extend 
fw back in Ojfewa hMory. When a MUa is asked about the age of his scroll and says.
It is many hundreds of years old,' he will be refsrring to Its contents, not the berk, for 
his scroll would be the lataet of a number of replacements made as the berk wore 
out Thus, for example, a certain scroll might be the seventh copy since the original 
was made. (Blessing 126)

I have noted that the scrolls are sacred objects and would be used for ceremonial 

purposes. As such they are of "utmost religious significance [and] considered to possess greet

'*Oawdnoy daimt that tha acmSm cannot ba 'provan* to ba of a rnjgrabon; a# thay indkala la that a 
‘raigious'maaaaga movad to paopla who warn alraady «1 ttiU. Dawdnayi ii nor an Ojibwa mtacpratalion.
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Spiritual power.* Thomas Shingotie, member of the Mille Lacs band and personal friend of 

Blessing, stated "that everytfung used in the Medicine Lodge ceremonies was considered to 

have life or to be a living thing ." Further, the Ojibwa word used to refer to "the act of incising 

the characters used in depicting Mide rituals on birch barit... " meant "I am drawing some living 

thing" (nineMvji-bi-wah). The scrolls, as sacred objects, would be treated with great reverence. 

(Blessing 162-63)

The Interviewe”

IPenonalJown :̂ Sunday, NovamberS, 1998.
Tiao aaghs, wdtcNng, pmtadktg. Atlha tops ofbara November traaa. The 

aagleonlheleltcfoae to the road. I aaehkn dearly. Eagle on tha right a NOe torthar 
array. I see orUy her torm against the grey iato altemoon sky. ipass between them, 
a fskcrossing. From whatto what?

I am drtvtog on Wisconsin Route 13 which circias the top of the Baylieid 
Peninsula, leaving home and Rad CKit aller having done two interviews. I have been 
topkig my remembrance of one of the conversations. The sight of the llrsteagia hits 
me wth fuÊbodty impact. I immedtotaly turn off the recorder. Than, I seethe second 
eagh an the right. There is no question tfmttfte eagles are communicating with me.
But it is non-verbd and I have dUiculty thinking it in words, is it a warning? A 
watching?

Much iatar FhaKy, I have found words which seem to tit ‘Be aware of what 
you have been given."/

Connie BurcHtt, a Lakota teacher, said to me at the beginning of this project "Notice 

everything-4nom what a person is wearing to the kind of oil doth on the table!” I tried to follow

**Tlw ldmm#ws indudad hwe have baan adSad without Indcadng cut malariaL Aa mantionad abova, thia 
was in ordar to make tham more raadabia In this non-varbd format to ramova rapadSva phraaaa, ovartapping 
convaraaUon, and dhcuiaiva aacbona. Should a raadar quota from the taxt thia adWng ahouM ba noiad. I have 
tskan cara that tha adMng doaa not changa tha voka of tha parson, nor attar tha contant of tha Intaiviaw. Tha 
raadar may want to conauRtha ful tranacriptfona of tha intarviawa which ara on tha compact dac accompanying 
thia taxi

WNhin tha htarwawa an aSpda dgniaa a abort pauaa or a change in aantanca dkadion, not an omiaaton 
ftom tha coiSant Howwar, whan i dacuaa and quota from tha intarviawa. I've uaad tha aSpaia in tha convantionai 
mannar. Tha audto tapa racordbga are vdh ttw Oral HMoiy Project, Oapartmant of Indiganous laaming, Lakahaad 
UnVataky.

AH tha paopla imarviawad racaivad tha matariaia which ware raquirad and approved fay tha Lakahaad 
Unwaiaily Ethica Commitlaa. Thaaa indudad a latter explaining my thaaia and a conaantform. Saatha Appandbr 
for thaaa matariaia. Copiaa of panniaaiona granted for the uaa of other matariaia ara dao indudad. I aant each 
paraonatranacript of tha tape anda varaion of my introductory notaa.
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her advtoe. These oonvarsaüons are wHNn the body of my thesis for ̂  reasons; they form the 

‘core truth* of the study; also, they fit logically in this position within the transformative process. 

These are the voices of the Ojibwa people from whom I leam. I hope you, the reader, also will 

find them speaking to you.

Marge HmMewski, Saturday, September 19,1998.

Merge HmieleweWteechee eit and craft in the Netke Studtoe Department at Northland College 
in Ashland, Wisconein. She is a member of the Bad ftiver Bend of Lake Superior Qjibwe and was 
raisad and ivseattheresanration which is located in northern Wisconsin on Lake Superior. Her home 
is about half e m#e off Ughway 2 one gravel road. Her blue trailer with e front entry Is on a horseshoe 
drive b e grassy clearing. To one side is a garage/tool shed; back a IMda to tha north of the trailer is a 
tiny fsncsd graveyard where her husband end an infant grandchild are buried. Another trailer is on the 
horseshoe end there are two large trees Inside the apex. Merge is always meticulously dressed end 
today she wore bright royal blue slacks end sweeter with matching blue shadow on her eyelids. She 
asked me b—first through the entryway, then up a step into the kitchen area. She invited me to sit at 
the kitchen table wkhka window looking out the back. She had been reeding a paperback book which 
was lying face down on the table by the window. Off the beck is a small living room with a step down 
into it It is a compact, practical, lived-ln. neat and comfortable home. I fait welcome. I gave Marge 
some tomatoes and cucumbers I had brought She put on a pot of coffae. We began to talk while the 
coffae dripped. Wla have been acquaintad for sewarel years and Marge was already somewhat famBar 
wNh my thesis topic, but we reviewed it prior to the interview.

She began by expleining the NaWe concept of our having four parts: the physical, intellectual, 
emoionel. end spiritual eH of which need to be kept in belence, empheeldng that Native spirituality is 
not the same as Westam religion. Marge wee raised by her grandmother in etredBonel household, 
but later wee placed in several white foster homes and in each foster home she was beplized into 
enolher ChtMan religion: CathoHc. Lutheran, Bapiat She had to attend a Catholic school where the 
nuns ware very strict about the chRdren following the organindrelkpon. There she took art cleeeee. 
learning to draw In Waetam style, doing alB Mae, and painting. The children were not allowed to speak 
their own language. Anything Indian” was forbidden. TMa knpoellion of authortnd, organtred religion 
wee, for her. a surface eccommodaiion which did not change her inner. Native spirituality. Ojftiwa 
epkftuaBy, she explained. Isa matter behveen only the individual and the Creator, a matter of seeking
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belence eccording to whet die MMduel needs. There Is no authority which imposes organized religion 
and belief# on the person.

Merge explained that in her classes at Northland, she includes not just the physical aspect of 
craft work, but also phRoaophy, such as the meaning of design, color, etc. She includes beadwork, both 
loom and applique, basketry, flute-making, quill work including the natural dyes end mordants for the 
dyeing process.

Since I had notgwen tobacco to anyone before. Marge explained how it should be done. The 
tobacco I gave her was loose, so she carefully put It into e smell cloth bag wRh a decoration on it end 
a drawatiing closure. "Now," she said, 1 wRI use this again on another occasion.' I asked her about the 
beg and whether I ehoukt, or if R would be better to, put the tobacco into one. She sekt I could do that 
For instance, far large gatherings, she uses calico or other cloth which is cut up into small squares in 
which the tobacco is wrapped end given to the participents.

I turned on my tape recorder end Marge suggested we go out to the entry way flrat where she 
had some animal parts in various stages of preparation on top of her drier.

M. OK. Feathers. My daughter brings me stuff, whenever she can find ft. And, then of course, she 
takes care offtaN. People sRher give them to her end then you can see, she took cere of ft; dried it ell. 
ITS ready to go, whatever I wantto do with ft. This here is e hawk. This is from an owl. These are owl 
fast These ere bear daws. She brought me those. This is e deer's tail. And this here e racoon tail. I 
dont know what I'm going to do with ft. This is the foot of a beaver. Salted. We salt them down.
K. Salted?
M. Right. On the end. Thefs real herd. You salt them down and then they wHI stay that way. I make 
fans out of these or whatever. I dont know. I'm sWI in the stage when all of sudden someone will say 
something to me or someone wRI ask me for something end I wRI make a fan or I will give them this; 
maybe they need ft for a bustle or whatever.
K. I guess one ofthethbgs I wonder about... From the living anknel, the animel that has either been 
kRIed Of died, to what you do sdh ft, ia there... I mean, if you're going to kRI the animal, or you're going 
to use parts of the animal, is there aomelhing that happens in that period of time?
M. Yes. If you kRI the animal, such as a deer or whatever ft is, you always leave e gift. Um, even with 
road kRI.
K. If you should hit something on the road.
M. Yea. If you hft something. Tobacco. I've always got tobacco in my car. Of course. I'm a smoker so 
IVaehaeye got dgarattae too l can do that, but Hike the other tobacco. Um. . . And many people say 
you can leave anything. You can leave a part of your dolhing. But you do have to leave something in 
relum for what you have taken. Now, this I dent have to worry about because whoever gave these to
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me should slraady have taken care of It and these were e gift to me.
K. Is there a différence twtween, the life of the animal... its the of the animal?
M. Right The spirit
K. From my Western point of view, I think of each deer as tieing a sort of individual and I fael tied if 
something happens to ft. Is that the seme Wnd of thing? That there's an individual relationship with that
animal?
M. Yes, there la. And ft depends on what you're doing with ft. Food. You leave tobacco and you always, 
you usually say e prayer to the Creator erxfto the enimel. Thank you for giving of yourself to feed, 
whatever. Then ft depends upon your own individual... however you want to do ft. But, yes, that is 
done. Now, Ike I say, these I dont have to worry about These were given to me. OK? And so I had no 
problem. Now, I have some other... [WérralktothalMngroom.]

My daughter raises pheeeanta, she mns a game resenre out here. She brings the birds if they 
die end I will pluck them. Then I w ill. . .  I do not want to eat. . .  you know, I don't know what has 
happened, why they died.
K.... just that they died on their own...
M. Yeah. But she will bring them over and I wHi take what faathers I need end I vdll go out and I dig a 
hole end I put the animal back into the earth and I leave tobacco with ft also.
K. Because you've had the animal...?
M. flight Like with road kill. You cant bury road kHI, but you can always leave tobacco. Like there's 
many e time rn be riBng along and 111 see e porcupine end I'll want the quille. OK. I will slop and have 
something in my car end m throw ft over and prase ft down and get ee many quills end I'll always leave 
tobacco, too.

And I use a lot of IMhers, real ones. These came off of the neck of a pheasant So I try to use 
as much natural as I can. I have a hard tkne. Ifk very herd to get natural things. A lady was down In 
Medco. ..youufing me a plêslte bag cfmedkMn-siud beads, hartd-mada of a brownish day body with 
ineisad decoration llbadwilhbktislhiiraan gkae.]
M. These ara ceramic beads. No, not ceramic. Clay. And they were made bye tribe down there. I dont 
know. She dWnt know. All she knew was that she gathered some of them up. So, but I'm very chkrtiy 
with them. Um. Wa have what we call secular work and that̂ s this. [Marge Mcatas many pairs of 
beaded earrings.]
K. These kinds of earringe...
M. You could sell, whatever you wanted to do wNh them.

TNadiaem catcher [hdkafaeacteemcatkher a #  rad fbefhershangmgbeheeerr the Wkhen 
B Mh0fDom| is secular work. Um. Feefheia are bought or Ike the pheasant faathers or something like 
that Um. If I am dokig •omelhing far ralgioue, and I ehouidnt say'reftgious'. But e lotof people...  ibr
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yourbwwlftorwhaleveryou wantto call it on ttiare [ffie tape recordaf] they say 'rellgioue', ceremoniee 
or whatever, txit they are not religious.
K. Not religious.
M. No. But most people say, you know, they say, well, that was e religious' ceremony, such as a 
Mkfewiain ceremony or sometimes there ere whet we call dMbrent dances done at pow-wows like the 
honor dance and like that Then, many times we will use the eagle feathers. I have e few eagle 
faathers. I dont have that many of them. They’re herd to come by. My name has been on the list for 
an eagle for e long time. [The eegtee ere] found eti over the country. There'e e list that you can get on. 
Native peoples can put their name on it end then you just keep going up the list as an eagle is found 
deed or whatever. Well, this one women from over at Red CNff, she was going to Northland and she 
was on the 1st and she got one. And if you get one, Vb your duty, whatever, to give most of It away. You 
keep whet you think you're going to need, but, end you give as many faathers sway as you fael you 
should. And so she gave me some. I've got some of those. I dont have many, like I said, but those, 
usually eagle faathers, end eometimes even the way you craft something, or the way you make it, fts 
différent when it% used for spiritual ceremonies.
K. How would it be different say from doing [secular]...
M. Beceuee this could be sold [indtoatingtlta dream cafcher]. And it could be sold to anybody. Eagle 
feathers ere very rare, they're veryspWual to us, very meeningftil. So we dent use them and sell them. 
I mean, we dont sell them. If s against the law, but we wouMnt sell them anyhow.

I have made many dream catchers end I have put, somebmee put eagle faathers on them if 
its been for family or, Bra I say, for dMfwent spiritual ceremonies. Then Ifs different. The same with the 
drum. Thera ere many dftfarent types of drams that ere made. OMfarent purpoees. Secular drams have 
no eagle feathers on them. Those are for dances, for pew wows, for where anybody can come out and 
dance. Drams that are used for ceremonial purpoees or for spiritual purposes, Hke for Mklewiwin 
lodges, they will have eagle faathers on them.
K. And when you have made them, do you make them in e différant frame of mind? I dont know how 
else to put that.
M. Oh. Absolutely. Abeotutely. I mean. TMa I could sit end I could watch télévision, or whatever, and 
I could put thte together.
K. Just be working with It...
M. Yeah. Because VS a craft end I would be working with IL If I were making something for [a] spiritual 
reason, I would try to do It at a time where I would not have to worry about the telephone ringing. 
[ThotiiriBUM I would wantto be by myaelf. Very calm, very... hopefully peaceful. Very into what I was 
dokig-Thinking of why I was nrakkig it, what it was going to be used for. Keeping my mind on that so 
a lot of It ia with your thought proceas. Like I said, now the secular earrings and many of that. . .  that
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k tomattiing that many Native people whip them ofP. They take them to pow-wowa, you know, hit the 
POW4VOW trail or whatever. I do not do that. I have my things here, twt I don't go out selling. If people 
went things end in fsctthoee two pair there [aerrings] were ordered. That’s why they're in the l>ag. Yes, 
i f . . .  and in fact. . .  my children end my grandchildren, most of them, they don't even come in this 
room. This is where I do my work end I have (we laugh] a television. OK. My deughter-in-law was over 
yesterday end ehe says 'When did you laattum your télévision on?" and I said, "Uhh?" She said, ‘Why 
ere you paying thktyflve dollars e month for that dish out there end you never turn the television on?*
I tum It on maybe once a week to watch news. Wall, fm note taieviaion person. Like I say, I read many, 
many books, ell dNforent kinds. Ill read anything that comes along. But... when I do my... this is my 
craft, my art And for me... Vs very hard for me to put anything ewey because I work on so many 
difforent things at difforent times.
K. You’ve got a lot of difforent onee going not just one that you're...
M. fRight IVe been wrapping now. fm doing some dream catchers. They ere... I don't know for who, 
fm doing them. So thefs one of the things I do. I'm also making some key rings. These ere. ..People 
come in end they aek, "Don't you have any key ringe?" Well, I did e whole bunch one day. I just sat 
hero end dU key rings. I said, "OK, now I've got key rings." So thafs one of the things I do. Here we go 
again. Wt'ra laughing at this again. [Marge picks up a large plastic hula hoop leaning with a few others 
against a fobfo.j I uee whatever I can. Now, I made... This took me forever, this is e hula hoop.
K. Yeah. I see a hula hoop! OK.
M. I have made dream catchers out of these. They take forever.
K. Thefs e big dream catcherl
M. I know! Have you been out to Joe Rose's? His round house?
K. Not for many years.
M. OK. He buNt a new round house. Gorgeous. And Vs a huge piece end he didn't have a dream 
catcher. He didn't have anything in it. So Itumed this, well one Hke It, into e medicine wheel. I did the 
whfti,ihe red, the yellow, end the Week. I have a real arrowhead that somebody had given me years 
ago. I don't even know srhere it came from end so I put that on thsre and then I did ell of the long things 
with the [frrdfoafo# frfrrgej. . .  But I did noL It was not eagle foathers or It wasn't anything Hke that 
because he (Hd not ask fra V. He dW not wantfrforepiritual. He wanted It as a decoration to hang in the 
round houee.
K. And there would have been a dHforence then...
M. There would have been adNforence, or If he would have wanted It for reHgious-there were eaying 
'reHgiouV again—but ceremoniBl. Yea, Iwould have been dMforent As it (waen'q. So, someHmss there 
foe dHforence. Now. e lot of people do notdofhie. There ere eome people who have made difforent 
things to sell and have put eagle foathers on them.
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K. Oh. But that's not retilymccmpiablm?
M. No. Thafs not acceptable. Vs not acceptable to me. It may be acceptable to them. Thefs their 
choice if they wish to do it I do not end I never have. So, I'm careful with whet I do. A lot of people will 
come up and the/ll ask, make me this or make me that end I went some eagle feathers ' 'What are 
you going to do with it?" "Well, I don't know." No, then. "I'm sorry, then I can't make ft."
K. Is that showing disrespect to the eagle end to the things that are involved?
M. Well, thefs showing disrespect to the spiritual part, because that is supposed to be part of this 
spMuaHly, part of your, quote, religion'—or whatever it is, the way you fisel. And I would not fsel right 
If I made something end then not known whet was going to happen to ft. I mean, I dont know where 
thafP going to go eftsrwards. No. I dont want that Like I said, for my family, or dose friends, whatever 
ft is, I have done things. This is a number of years ago, one Utile grandson was being moved to e 
dMsrent house and I have gone in end I had purified, but he was having nightmares, so I made a small 
dream catcher and I did put an eagle feather on ft, one eagle feather on ft. Got rid of his nightmares 
vsry quiddy. Butthatwasfor my grandchld. Now, that was different And, you know, something on that 
order. But no, not if M’s going to be something secular thefs going out, then no.
K. Remember one time, Connie was saying how even like the picture on the wall, ft was machine- 
made, ft still had energy. Energy? Is there a difference when you work with, say, plastic beads...
M. Commerdel.
K. Yes. Commerdel versus the other.
M. ymphaücÊÊjA Oh, yes! Like I eakf, now I fold you about this, [the clay beads] There's an altogether 
dWfsrent feeling when I am working with theee. They ere hand-made. Somebody took an awful lot of 
time with them. And I use them very sparingly, but when I work with them, there's [pause] such e 
dWfsrent high [la iq ^. I fael good that I incorporated this into whatever I had made and fm very proud 
of ft. Heyl This is great! You know, theee earrings are fine. I spent time end I did my best on them end 
I tried to keep the order of the beads and ell of that, but thefs a lot diffsrent than if I worked with 
something Nke theee.
K. If you do something for a ceremony, do you try to use more natural. . .  ell natural versus theee 
other kinde of things?
M. Oh, yes. You always do. I have...  Well, where'd they go? Oh, here...  /Marge takes abordo i 
smooth slonas from tha gtaas-dborad dMng eabinat] These ere ell stones that I've picked up as I've 
walked along the beaches. And I incorporate them. I wrap them so that they can eilher hang or 
eometimes I will paint them. Or whatavar. It depends upon... You never know what you're going to 
do unfW...  you're working with them end you get to e point and you say Oh, i shoukf do this," or, "I 
should do that because that would really set ft off.'

I ... theee ere cheep, butfhe/re wood./Marge pfcfr» 6|p a sfraiiW Hfoodbn cane AeerWhg wib
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another in a IMe cranny.] Theee are cenee and I will tum them Into a walking ebek, twcauee I will sand 
bwm down and menybmee I will cover the top wNh twckekin. you know, whatever kind I have, and put 
fringe on them. And I will wrap end put a stone, like that, or one of the treads on here, one of these 
spedel treads. Now that might tree gblfor an elder who needs some help.
K. When my (former] husband was at home with the hospice cere, somebody brought him a walking 
sbek. They did a ceremony and... so that was there at foe (memorial] sennce wifo his things. Is that, 
like a gift to him to ... ? Thefs not secular then?
M. No. That is nol WMI. It depended upon who made it Usually e gift, you dont classify It, espedelly 
if they're done for an elder who is ill or something like that I sbll would not put an eagle foafoer or 
enyfoing on there pndicebng the cane she had].
K. Because this started as a commercial Item?
M. No, beceuee It would not be used for spirituel, for e ceremony. It would be e gift. Now, many people 
iffoey make their own, wHI put eagle foafoers on it which ia fine because they make foeir own walking 
sbcks or whatever bis end they can put enyfoing they went on it end they put an eagle foafoer on It or 
they put whatever, because to them thefs very important OK, that is theirs. We talk about foe birds, 
foe eagle, end, of course, to us the eagle is very important But so, they can do that I could make 
somefoing for myself end, I dont even have a dream catcher in my bedroom, because I give one away 
as feet eel make one (leugh/hg|.

I would sand (foe cane] ell down. I'd take that color off. I'd get down to foe wood again end I 
would probably paint in here difforent. . .  maybe red, black, yellow and white. I would make it our 
colors. Something on that order. So it would be aNogefoer difforent by foe bme I got it done. But that 
would be... There would be e lot of work foat would have gone into ft, but I am going to be sixty-five 
years old. OK? I mean, I am at the age where I'm (noQ going to go wandering out In the woods trying 
to find diamond wblow or something to make a walking sbck out of. Yeah. My Uds wHI bring me 
somefoing once in e while.
K. That port you dent have to do.
M. Ws used to ten our own hidee ldonlten my own hides. I buy them now. I am pest that stage. What 
I get is what is given to me now. Like we were talking about the ellfs foot and foe feathers end stuff. 
We used to go end shoot the ducks and I'd keep ell of the foathers and eat the meat The same with 
deer, rm too old forthat IVe passed foat stage. Ml take what people ere good enough to give me end 
usait for that

If fm doing something for someone I really care about for my fomby, for spiritual, whatever, 
fm very careftil wlh ft. I foal foat If I dont do right by whatever fm making, then ITS not going to do right 
by the ceremony, or whatever IfS being used for. So if I dont take care with ft, then ifs not going to be 
carefol either.
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K. Because ft picks up the 'energy* that comes into ft from what you've done to ft?
M. And I teach students. A lot of them ere nonJWre, end I always tell them, when you get to the point 
where you're working on whatever ft is, the loom, the applique, end you're finding e protftem with ft, 
dbnY continue, tiecause if you twcome frustrated with it, you're putting negative energy into ft. Even if 
Its secular. I don't cere. Because there've treen many e-times I've treen working on something end the 
needle trreeks and the thread starts to snarl. Then I go 'Wheel Heyl Set ft aside, get away from ft." I 
mean, I would really hate to make this pair of earrings and be angry and thinking of something awful 
end then have some poor person wear ft, because I've already put negettve energy in there. I don't 
think that would be very nice.
K. Thefs giving them something..
M. Negative...
K. end something that can hurt them.
M. RighL fm cerafril sAh everything Ido.Ukel say, when ifs secular I can sit end watch television end 
laugh at ft. Thefs fine. But I would never allow myself to become angry or upeet when I'm working on 
anything because I dont foal that I'm doing... my art well, and I dont think I'm doing whoever is going 
to get ft well.
[I've asked Merge about another person's art work which was done in anger.]
M. wen. I dont know. IVe never been put in that positton, because I dont believe in allowing anger to
take over that
K. To be the motivator.
M. No. What a waste. Oh, we all become angry. I've become angry. OhI then blow up. But can I 
change ft? Can I do anything aboutit? Is ft going to be better if I do something about ft? And if ft is, then 
I will try to change ft rather than be angry, because anger doeent accomplish anything.
K. ft peeees on to other people, like my being at the exhibit (where I lisft uncomfortable].
M. You became uncomfortable. I don't know about that I . ..  to me, that would be very shameful and 
very demeaning. I mean, to me personally, that I would do sometNng Hke that and allow people to see 
that I cHd not have that much control over myself, thatl had to become angry? No. I'd have a problem 
with that
K. To be in the right frame of mind adh the right energy to create something sacred, or foraceremony 
that wHI be ueed in, that ps poeilive energĵ ?
M. fBght Beceuee I am putting ee much of myself end as much of my poeilive energy into ftthet I am 
sure that it is going to epreed. I hope ft does. I don't know. Unless someone takes ft and uses ft for 
purpoees ft that wasnt meant for.
K. Then the poeilive energy can be from secular things o r...
M. Oh. Abeolulsly ftcan. Right Oh. Well, for one thing. If you're working wtth natural, you're, Hke I said.
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I can ait here. I can make two pair of oarringa. One ttw woman wanta, aha'a going to baa novice in 
MMowiwin lodge. I would not turn that talaviaion on bacauaa I would wantto procaaa my thoughta aiao 
Mo that Somebody elae wanta a pair I could tum the teieviaion on and I could laugh or whatever I waa 
doing, you know, with watching a program. I would atill fael good, poaidve energy going out in both 
areaa, but the mind proceaaea for the young lady who juat wanta It to wear to a dance aomewhere, 
would not be the aame aa the one who waa going to uae it for a ceremony at the Midewiwin lodge, 
becauae my mind would be aiao procaaaing and I think you do that... you have to be thinking all the 
time. Other timea you dont have to think, juat. . .  ifa a rota. You do. When I do thinga where my 
apirituality ia needed, or my apirituaNty comet forth, ifa aiao...  aff of me ia in there... not juat my 
tingera, and whatever, ifa my thoughta, my... all the poaitive energy I can give it becauae when you're 
thinking of It, I feel that thera'a mora poaitive energy going into it  So that to ma lathe moat important 
thing, that I allow tha whole of my apirituality to take over, the whole of tt, everything. [MfteVe moved 
backtoth»Mtchentabh]
K. So Ifa aff going into thet
M. Right Bacaueelknowthare'amany a-timeal haveaatthera and paople—we've been viaking. I'm 
making thinga, they're making thinga, bacauaa a lot of the women come over and we ait around. We 
laugh and wa talk becauae Wa a vary aodal and which ia good. Aa long aa everybody ia enjoying there'a 
a lot of poaMvaenargy going on. Riant apMuai, becauae that iant what were doing. Were aodalbing. 
Many of the cralli and lhat done yaara and yeera ago ware done by the women in the moon hut You're 
going to be there three or four daya, ao they did their craft work while they were in there and R waa 
aodal, bacauaa thareweant only one woman in there. Sometimea there were three or four depending 
on how laige a communRy we're talking about So. R waa very aodal and that wee not... you do uae 
your apirRuaNty. I'm not going to aay that you dont bacauaa thare'a been many a-timaa that I've, 
women aRing at the kRehen table here and we have gotten on very deep, very...  converaationa that 
daaRwdh many, many problamaaomatimea, and talking R over haa helpad, Hka a talking drde or, now 
they aay group therapy, but we had group therapy [faughingl a long time ago. So thare ia aome 
apRRuaRy thatgoaain thare, butRiant... bacauaa there'a different typea of apRttualRy ...Ah! ...OK. 
IfeewRh, or you ahouid, live with your apMualRy all day long. OK. I try to do that I try to keep myaelf 
in balance. Thare'a many a-timea I wRI think to myaelf, texcfemaClbri] thafa all you did ia work 
yaaterday. Take a break. You'ra getting too much in to ... eapedeily if i bring work home.
K. You mean from aehooi?
M. Yeah. And 111 think to myaalf, "All right Thafa anough now. You overloadad aa far aa tha intallact 
goaa. YouTa working atthia and frying to figure R out You have to take a braak. And ni pick up a book 
and rii read o rfl go fri thare and Hi work on aomelhing. So, thafa apfrRuaRtyofadaiiybeafe. I fry never 
to hurt anybody. I fry never to aay anything friauittng or derogatory or whatever. And I try aa hard eel
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can, aomafimaa Ifa hard, paopla will aay you have to talk up, I try to keep my voice low. Thafa one of 
tha thinga we were taught. Women do not talk loud. I try that, it doeant aiwaya work. [We feugfi.]
K. But ifa on your mind. You know when you...
M. If I ware pertactfdlw the Creator. I'm not! So. that ia part of my apirituality, but thafa my individuai 
apMuaity. Then, we have what I have aiwaya claaailied aa group apirituality. And thafa when there are 
ceremoniea, and thafa whan everytrody gata invoivad in the aame apiritual aapect So, thafa what I 
mean whan I aay there are different typea of apirituality and thafa a very atrong, peaaionate, 
overwhelming apRRuaRy. IVa gone to MMewiwIn ceremoniea, there are other different ceremoniea end 
you getao caught up in Rthat you're juat riding a high, you know. You doni want to coma down. And, 
for inatanca, I wax In the Southweat and I waa out in aome of the deaert areaa out there. I fett I waa 
walldng aix feet above tha ground. I waa juat, I mean I waa overwhelmed by the apRRualRy of where i 
waa. The Peoplea that had been there, the Paoplea who had lived there, theae are different Idnda of 
apirRualRy. So thafa what I'm talking about whan i aay thare are different plataaua of apRRuaRy.
K. So whan you're working creating aomethRig for caremoniaa, that apirRualRy, thafa different then.

M. Right Thafa a high plateau. Now that ia my. ..  OK. Other people may not go along wRh me. 
Somebody elae might aay, "Whatever ia aha talking about?” No. To me that ia how I live wRh my 
apRRuaRy. And, I mean, I know no other way and R aeema to work for me. I know everybody fella me, 
"You dont have a nerve Ri your body and you're the moat calm peraon." You know, thia and that And 
I aay, well, there are tRnaa when fm not but I have laamad to live wRh who I am and what I have to do 
on thia earth, or whatever. I know my chRdran aaid, "You never raiaad your voice. You never alappad 
ua, you never dkl that And yet wa ware deathly aftaid of you bacauaa we knew that aooner or iatar you 
ware going to puniah ua aomahow." "I dont know how I waa going to purdah you." They aaid, "There 
muat have been aomathfeg you were goRrg to do becauae we expected Rail the tRne. And the aoffer 
you talked, the more acarad we were."
K. But you didnt do anything.
M. No. I never did. So I fael like...  I've lived a good Mfo. Wall, I've got lof» of yeera ahead of me, but 
IfbalRre ...I know wholam and I Rve vary waRwRh myaelf. I thRikTve done quRe well by my children, 
myfamRy, whoeverfe around, hm got eight chRdran, twarRyakgrandchRdran, three greatgrandchildren 
and another one on the way, ao I am, I have no problema wRh myaelf or my apRRualRy becauae I Rve 
wRh Rwell. I dent, I hope I dont, need remindera. SometRnea I need remRtdera to live in balance 
bacauaa my balance gets ofHdlfer.
K. Do you tael R when that happen»?
M. Yeah. You know when you're off balance.
[Aferga feSrs abouflMÉig a break Rom ifie RifeMacftiaf cfefrwndb of Nforfr.]

I
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.. .And Rathe «ame way wtth your apirituality. Thare are many timea that I will not anawer the phone. 
I feel I have got to do aomething Important right now. Maytie I heard of aometxxly or aomething that 
neada a gift or whatever it ia and I want it to tie a very apirituai gift, and, ao I will not anawar the phone. 
iwRlgoin there. IVe got drepea that pull acroaa there. I pull them and when I do not anawer the phone 
i have a meaaage machine and my children all know that I fael that thafa important to me too. 
Sometimea ifa with the phyaical part too. Your phyaical twlance gate off.
K. I ahouid aak you a couple of other queetiona.
M. OK.
K. How did you learn all your work? What you do now.
M. The twading? [and indicates more]
K. Yeah.
M. I waa taught when I wea quite amall. But here we go. When you're at a certain age, like when 
you're five, aix, aeven, thia ia fine. Thia waa nice. I did it Then your hormonea kick in, and who carea 
about twadwork.
K. [laughs]
M. I mean. I'm baing honeat, right? So it got thrown by the wayakfe end then I got into a IMIe higher 
grade and the beadwork waa ciaaaifiad aa Indian.' You don't do that 
K. Oh. TWa waa at the Catholic achooi. Waa that here?
M. In Bad Rivar. You ara nof going to do thia. So you were given peint end charcoal and whatever. 
K. You warent allowed to do enything that wea claaailied aa Indian'? And that would include apeaking

M. Yaah. You weren't allowad to apeak your language. Everything went The pow-wowa went 
underground Mo the wooda and a lot of, much of the art of beed work waa kwt Lot of the leather work 
wea loat the feather work, everything waa loat Wall, not loot but juat waant done.
K. It waant done and if people did do it they would hide it o r...?
M. That waa about what they had to do. So, I got into oila and paatela. I mean i did aoma of that but 
than Rwaafaathera. . .  ohi tbathara' [M kaiBngsha used tha mong word] .. fiowera... I mean, i 
want through Rratatage. So, there wea aome of the art that I did. Well, I took that wRh me. That type 
of art after I got married. But then aa the children atarlad coming, there waa no place for any type of 
artwork You got eight children in the houae what are you going to do wRhR. So, a lot of Rl juat didn't 
do R. I read a lot on R. I dU an awAil lot of leedtag on a lot of the cuRure and a lot of the aymboNam and 
why certain fifinga ware uaed and the colora and all of that So, that I did. And then when the chiMran, 
the oldaat waa... um.fm thinking maybe hventy-flveyeara ago maybe. Well, maybe fteenty, I atarted 
back again. Very amall. becauae I atill had chRdren at home, but not aa many, [laughd] So I atarted 
back amall and then R juat kind of erupted... over the yaara ifa juat gotten more and more.
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K. And you've . ..  Have you learned that from what you'd read, or did you remember back from the 
daya when you were little?
M. Some of it from, you know, what my grandmother had taught me. A lot of it from what I had read, 
too. And a lot from Natening to the eidara. What they talked about, what waa done yeara and yaara ago. 
That came from there. So ifa an incorporation of a lot of thinga. I'm very eclectic in what I do. I take a 
lot from everywhere. I don't Juat follow one area. And you canY. Well, there would not . . well, there 
would be no way. There is no way you could go all the way back to the old ways. How could you?
K. Becauae of the way you've lived... I mean it juat lent.. .7
M. Yeah. Ifa juat notfaaaWe in thia day and age. I probably kill all kinds of little birds and cut their little 
tine bones and ait here with [pause] what?
K. Um, what would you be using?
M. I dont know what I'd be using. I could probably do this, go out and gather seeds and everything 
else, but, I mean, thafa not common aenae. So you uae what you can from other people. Eapedaily, 
the/ve got beautiftil beads out now that you can do baautifui work with it, that you couldnt before. So 
why not uae it
K. So the phyaical material uaad... man-made vetaua natural haa dMfarent kinds of energy, but thafa 
not the most...  ifa the expression?
M. There are certain thinga that... yea, they do. Now, I just love the different beads and buttons that 
aha got from down in Mexico. Like I aaid, and i'm real chintzy with them, too. But unleaa I've got 
aomelhing real important that I want to do. Becauae, like i aay, thay"re hand-made. Somebody took a 
lotoftima wHh them and I dont wantto waste them. Theft somebody elae'a positive ... I dont know. 
They'd have to be apiritual bacauaa a lot of time went into making those. It waa not just aomething 
thrown together. I dont want to diaabuaa anybody elae'a goodneaa, poaMve energy, whatever you want 
to call it So, like I aay. I'm very carefül vdth them.

I certainly wouldnt wantto go back. My (ÿoungaat ?] son ia thirty-one. Lefa see he was bom 
in aixty-aix. He was three years old before I moved into a house that had running water or eiectridly. 
OK? I had a set of twine in there. I acnibbed my dottiaa on a acrub-boanl. I hauled water. We uaed the 
outdoor... whatever you wantto call It. ..  privy. I dont want to go back to that I Hka my bathroom. I 
dont want to go running outride. I Nketuming on my faucets. [Mfe're kuighing.] I love my microwave. 
No, i dont want that I love making coffse in my [coffae-makerl ao It goes drip, drip, drip, i'm not one 
of those.. .  I'm a tradilionaiiBt according to what everybody says. I dont know whether i am or not 
Anyhow, they dassiiy me asafradBonririt becauae of the way that I do my work and the way that I fael 
and the way that I five. See, I'm very non-materialislic. ..  but I dont want to go without my microwave 
and ail of that too. And I dont think thafa matarialialic. And I dont think running water ia either.

No. I dont want to go back to that I dont faei you have to go beck to that to gain your
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spMuaMy. Or to find your value». Or whatover it is. Those are thinga that are you individually. They are 
not aomething that, um... you have to go and ait around atwut the booniea.

rm certainly not going to go back to tanning my hidaa and silting there chewing on them, [we 
laugh.] No thank you. Thet doeant ait with me.
K. Do you find a diffarenca though when you work with home-tanned versus commercially tanned? 
M. Yeah. Ifa an altogether différant fael. Right In aome inatancea I dont care for [home-tanned].
It depends on what I'm doing. Like if you're doing small moccasins for babiea, ifa really hard. [The 
commerdaHy-tanned is] a lot softer. And I love smoked hide, i just love the smell of one. I juat love to 
work with them. It smells so good.
K. I've only ever worked with commerdaily-tanned things and done some handwork with them, i've 
never done a smoked hide.
M. Oh, IfS juat gorgeous. To get them pliabie and very eeay to work with... there ia so much work that 
goes into it and so much energy you expend putting juat forth one hide thet. ..  I mean like I aaid, we 
tenned our own, but we didn't do...  My husband made e kind of round conteiner iike chicken wire 
aimoat, and open on one end and dosed on the other. We lived near a kind of a stream where water 
ran and whan phe hide] wea ready to take the hair off of it, we'd put it in there with a bunch of rocks and 
set it in the water and than It would spin and it wouid get rid of ail that hair. Hay, come on!

And the thing always bothers me and I aiwaya tell the people when they're talking about pre- 
Cdumbua or that And I aaid, even if Coiumbua had not come, do you think they'd alill be doing that? 
After this many yeara? They would have progreaaed over time. Things would have changed. They 
would found ways to make things easier, becauae nobody stays stagnant 
K. You dontjustffeeze in a point of time.
M. No. They would have, thinga would have... they had the copper mines. Naturally thare would have 
been, aomebod/a krtaliect aomewhere would have come up wHh at least making, even if they ware 
very primitive machines or whatever. They would have come up wNh certain things to make their Nfa 
easier. They wouid have had to.
[jpeus4
K. One time you mentioned the deafens and how when you work that it tells you what it wants to be 
in a sense and how it grows ftom something. Like if you're beading or whatever. And I was really 
wondering ebout aome of the deafen work and how that happens.
M. OK. You saw the loom with the bait on It with the Thunderbkds?
K. Um-hm.
M. Very stylized [todfcatiasrowa beck and IbrtfQ and you have to othenmiae you dont end up with a 
pattern. I do loom work but i'm really not into it and we were notthat much, the Olibwa people, were 
not into loom work that much. Moat of our work was applique, because of the creativity. And I find that
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that happens to me a lot. I will start out and I'll have an idea of what I'm going to do and by the time i 
get done it doesn't even look Nke what It started out es, because as I'm going I think I'd like this to curve 
a little more or this looks a little too straight-lined, because with our art work most of it was drcies, 
swirls, flowers, you find leaves, curves. That was what most of ours was. Because of where we live 
naturally.
K. Becauae ifa all wooded...
M. Yeah. Thafa what we saw. We did have some stylized. Like they would make the teepee or the 
pine tree, that type of thing. But a lot if it, most of it. Woodland style ia fiowera désigna, anything, 
acoma, whatever you want to talk about So. It gives you a lot of leeway; a lot of creativity, you can do 
a lot of things with tt. You get on the loom, you get one bead off, you've thrown off your pattern.
K. la that when you get frustrated and aay I don't want to do this one enymore?
M. Yeah. You get them all on and you get them up there and you aay, Otv— wrong! Then ifa time to 
put it off to the aide, (pause]

SymboRem. The colors, the pettama that we've uaed, ail mean aomething. What they uaed to 
have wouid [be] the aix-lfngered hand. I dont know why that waa. On the drums they aiwaya had hands. 
And then a lot of timea the figure of a person becauae that waa a drum [/Marge pats totale wHti her 
hanol and you go out Southwest and you run into very geometric pettems because ifs very flat and 
you've got the mesas, you've got the mountains. Vary geometricai pattams. So you kind of fell into 
whatever your environment is.

What i find, I have a herd time wRh the geomeWc because Ifs not... to me Ifs very structured 
and there you go egain, very, very structured. Sometimea I have a hard time with that Sometimes I 
dont It depends. Thare again, I have done loom work and I've made flowers and other designs on it 
or IVe made, aomeimee IV» done geometric. [We've moved into the IMng room again, where the laelt 
/son the/loom]

Now this ia vary geometric even though it is the Thunderbird, still very geometric, you've got 
all the sharp edges on tt, butthat was done with a lot of love. I'm doing that... I have e brother-in-law 
who is very, very Rl and thafS going to be a ball for him and thafO going to be his Christmas gifl from 
me. Now that I had no problem with. That went very, very fast Lot of times I will do the geometric 
patfem, M I  ttndthattttakas forever. It doesn't take forever, but to me it fael IHce it takes forever. But 
there's a let of symboNam that goes into tt, a lot of color. And, my brother-in-law, the one thet is very 
M, he Rvas down in MRwaukae end IV» done a number of thinga for him. Belt buckles, and medalHona, 
and hatbands, and that And ha has gone down to Indfenfast that they have down in fRRwaukee and 
the that tmetthappaned he was very surprised. This one woman walked up to him and she said, "Oh, 
I know who mada your bait buckle." And he aaid, "You do?" And aha said, "Yes," and she named me. 
"Mow did you know?" 1 can tall her work." And you can. Thare'S a number of people that have done
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dNfwemt (hinge. I can think of fee right off the bet If I see their work anywhere I know ifs theirs because 
they have their own style. They have their own color combinations that they use and they seem to use 
them over and over again. Thafa their aura when it cornea to their creativity, ao Ahl I know that 8ia 
made this, or Eaaie made that. And that does happen, they know Marge made that. Ifa ...  Well, Ifa 
... painters, they know whoever does it.
K. Your creativity ia a real important part of it that you put into tt.
M. Right. And tt shows. People can aiwaya tell. I saw this and i knew that you made tt.
K. Does that make you fael good.
M. Yea, it does. Becauae it shows that i'm doing tt right then, becauae then my creativity ia coming 
through in what ldo .lt isn't aomething you just do by rote and here tt ia, juat throw tt out 
K. Oh. I see. In other words, you're not going ttto be Individualiatic'.
M. No. I do mine and I did not raalize for a number of years that I waa being...
K. It showed you.
M. RighL... I all of sudden realizad. Hey! I know that Sia did that Sis did that because of...  her... 
juat the way...  the colors, the patterns, what she was doing. That iant what I want That iant what I 
waa doing. I dktnt feat Nke I had to do tt that way bacauaa aha waa doing tt that way. I do mine my own 
way, whatever ttia, and then I started to think, yeah, you cen tell my work, becauae thia is the way I do 
tt. Sometimaa I wili aae aomething. tt wont neceaaarily have to be someone eiae'a work. I'll juat see 
aomelhing and 111 think, Heyl I can incorporate that into a piece of beedwork and that would be great 
And I w#l. I could care leas if ttb Japanese or if ifa whatever art But tt juat struck me and I'll take tt and 
I'll incorporate whetever. tt may juat be a Mtle piece, it may be whatever ... aome little coloring or 
shading or aomething that I really Hka, and Hey, I can use that I Nke the way that swirled or I like the 
way [movadi and fm going to uae that So we do take from other médias and other art I mean we ell 
do.

I fael that you aW atrif adh your own individual crealivtty the way you think and see things, you 
stay wNh I, and there would be no way I could follow Sis'». She sees things differently than I do. I dont 
aaa those colora. I dont aaa tha way she does tt. And ifs beautiful. Mars is gorgeous, but thafa not the 
way I do tt. I love tt. Sometimes you go. Oh god, thafa beautiful. Of course, you cant say that too often 
or than she ghee you tt. You're always gkring something away— SymboHam, color, the way you use 
tt. The way you see.

The way you think are aN, they're a process and you need them all to come up wNh whatever 
you're doing. I know my dauglitar-inJaw, she came over one day. I had been making aome dream 
catchers. She was looldng at them and she said, "Oh! I donY Nke thia one." And I kind of lookad at her 
and I said, "Oh, you dont?" "No." she said. 1 donY know why," she said, T doni Nke this.* And I went 
over and I vwas kind of looidng at tt and I said, "I suppose you donY Nke tt becauae I didnY wrap tt." p had!
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used a place of [wood] and I hadnl wrappad it. "Thafs whafs the matter with It I couldnY figure out 
what I didnt Ilka it"

She said, "You dUnttake much time wfihkdid you?" And I said, "Weil, I didnt wrap tt." "Thafs 
what I mean" the said, "You didnt taka much time with tt did you?" I had to stop for a minute and I 
thought, "Well, no. I didnt" txit I hadnt thought atwut tt in that sense.
K. I guess I wouid have thought atrout tt as natural wood.
M. Well, no. Another thing was that tt wasnt natural wood.
K. And you hadnt covarad tt up.
M. I hadnt even stopped to think of that and she ceiled me on tt. I thought "Oh! I think I ought to t>e 
a little more wreful from now on."
K. Now if somebody doee admire aomelhing, (fee] If you say to Sis, you really Hka something, then she 
will give that to you?
M. WMI, if you reaNy make an isaua out of tt. If you keep saying, "God, is that beautiful. Oh would I ever 
love thaf", or whatever, yeah, you're almost obligated. Yeah. Ifs just... I dont know. And you never 
keep the first 
K. The first?
M. If you make something, right You know, when you try something new out, if you're making 
something new, you never keep the first one. You always give tt away.
K. But your tkst may not ba your...
M. Ifs usually not too good. But you usually give tt away. The first of enything.
K. Why do you suppose?
M. Well... because youVs tried something new and, um, and you always think, 'Wall I've made this. 
I will give tt away." You've given tt away. Ail right? You dont even sell tt. You always give that first one 
away, bacauaa than tha rest of them that you make should all be better or they should be nicer. 
Because...
K. Because youVe been generous, do you mean?/I hacf a sense ef the flhiearKf heard if MIsron die 

thet I hed not underwood tNs end‘generous’WÊ8 not the right MerpntÊdonJ 
M. Yeah, right YouVe bean generous. You've already given. So that the next one that you [make] up, 
you ahouldnt ran into a problem. Because if you dont give something away maybe the rest of them 
will be terrible.
K. Oh, I never would have thought about that My thinking wouid have been, oh, I was foisling off my 
worst first effort on somebody. They wouldnt want this. They'd want a bettor one. BwtthafO not is, is 
tt?
M. Andttdoesnt make any différence. You could give ttto e child or whatever, someone who would 
really appreciate tt, even if ttwasntthe best
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K. Because ifs the generosity that matters and you get a gift track in making better ones?
M. RighL From then on you should be able to... Another thing you do is you slways make a mistake. 
K. On purpose?
M. Well, usually you dont have to worry [laughing]. I mean most paople dont have to worry becauae 
you always end up getting a different colored bead here or wherever it is. Only the Creator is perfsct 
You're not So dont ever try to. Dont try to be perfect 'Cause sometimea people will get to the end of 
something and they'll just add on a little extra bead, a different colored bead.
K. Do you lay these things out ahead of time or do you just start if you're on the more creative 
beadwork, not on the loom?
M. On the applique?
K. Yeah.
M. Weil, I lay It out and I never follow it all the time. Yeah. Usually what you do is. Ml make a drawing 
of tt, whatsver fm going to do. And than I'll kind of color. OK, this is going to be pink, or this is going to 
be rad, or this is going to be green. And then I put it on doth and than I'll start But I'm usually pretty 
carefül. I donttry to color too dark becauae I change all of a sudden and then, you know, I don't want 
the peltsm to show. I usually try to have an idaa of what I'm going to do. I try to draw it out first of what 
I'm going to do, so I've got a fairly good idea.
K. (But) this lent Hka straight from the mind to the...
M. Oh, no. Thafs kind of hard to do. I usually spend a lot of time on the drawing part of getting down 
what rm going to do first That type of thing. You almost have to. Ifs pretty hard to pick it up and say, 
oh, hare I go, fm going to do this. Because no matter what you do, even if you're drawing, even if you're 
going to do something in oR or pastel, or anything, you've got to get your perspective. This is going to 
be here. This is going to be there. You've got to at least have a rough outline of tt.

The only time I dont do that is when I do what I call collages. And this is what fm ... Ill show 
you. rVe got so much stuff aH over the place that I cant find anytMng [searchttigl. See these, those are 
appRquaa. Oh, hare ere coWagea. Leftovar beads. You throw them ell in someplace end just slick your 
needle in and whatever comes up, comes up. They did this years and years ago, you know, bscause 
they wsrent about to waste anything. So I do quite a bit of that with the leftover stuff.

Marge and I finMted up wfih hsr showing me dttfsrent kinds of work she was dokig: s beaded 
turtle for her son to use on a madidna bag, beaded rosaries for some of the Catholic elderly at Bad 
Rhsr, the top potion of a bear skull herdaughtsr had given to her. ttwas prepered and desned. The 
tape ended while we were chatting.
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Joe Rom, October 12,1998.

Joe Roee, OireclDr oflhe NaRve Studtoe Department, spoke with me at his oflica at Northiand 
College, Ashland, Wisconsin. Joe is a mamtwr of the Bad River Bend of Lake Superior OJibwa, and 
oflhe Grand MWewWn Lodge. IVe tieen acquaintsd s #  Joe fora number of years. Marge Hmielewski 
had suggested that I ask Joe about the drum he mede for the Mktewhvin Lodge. In transcribing the 
story Joe toid, I have tried to give some eenseofthe pace and pausee by iine breaks and extra spacing. 
No materiai has been cut from the story itself.

I did not expect to intenriew Joe that day, but to make an appointment, so I oniy hed loose 
tobecco wRh me, which I gave to Joe. He explained to me, as Marge had done, that i should prapara 
it in a small packet One he showed me wee of red folt tied with embroidery cotton in the coiors of the 
Medicine Wheei. A twig I couldn't identiiy was tuckad undar the thread.

I explained to Joe that my thesis was not so much about the technique of making crafted 
objects, but their meaning.

[Longpauae]
J. Well, the drum in the Grand Madidne Lodge 
is called the Little Boy Water Drum.

And there's a long story behind It

They say that at one time the Anishnabe Paople were
experiencing hard tknas.
and that the Great Spirit GNchi Manitou,
decided to send gifts to the Anishinabe People to help them out
And foese gifts vMre to be ghen to the People through the Marceaaion of seven powerful grandfisther 
spirits.
and thasa spirits are so powerfol that
ifa human being would stand in thair presence, it would be a Hfo-thraataning situation.

And so that would take a special person 
to stand in the presence of such power.
So the Great Spirit GItchi Manitou, summoned one of his mesMngera, 
the one ceiled the Osh-ke-beŷ vls.
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And Mnt the 0«h-ka-bey-wis to the Earth 
to search for one who would Ire strong enough 
and pure anough to stand In the preaence 
of such power.

And so the Osh-tra-tray-wis came to the Eerth 
and twgan that quest 
walldng the Earth,
sitting in the councils of many peoples, 
visRing many nations.
And ifsa long story, tout they say that
the Osh-ka-tray-wis searchad the Earth six tknas
and was unsuccasafui
intindingthatone.

And so tha Osh-ka-beywis returned to the spirit world 
to inform the Greet Spirit that he had been uneble to find the one 
he was seeking.

The Great Spirit asked the Osh-ka-bay-wis if he would go back to the Earth 
to give it one more try.

So tha Osh-ka-bey-wia came beck to the Earth
and resumed that quest
Silling in the councils with many aldars.
He came to a certain village.
While silling in the council of the elders 
informed them
of the responsibNily that had been given to him by the Great Spktt

So they pondered what 
he had told them.
And then they toM of a young couple 
that lived in a remote area of the vNlage 
who they considered to be

ka.
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good people
and aent the Osh-ka-bay-wie in that direction.
And w  at that time
this young mother waa with child but she had not given birth yet

And one day the Sacred Bird, the Eagle, 
lightad in the tree
while she was going about her chores just outside of the iodge 
and spoke to that young lady.
Told her that the Great Spirit had a spedai purpose 
for the child that would be bom.

So shortly after the child was bom 
the Osh-ka-t»ay-wis came to that 
came to that lodge 
and Ga-way-ga-say-is, the little boy,
was hanging in his cradle board from a tree just outside of the lodge,
smiling,
happy.
His parents were a HtHe ways away from the lodge et the time, maybe gathering wood or performing 
some kind of chores.
When the Osh-ka-bay-wlssawthe child 
he knew that his long quest was ended.
That this was the one that he hed been seeking.
So he left sacred tobacco, A-say-ma, 
some colored ribbon,
as an indicalion that no harm had come to the child. He took the child.

And so he became the mentor for that 
Mile boy, Ge-we-ga-say*.
And so It was his responsibility to prapara the child for that day
when he would stand in the presence of seven powerful grandfather spirtts.
And so aa time went on,
the child grew strong and handsome.
Asthe chNd was approaching maturity, of coursa Mfa a long story but.
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the Osh-ke-beywis took Ge-we-ge-sey-is
to a claaring and they looked into the clearing and thara waa a beautiful lodge there.
The Oah-ka-beywia pulled back the flap of the lodge and
he and Ge-wa-ga-aay-ia, tha little boy, entered the lodge,
and anting in a aemi-circle
were seven grandfathers
ali drasaad in white buckskin
and all decked out In colorful
ceremonial regalia.

And Ge-wa-ga-sayJs, the little boy, was startled and maybe even frightened at first 
By this time he had reached that age where he was in transition from youth to adulthood 
and ha could fsei tha presance of great spiritual power.
And ha lookad over to the first grandfather
end in ffont of the first grandfather there wes e wooden vassal,
a hollow vessel.
The first grandfather asked Ga-waywa-say-is 
to step forward and to look into the vessel.
He could see that the vessel was half-fillad with water, 
this wooden vassal.
And in the reflection on the water
he could sea visions
of this beautiful gift that was to ba given
to the Anishinabe People by this particular grandfsthar.
So the vessel was passed on to the second grandfather.
And when Ga-way wa say is lookad into tha vaaasi tha vision had changed.
And he couid seethe gift 
that was to be given 
by the second grandfather.
And in tum the vessel was passed to each of the grandfslhers.
The NMe boy, Ge-way we say is, 
by this lima he was no longer a Mile boy 
even though he's slill referred to asthe IMIe boy, 
he saw seven différent visions 
in the refiedion of the water.
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And he received the teachings that were associated with that pedicular gift

Sevan different bundles were put together, 
sacred bundles that the IMIe boy 
would take back to the Anishnabe Paople.
And just before leaving those seven bundles were wrapped into one large bundle. 
When the IMIe boy began to pick up the bundle 
to put it on his back 
he couldnt budge it
Thare was jud too much power there and he couldnt lift it

Oslvka-bay-wis went back to the Great Spirit,
informed Gitehi Manitou, the Great Spirit what had happened.
The Great Spirit sent the Osh-ka-traywis out 
to find a helper,
one who would help the little boy
to bear the burden of that bundle, to bring It back to the Anishinabe people.
And the story goes that again 
it was a long quest
The Osk-ka-beywis searchad the Earth six times over 
wNh no success.
Went back to the Creator and informed him 
that (he was] unable to find such a helper.
GNchi Maniou asked the Oalvka-baywis if he would give It one more try so, sent him back down and, 
again
this was on this seventh journey, or his seventh quest 
that he walked the earth and he visited many places.
And at a time when he waa tired and weary and almost reedy to give up
he sat down by a fisst-moving stream,
leaned his back against a tree and
ha noticed that there was aomething in the water.
And he looked over there and Nwas Nfgig, 
the Otter,
who waa playing in the water.
And then he realized that this is the one that
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he hed been looldng for.
So he spoke to the otter, 
asking the otter
if he would help Qe-wey-we-say-is, the little boy,
to bear the burden of this bundle to take it back, these gifts,
back to the Anishinabe People.
So the otter being very playful in nature, 
irresponsible, refined.

But Osh-ka-bay-wis was finally able to convince NPgig, the Otter, 
to take on this responsibility.
So Ni'gig went against his own nature 
in order to senn the Anishinabe People.

Qe-way-wa-say-is and Ni'gig returned to the 
lodge of the grandfother spirits.
They take the bundle from the lodge and
began their Journey backto the land of the Anishinebe.
After many days of travel 
they come to a beautiful valley.
They look down into the valley and they see the lodges of 
the Anishinabe People.
The smoke rising and curling 
from the lodges.
They see e (path] thafs leading from the valley to the high place where they're stending 
and they notice an old man and an old woman, 
an old grandmother and an old grandfather.
They approach the ridge where they're standing.
Ge-waywa-eay-is, the Httle boy, by this tima is 
an adult man.
They look into each others' eyes and right away they recogntoe each other.
N% Ge-waywe-aeyis' parents, 
his mother 
and his father.
And so there was a great deal of joy as they were reunNed
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■ffer many, many yeara.
Ga-way-wa-aay-ia and NPgig then are Invited into the village. 
The ceremonial pipe is (turned?].
There is a great feast
to weicome Ge-way-wa-say-is t>ack to his home village, 
sponsored try his father and his mother.
The trundies were opened.
The teachings were given to the people
and these were not materialistic gifts,
iMJt gifts
like love,
and courage
and respect
and each one involved a whole trody of teachings.

So the little boy, Ga-way-we-say-is, waa turning grey by this time,
middie-aged,
took on a
student just Hka the Osh-ka-bay-wis had taken him on.
Began to train him
teaching all the things that Osh-ka-bay-wis had taught him.
And so this Little Boy Water Drum wes constructed.

ira half-IHIad with wster,
and the dram head is made out of a home-tanned deerskin.
The deerskin is laced to the drum head
by seven round stones that are referred to as the Grandfather stones. 
And so
the tying of the Little Boy Water Dram
la a ritual that usually takes maybe twenty, twenty-five minutas
and the story is told as the dram is tied.
They say they're draeaing the little boy.
And that the littie boy WMI speak to the people 
through the songs that are sung, 
through the rhythm
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of that water drum, 
through the atortea of the elders
that accompany the ceremonials and rituals that are performed 
by the LttHe Boy Water Drum.
That the rhythm
commemorates the first song that was ever experienced, 
even before the Creation, 
the sound that was experienced by the Great Spirit, 
the first thought.
So the sound of the Little Boy Water Drum is a heartbeat of all creation,
the natural rhythms, the four seasons,
night and day,
the phases of the moons,
the tides, the heartbeat
So when *s brought into the iodge
it symbolizes, both the Little Boy Water Drum and the shakers that are used, 
they symbolize that first song.
The blueprint 
for bringing
harmony and balance out of chaos.
So ifs a very powerful, 
a very powerful sacred item.
Oh, we have many stories like that

K. So that when you meke it you're also telling all the stories that each of the things that gees into it? 
J. Especially whan you dresa the drum. When you tie it  IPs a ritual.
K. And thatte pulling the tanned... Do tha spMs of the animals enter into it, of the things you're using? 
J. Um-hm. The spirit of the wood; 
the spirit of the animal; 
the animal hida.
The otterskin medicine bags are used in the lodge, the medicine bags, 
commemorating the time that 
the otter took on the reaponaibility of assialing tha HtHe boy, 
bringing the gNte to the Ankhinebe People.
K. When it went against its nature to help...
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J. It WM a great aacrifiee.
K. Is there anything else that you think would be important for me to imow about or to put in with this? 
J. Oh, I couid spend years on that.
K. Oh gosh, (laughing]
J. I just thought i'd give you a little example of how. of the meaning of a sacred item.
K. Marge was teiHng me the dMfarence between secular things and sacred things. This drum would be 
a sacred drum, so that it can be used only in certain ways?
J. Yeah. Just use it in MWewhdn Lodge oeremonios. You dont take that out in publie. Moat people have
never even seen that
K. That drum or that ceremony?
J. Or song. Theyte all together dNIbrent from what you hear at these public pow wows. Thafs another 
tradition there. Thafs the northern plains-slyle tradition that came as a giftlfom the Sioux People to 
the Ojibwa around aighteen-saventy-eight, aighteen-eighty. Thafs fairly new. Barely over a hundred 
years old. Butthe MUevdwfn fradBon that goes all tha way backto the Creation, pn a Aether kdenfew, 
Joe talks about the glA of Ate Sioux drum to the Oftme.J
(There Is external noise on the tape, i  becomes undarstwxkAle agafri es Joe is describing Ate dnm.\ 
J— about nine inches in diameter, fifteen to twenty inches high. Surprisingiy, see ifs half-filled wilh 
watsr and the heed ofthe drum is also soeked. And when you hit it, it doesn't give a really sharp sound, 
but you can hear it over a miia away.
K. Ifs wet when you use it?
J. Um-hm.
K. That would ba différant sound ffom what you haar ata pow-wow.
J. Oh yeahl IfO an inatrumant that you can uaa right Mda of that lodge in a confinad space end it won't 
hurt anyone'e aars. Ifs a softar sound.
K Which is more in keeping with...
J. More like the sound of the heart, the heart sound.
K I ramember (tom dasa when I sat in on one of your dasaas a long time ago and you were talking 
about the sound being the first thing in the universe.
J. Um-hm.
K. the Great Spirit hed heerd rather then (aeen] light or anything eiae.
J. It waslhe aound that the Great Spirit remembered when setting everything in motion, when giving 
everything a physical form. That was when all the rhythms of nature were created according to that 
sound. So thafs how you bring harmony out of chaos.

Hsreltumad off the taps recoidar, but waconllnuad talking for a few minutes. Ididnl understand what
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made a sacred objactaacrad. Joe explained; The spirits of the things which go into making the drum, 
or tha scroll [nferringto the sacred Mde scrolls], are there in N—all things have spirit, butthat is not 
what makes the object secred. It is the ceremony which gives power to the object For instance, he 
could make a repHea oflhe Uttle Boy WMsr Drum which could be public, or the scroli could be copied 
or xeroxed and made public. These objects would not heve the power invested by the ceremony and 
wouid not ba sacred.

&
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Richard La Faroiar, Sunday, Novambar 8,1998.

Richard La Famiar talked wNh ma ouWdahiabrolharVhoma.whare Richard ia staying, at Rad 
cur, Wisconsin. Richard is a mambar oflhe Red CMf Band of Lake Superior Ojibwa. I had not met him 
before, but had been intarested in taiking wMh someone who did brain tanning. His name was given 
to me by a friend. We were frying to arrange a time to meet and tantativeiy set it for Sunday morning. 
Richard was going hunting, but thought he'd be back early. Sunday morning ftichard called and was 
avalable. He'd hitadaarwllh his truck Saturday evening so he hadn't gone out hunting and he had the 
deer hanging. I said I'd be right over. He said, just foilow tha power iines down Frog Bay Road. Frog 
Bay Road is a short gravel road with several trailers. I remembered driving down it once before when 
IwssoutfsmRlartzing myself with the area, shortly after I'd moved north. Several dogs had come out 
barking at me esi drove down the roed, turned around in the tum-eround, and barked at me as i drove 
beck. It was the same thing again. Atiny black dog came out and barked. Than there was a gangly pup 
whose name I subaequently leamsd was Trouble.

I thought Richard had said to go to the end of the power Hne, which i did and parked, but there 
wasn't anyone around. Richard had said I should look for the person sMing out front in grey overails 
and a black hat But no one was there. So I got out, kind of looked around. The little Mack dog had 
foHowed the car, stRI barking, and a man came out from two traWars back and was whistling. At first I 
thought he wes whbtkng at the dog, then thought he miglit have on sometfdng that lookad kind of grey, 
and he had a hat on, so lysNed, "Are you Richard?"'Yes," wea the reply so I got back in the car, turned 
around and parked by hia place.

The fraiera on the roed are pradicel and ftmdional. They look as if people had used what they 
had and put thought into whatever they buHL There were other peopla around working on a car, kids 
playing. Richard saama to ba about in his late twenties or aarly thirtias, a sarious demaanor with a hint 
of a wry, pointed sense of hurrtor.

I a^dained my project to Richard and ha signad the consant form. I gave him tobacco which 
I had prepared in a small packet of red fstt.

The day was grey and cold. On the tape you can hear the sound of our fooMeps on the gravel, 
our snMlos from the cold, and othar ambient noise. We talked aa we walked past the lest two trailers 
on the road where the power line ended. Peat a track into the woods wNh a large, hand-paintad 
'PRIVATE'sfen next to fr. To the tum-around, a dearad space with woods around it Then we turned 
around, walked slowly beck, the trailers reappearing, the aounda of the dogs and kida reentering the 
conversation. The timing of our conversation waa the length of the walk. When we got bock to the 
fraier, the conveiMiondoaad. I turned off tha tape racorder. Richard talked a HtHe about Trouble and 
the wood he waa eoHedng from an old cabin. And then he said he had to get back to work. I thanked

&
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him and left.

[Penonal note: Then w as a quality to  to /s inteiwew which I find quite difficult to deecribe.
Richard wes very intense. He was careful with hia words, and s e e m e d  to be checking 
oiton to see if  I were understanding. I nmember practically nothing of the actual wwds 
spoken during the conversation, except for a few phrases, and was surprised when I 
listened to to e  tap e, which I resisted doing for se v e re / weeks. Whet I remember wen the 
non-verbal qualities: the Intensity, the trees up ahead, looking at the tree-tops. Seeing 
the 'PRIVATE sign and wondering who put it up, when toe track went. Richard's 
concentration and seriousness. My own shift in focus.]

R. Wantto walk down the road?
K. Sure. OK.
R. So, your first question was what does it mean to me?
K. Yeah. What does it mean to you.
R. Aa far as what? Native American? Ufa?
K. No. Atwut what you do, not just in general, t>ut. . .  like if you're going to be tanning some hides. 
Gatling the animal, and kind of how you got atarted and why you do it  Like that 
R. I got started when I was...  roughly, maybe about heelve. And, just making diflarent things. Going 
to a powwow, looking at dMfarent aspects of the culture, refigion, and being introduced to that just kept 
gotog into It mors and more, and more of the dancing, more of the songs, and there were all the other 
things that ware idnd of getting lost as far as our culture and stuff. That was true for brain-tanning dear 
hidea. And there was also beadwork end the crafts. So I just went through tryin' to figure out all these 
things that just intrigued me. The beadwork and all these brain-tanning aolutions. Taiking to diffsrant 
paopla from all over, from Mkmasots and Mkhfean. And whan I was younger, I never hung around with 
paople my age. I wes always adh aldars, making maple syrup or learning to be palisnt, taking my time 
in doing things, never too much in a hurry. You never gat nothin' done right away. Just takas a Nftle 
whfie, psnnkfel your first hides or anything that you ever do, it won't come out right You just got to be 
patient. . .  and take your Mme and undarstand what you'ra doing. When we say that hide, or the 
buchsMn,... there'a dMfarent ways to do R. A lot of people have their own ways. I have my way and I 
just... whan I get ready and praparad to look at that hide I have to manage to look at the sin  of that 
hide, and what I'm going to do, and what fdhd of project, then I prepare that hide by de-hairing it and 
taking off tha apidarmia, gaMn' the brain ready, keepin’ the heart sac. And I do a lot of that 
K. What do you kaep the heart sac for?
R. The heart sac is also IHw... it haa like a ...  ifs aimoat Nke a pouch. And then whan you have the 
heart sac kl thare, you pull it out and you get it juat right, it will come out Nke a beg, when you process 
tt... into iealhar. And then I keep all that And I thank aN the spMi that give me this knowledge, a good
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way of Ilfs. I count those that are thara and... so...
K. Not just the deer, more than the deer?
R. N% mora than just the deer. 'Cause the deer just fsads us, but he also has a spirit that̂ s sacrNlcad 
for us, and that spirit gave his iifB so that we can sat or we can be warm, with this clothing... or give 
us what ws need. And thafs how we believe. We believe everything has a spirit, like a tree. In the fall 
hell tsil us things. In the spring comes back with all ifs leaves. Mother Nature, the spirits that ara out 
there. So everything that we walk upon, [especially] Mother Earth o r... all these things that ara here 
with us also have a apirit. We respect everytNng. And every time that we go get something or go do 
sometNng we give tobacco. And thafs out of respect for a good lifs. Wa pray for those that have a 
tough Nfs, like all the trees, we talk about the trees and stuff, whenever we go into those ceremonies 
and stuff. We always pray for everything because everything has a spirit Everything is one in this wortd. 
Ufa goes Into a drde and we have to understand that drde. [SaklquMly.]

[Mom loudfyi So, as far as the hides, back to the hides again, nobody... I just picked it up. 
Nobody gave me the Maraat to do it but myself. And whan I tirst got started I just asked a lot of peopia 
and got a lot of opinions and a lot of feedback.
K. Were there many people who actually knew howto brain-tan when you were going to start?
R. A lot of elders did. They gave me some dirsdion and said, 'Wall if you do this ..."  So I used 
svorybod/s idea in some form or another but then I kind of formed my own way. And so I have my own 
way of doing things, but yet ifs all kind of consistent to everybody else. So thafs how I pretty much 
started on deer hides. Really, nobody, like I said, directed me into tt. I just wanted to see if I could do 
tt. tt was more of e challenge for me. Whan I got gdng, I just started. The tirst two didnt work out so 
I just kept going.
K. Thafs how many I've tried ao far, maybe there's hope yet, huh?
R. I dont give up. Somethin' attit right i have to figure out, look at each step that I go into. Lika I say, 
everything is Nke a drde, so when I start I look at my drde and I say, "OK, here's my first step. That 
seemed to ba aH righL” Now, I go to my next step, and I say, maybe I did this, or maybe I did that 
Maybe there wasnt anough ofthis. So each time I do somethin' i go into steps where I can.. .those 
stsps, even sometimes I ... When I go through Nfs I always think of things Nke in a goal. You have to 
make a goal in your Nfe. And I make three goefs in my Nfs, I have an everyday goal. I have a goal thafs 
Wndofmadkrm where I can achieve tt, but yet Nfe going to take me a Nttta whila. And I have a Hfdime 
goal. So everyday when I wake up I think about aH my goals and what I'm going to do. So I concentrate 
on one thing and than I look at that one thing today, and ril aay, "OK, how am I going to do this?" And 
thare again I have to go through my steps. And then my next medium goal is kind of Nke a big project 
Mfebe I have to do a lot of planning, or I have to draw out plana, or I have to draw this or make up this, 
make upthe diffMence. And then I have a NIMime goal. My NfsHme goal that I Nve is to Nve a humble
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IM#, every day. To be humble to all mankind. To be good to all the spirits that are good to me. /More 
quietly.] Those deer, the bear. Everything thet we waik vdth. IVe learned that we have to be just as 
humble. So those ere my goals whan I look forward to waking up everyday .. .Do you have any 
questions?
K. When you get a deer, like this deer that youVe got now, and its ready to start working with.. and 
you work with it, is R...  is it like... right there with you, iike, its kind of telling you what its going to 
become or, have you worked with the deer enough you know which deer will be good for what kind of 
things?
f t  SpMuaHy that dear's there. And like I say, everything comes like ... We believe everything comes 
in a dream. And when we put everything down, we put our tobecco out, and those spirits help us, and 
tell us maybe in a dream, maybe out in the woods. We dont know. When I started, like I said, I had no 
direction and I just gave people tobacco, and.. but when I do it today, I look at that deer, that hide, 
■» i said, figure out how many stsps I have to go to process that But yes, I feel like that, at some point 
that deer, that spirits thare with me, giving me directions. You know?
ICUnfvhm. And eech one is dfifsrent? In how they're formed.. .or whet they're iike, or what their spirit
is like?
R. Oh, yeah. Somatimas youll see shapes of animais on their, in the skin when you're all done. You'll 
see a shape here or there or, you know. Then I smoke 'em and then at soma point I give them feast 
K. That I'm not fsmiliar with.
R. You know. Give a fsast or prepare a diah, so that when I'm workin' a hide or something, that I 
always kaep my knowledge and be humble with those spirits Hka they talk about And all those spirits 
have to eat too. So I prapara a fsast to fsed all those things and give thanks for what I have, end the 
knowledge that I share, you know, and all those great things that I do, I guess, in some weys, you 
know?
K. [Fm pualed.] And as you work s #  a Mde you want to do tha best you can wilh it for the deer too, 
rfeht? I mean, becauae you dont want to waste N? What you've been given?
R. RighL Yeah. I dont (irectly look at one and say, becauae IVe done one hide, [effect it in any wey ?] 
say I'm the master. 'Cause being a master’s nothin', you know? You just go on through lifs and ba 
proud of what you can do, but you dont brag, ite Juat part of being humble. And I'm no master at 
anyffshg ljusttake my time. Put things into perspective for me. And thats how I look at thinga. So.. 
. just like deer hides. If you go too fssL you can rip a hide. Pleahing it You can rip the hide by taking 
offthe epidermis. You can rfe the hide at any point, if you go too fisat too much in a hurry. The fisater 
you go, tha less youH ever gat dona. The slowsr you go and taka your time the more . . . [Loud soundb 
on tops]
K. if a deer haa the other animais in the hide, would that mean aomelhing?
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R. Depends on what I tee. Mayto to me, IH see a fece and then somebody efse'll see something else. 
The interpretaten of that hide, I dont try to tigure, I Just think it’s a great thing to sae. I dont try to 
interpret what's there. I'm just happy that it fs there. 'Cause to me, I couid see it one way and then 
somebody else could say, 'Well, it looks like this," and I'm humble, and I'll say, "OK, look at that." I 
dont have to make an argument or anything like that I dont try to read into it or interpret it 
K. If a just what it . . .
R. ifs just what it is. Right 
[Longpauae]

K. Now, with the deer, you uae it for food, too?
R. Right
K. WHI you be doing eomelhing with the tanned hide yourself then, or what will you do with thaf?
R. No. Whan I tan hidaa and stuff, I dont... I kaep a couple maybe to make aomething for somebody. 
I have three small boys, so I make them a lot of stuff when I can. I'm always busy on different things, 
I dont have a lot of time to make a lot of things, but when I do, ifs usually for my boys, but if somebody 
needs something I alweyshelpthem out I gtos ewey a lot of leather. I havent quite been doing it lately 
becauae IVe been busy. I movad away. I'm now just coming back, back here. I was down in the dRes 
for a whHe.
ICTWinCiRas?
R. Yaah. I really never had anything to do with that down there, so now I'm just coming back and now 
fm going to gat beck into tt, you know? Takes me a whiia to get my tools all becktogelhar. Figure out 
for each stap what I'm going to use, how I'm going to do tt. Go beck and gather ali my tools again.
K. Now this deer you'll.. .whan you strip tt, I mean take the hide off, do you just doit by hand so you 
have a minimum amount of cuts to the inside of the hide.
R. fttight
K. . . you pull it . . .?
Ft Youll have a lot of fatty metsrial, a lot of fat thet goes into the hide. And that part doesn't bother me 
because Id rather have tt on the hide, 'cause I can scraps tt off and I save aome of that fat just to put 
Into tha brain soluRon. I was just told that you puts Rttlafbt in the brain solution. Thafs just another stap 
I go into, you know. I may be wrong, somebody might have diracted me wrong. But I dont think that 
anybody b every wrong. I think that everybody has one way, and there is no wrong way. Aa long as you 
keep tryin', you know? Thoaa are Just one of the pointers I picked up ftrom a fsw alders. And thafs how 
I ...|jpeus4
K. If youYs going to be matdng things from the hidaa, ire fx  your sons, thatfs teaching them, too, right? 
About what... about how to respect the deer that gave them that?
R. Um. They’re pretty small right now. Pretty young. And I don't. . .  fm patient with them as fares
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saying what way tha/ra going to foilow. I don't know if tha/d want this kind of lifs or not, this baing 
NaRvs American. I maan, ifs in 'em, but I don't know what they want They're so young. Maybe they 
won't want to be invoived, you know. Maybe they'll always help me and respact my way; but they 
probably wouldn't want to go that way, so I dont push it on them. I dont say, you have to go Nke this 
one. Thafs up to tham when they grow up. They'll find a path and they'll be making that circle. Ifs a 
procass that you have to live. [IVe're waKdng back to tha house, the little dog Is barking. Reuse.]
K. Are there other things that you think would be... to tail somebody ebout?
R. I would say if anybody was going to try it. I've always said, just ba praparad to make maybe ten of 
them, because the first two aren't going to work, or maybe the first three. It takes a long time to figure 
that out It takas a long time and you talk to a lot of paople that know how to do it Just kaap piuggin' 
away, even fiif doesn't work rightthe first time, you'll get it sometime. It has to come, but dont give up, 
you know?...
K. I dont know why I wanted to start doing that A friend gave me two hides and I triad, and I didnt gat 
too far....
R. They say whan you go outto fas t... faaing is Nke for [your?] apirit, for your paople, like a suffering. 
When you go out to fast It doesnt matter if you cant make it four days, you know? It doesnt matter 
if you cant go ten deys. Grab the one day and at least try and put your heart into it Thafs all that 
matters. Everything is ell recognized. People tell you you're full of love. You help people out Thafs 
what Vs all about IfO not tha money or Rb not about the gMIs or anything to me. Ifs juat helping people 
out
K. Have you always fsit that way?
R. [Nods.] Yaah. I don't do anything for money. Money to me is paper. And I'm just consumed wRh 
everything else. I'd rather just see somebody happy. I have a lot of compassion for my fsHow man. A 
lot of... I dont have any dMkes. I have no judgments. I see a man just for what he is, just a man, you 
know. I dont. . .  Isaak some knowledge, but I dont seek aff. I dont know. I go through Ufa and my 
philosophy In Nfs is I know nothing. 'Cause I dont want to know everything. I figure if you know 
everything, then why are you here? So I juotfigure, if you know tt ell, then who'b your friend, you know? 
Who would want to . ..  'Cause you'd only be a one-sided conversalion. He'd say, 't/Vail, you cant go 
that way." Who says that you cant Nothing's ever impossible. So I juat dont balieve I want to go 
through Nil [balaving] that I know anything. And thafs how I go— Do you have any other questions? 
K. I dont not realty. You told me how you learned how to do it and, you've told me whatit means to 
you and... No, I juat Nke to hear what you have to say.
R. A lot of people do.
K. Do they?
f t  Yeah. A lot of people ask me about thiB or something... and I juat say "I dont know, but my theory
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is . ..” I dont M y, "You should. . . .  you should..." I just My, I dont know, but I hove a theory -  and 

this is the theory.

K. I know one thing I could ask you. Since you u m  the hide to make things from, like for your boys, 
does each hide have a dlforent fsei to i, or dNforent kind of, M rt o f... message, about what you could 
be making?
R. No. Just whatever I see.
K. Whetever you see...?
R. As a kind of i t e , .. .from that point there I just s m  something there and thats what I want to make, 
pert of their regalia, and leggings, or anything Hke that But I doni... I dont have no meeaegM.'
K. I guess IWM thinking more, maybe not meseagM,'. . .

R. Lflce a dream? Like It comes in a dream or something like...
KYeah.
R. No. I just want to help people.
[SowTKfo of dogs A kids on the tope now.]
K. I gusM I WM alM thinking in a pracbMl MrtM. DHforent hkfos have a différant fbel. Some are 
thicker, or thinner, or longer, or weaker...
R. Oh, yeah. Softer.
K. Yeah, aofter.
[We've woKiod ig> to the dsor ho has hanging, a snrnK doo, and we taik a bit more t)ek)re I thank 
Riehard and leave.]
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Frank Montano, Rad Cliff, Wiaconain, Sunday, Novambar 8,1998.

Prank Montano ia a mamlMr of the Red CIHf Band of luike Superior Ojibwa, and of the Grand 
MWewWn Lodge. Frank has become recognized for his flute making and performance, traveling to 
Gennany, GwHzeftand, and Japan. Hewaafewlladtothe 1998 Folk Ufa Celebration in Washington DC. 
and was In Madson for the Eleven-Trttw Pow-Wow and the state folk Ilfs celebration this summer. He 
has made a number of tapes and compact discs both solo and with other performers. Frank speaks 
at colleges quite often, holds a talking circle for men who have been in court on various charges, and 
has been involved in treaty-rights actions.

Frank preferred to talk wHh me wNhouttaping the conversation. I taped my recollectione of the 
interview later that afternoon, then transcribed and edited my own tape. The quotations are not 
technically accurate: IVe used them with some license when I particularly remembered a point of our 
convefsakon. While I have triad to be as tnie aa possible to what Frank talked about It is now inevitably 
mixed with my own understanding and Interpretation. Frank has reviewed the longer version of this 
interview which la on the compact disc.

I went to Frank's modesL welMandad, and comfortable home on a gravel road at Rad CHff. 
Frank welcomed me and we sat on eflher side of the living room's front window, Frank with hie fast up 
in whatl sunnised waa his favorite chair, a small table wNh an embroidered doth and a lamp batween 
ua next to the window. Frank seemed to be weighing whether he wanted to talk with me. Frank signed 
the consent form and I gave him a small packet of tobacco I had prepared simflarty to the one I gave 
Richard. Frank askad, "Where do you want to start?" I said, "We could start with how you learned to 
make flutes or with what the flute means to you.”

So, we settled down. Frank, who ia now flfty-eeven, grew up in Red CHff. He was one of 
thirtsen in fliair household. His family lived without electridly. His mother wee a Catholie and this waa 
the period of time when all the Indian thinge had to go underground. So, he waani raised with the 
badBonal Indkn ways and they ware not talked about People weren't allowed to apeak their language 
or paffomn anyceremoniea. (He nrminded me later that Indians in the U S. got the vote only fifty years 
ago.) "But," he said, "even aa a boy I noticed aounda.” He heard the aonga of the birda: the music of 
the watar. And so he heard aounda all around him and waa faadnatad with them. His flratinatrumenL 
he thoughL waa a harmonica when he waa fairly young. Then he went on to learn to play other 
Instruments. He alwaya heard muaie; the world waa shaped that way for him.

However, tiw ani unB in f *  h li twenties or early thirties when he went on a fiwt and a vWon 
quesL thatflre flute come to him in a vision. And the way ha has laamed It ia mostly through vision. He 
started making his own flutes. There were a flaw eldara who could teach him something about fl, but 
he mostly learned on his own through vWons and experimenting. Gradually, he began to learn.
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Flutes, he said, ere actually very, very old In Native tradition. There are some earthenware 
fluiss that have been found in archeological aites. Tn our tradition, he said,"the flute is associated with 
the Deer clan. They aay there's no Deer Clan In this area because the head of the Deer Clan was a 
moose end there ereni any mooae here." [I em not sum I undsntood this cormctly.] Europeans 
misintarpreted the meaning of the flute because deer,' d-e-e-r, began to be esaodated with d«e-a-r. 
People say d-e-a-r when you care about somebody; they're dear'. So the flute became a love' flute, 
associated with love between men and women, or enticing your sweetheart The Indian, the Native 
flutes began to have that connotation, that they were uaed to woo your lover. "But," he aaid, "that wasn't 
It at all." Me told me the story of the Deer Clan People.

The'Deer Flute was the flute of the Deer Clan. The people were having a very, very rough 
winter. They cHdnl have food and they were starving. All the animals were asked who would feed the 
people to keep them from starving. TNa was the time when people could still talk to the animals and 
everyone understood each other. None of the animals volunteered, except the deer. The deer 
vokintsered to gkre his flesh to the people so thetthey could live. And so the deer gave his flesh to the 
people and the people were able to Hve through the winter.

Frank talked about there being flutes for difforent purposes, for example, for healing or for 
burial. Once a flute la made there are things you do to begin to let the flute tell you what kind of flute 
Itls, whatlls purpoee is. And, over the cycle of the year there are things which need to be done to care 
fbr the spafloffhe flute. One thing is that the spirits need to eat also and need to be alive, so the rituals 
of having the foasts, of having the flood for the spirits, are part of the flute also.

The flute is a very powerful Mrument and Frank said he could see that at his concerts, when 
people are oflen so touched by It that they say to him, "You know, we didn't know whether we should 
applaud or not at the end because it was so moving." Me aleo mentioned that some people while 
they're Katening to the flute will be tranaported apirflually.

"You have to be really, really careful about how you play the flute becauae It la so powerful. 
It% a transformation of your thoughts Into the flute Itself, into the music of the flute." He aakf the high 
notes in the Qjfowa aonga are the spirit notes, the notes of the spirit, and the low notea/lones are the 
notes of the people In the world. «% a bringing together of the spM and people through the music. 
There'S a dkect connection bstween your thoughts and the music thafs coming ffom the flute, so you 
have to be really aware and carafol of what It is you're doing with this really powarfül instrument

I askad him If the Mgh, spirit notee had any relation to the first sound as Joe Roee had talked 
about with the drum. Frank said ha was Mkiawiwin, too, and fhatdMforent paople had difforent ideas. 
There'S no one person who is abaolutslyrfghl Difforent people have diflbrent ways they teach, or they 
batiove, and what he, Frank, has to say may not be what somebody else has to say. He said that the 
tirst sound was the sound of the rattle, with the shsh, shsh, shah sound. "But" he said, "you're better
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off not even tliinking in term# of time. The eound of the (lute Is pure spirit with no time et all Involved 
with It, Ifs just pure spirit"

He went on to tell me atwut an Elder who had come to hie house for a meeting and who had 
explained thet when you're sitting there having a meeting, not only are you sitting there, trut your 
grandparents are aitting there. Your great-grandparents are sWing there having a meeting. Your 
children are sitting there having the meeting. And thia goes all the way back and all the way forward. 
If you continue to think about It, it gets quite mind-boggling, so you're better off not even to think about 
time becauae there isnt anytime. Time isjuat a creation that people have made. WNh pure spirit there 
Is not time.

Frank makes his flutes from the wood of the ceder tree. He spoke about the cedar tree being 
the symbol of Ufa, Ns Importance aa a sacred tree, the highest tree In Ojibwa belief. That may be a 
reaaon why the wood from the cedar tree Is used. But also, he said, ffs a very soft wood and vibrates 
better than a hard wood. He commented on how much technical knowledge goes Into the making of 
the flute es well as the other kinds of things Native Americans have done and do. Many people dont 
reali» that and think things made by Native Americans are really simple because the things are not 
made by computer or Induatrially. The flute Is constructed wNh two chambers and a bridge around 
which the airflows. When you play a flute mede from a hard wood, as soon as enough moisture gets 
into N, the moisture seals the paaaage of the air between the two chambers and you cant piay N 
anymore. He said he had that happen when he'd tried to play a hardwood flute. But when you play a 
softwood flute, as you play, k absorbs the moMiire of your breath going through N. The tone of the flute 
will change from when you start piaying, and as you piay N. The moisture In the flute also coats the 
wood and provides lubrication for the air flow and the sound. He also mentioned that If the flute has 
not been played for a while N will be very dry and take some time for the moisture to start penetrating 
the wood again.

In Madison (Wiaconain) Frank met and talked vdh a young man, a South American Indigenous 
person, who made and played flutes. He was attending the UniveraMy of Wisconsin where his thesis 
was a tachnical study of incNgsnous flutss, recording sounds on computer and relating the quality of 
the tone to the kind and carving of the wood. He wanted to show the amount of tachnical fbdllty and 
subtlety of workmanship needed in making the flutes to achisve quatity of sound.

Whan Frank works on a fluta, he said, he has to ba sure that he is thinking right while he 
makMtt. Everything he does while he makes the flute becomes part of ft. So ffS very Important to be 
thinking in the right way.

Frank spoke of the Importance of the circle to Native American thought and how the fluta is 
made li a drde freforririgto ff» cross aecllbffl. Not only is the flute round, but when the sound comas 
ftom the flute N comes out in circles, circular vibrations through the air, like waves. Like a pebble on
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the eurliKe of a pond where you can see the waves dispersing. The sound cornea out in drclea from 
the (lutes and continues reverberallng. He said you just never know how far It reaches. This Is also why 
you have to tw so careful about your thoughts that are going Into the flute, Into the music when you're
piaying it

Frank tokf me about a vision he had folrly recently; Hie grandmother came to him; she's a 
grandmother with long white hair pulled back and she's In buckskin dress and she's the grandmother 
who's taken care of him through all hla life. She said this was a vision he could tell people about She 
said to him, 'You know, you've got this word that you use a lot You use it all the time; you use It a lot, 
but fm not quNa sure what it means. Do you think msytre you could tell me what you mean when you 
use this word?” So Frank asked her, 'What word do you mean. Grandmother?" She said, "The word 
'respect' What do you mean fay that?” And he aakf, "Oh, wall..." And he stood there a long time and 
ha couldntcome up vdh an answer. She pointad to place of wood that was on the ground and she aakf 
what do you aae there. And he said, "Well, I see a piece of wood." And she said, "Well, why dont you 
pick lup." So he picked It up. "Well, Its piece of wood. It came from a tree. The tree was living once." 
And she said, "WMI look at It again." And he said he looked at It again and when he looked at It again, 
he dkfnt just see a piece of wood; he could aae Inside the wood. He could see all of the universes that 
were Mde the wood and in every universe inside the wood was another universe, end It just went on 
until they were so tiny he couldnt see them any more. And she seid, "Now do you see that that wood 
is not just a dead thing or a piece of wood that came from a tree over there. Ifs living.” He said he could 
see that what he had was a living piece of wood. And she said, "lAok up at the sky." He looked up at 
the stars and the sky and she said, "What do you see?" He said, 1 see the stars and I see the night aky. 
And she said, "Look again." And he looked again and he could aee the universea within universes 
within universss again looking up Into the aky. All the living qualky of It And she said, "Now, look at 
yoursalf." And he looked at hie arm and he could aee first just the skin. Then he could see inside the 
skin. And he could see all the universea Inaide his body and again the universes within universes until 
they ware so tiny that he couldnlssefhsm anymore, but they continued on and she said, "Remember 
that when you breathe, when you take a slap, when you move, anything that happens thare are all 
fhaae universes on universss around you. Do you think the Creator would have made only you to be 
akre, to have this [gBsturing around)? Everything you see is aNve and everything has the eame depth 
to R, universe on unkrerae In N." "RespecL" then, ia aomething that must take Into account all thesa 
other living universea, the spirit of everything. [... ] We are nothing without spirit Without spirit our 
bodiss are just pert of the earth. Ifs the spirit that anknatss the body.

As our conversation was winding down, I had one question about something I didn't quite 
understand. I understood that the fluta hasaspirti of tis own and is not only the spirit of the wood. I have 
played fiutae since I was quite young; each one haa IfS own charactariaties and each sounds
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differently, and I think of my own fluta as t>eing alive On e senae). But I dkfnt understand when the 
flutes Frank makes become ffwf flute, diffarent ftom the wood and the wood's spirit that goes into It 
There's the wood which goes into the flute, the spirit of the wood, the work Frank is putting into the 
fluta, and his thoughts whHa he is working, and yet the flute itself becomes something aNve in addition 
to the other components. It is a heating flute, or another kind of a flute. 'Ifl/ell," he aakf, "until Ifs played 
Its just a potanlial fluta. But when you begin to breathe Into the flute, the flute la then becoming alive.” 
He explained that when the Great Spirit made man, made people. He fashioned them from day and 
He used a Megia shell to blow the breath of Ilfs Into the day to make It come alive, and Frank thinks 
It is the same with the flute.

Now? he sakf, he has flutes he will play places and thafs all that has been done to them, 
theyVa just been breathed Into and played. But these are not specific kinds of flutes for particular kinds 
of ceremonies. For these other flutes, the flutes that become a healing flute or a flute for another kind 
of ceremony, you have to do all the things which let that flute tell you what kind of a flute it is. What 
dkedion the flute Is aaaociatsd with is Involved with what kind of fluta It wWI become. WNh thase flutes, 
he sakf, ITS a combktaion of what you have to do to let the flute tell you what kind of flute N Is, plus the 
breath that goes Into the flute. Nthen becomes alive, and N becomes that particular flute, and a flute 
like that. If Ifs a heating flute would only be used In healing, or if N were a burial flute, would only be 
used for burials.

Frank mentioned the songs he plays on the flute. He doesn't know whether they're all 
"authentic' or not "You can go to the SmNheonian and N!S all recorded [wrMsn dbwry. There are 
Harvest songs. Feast songs, other kinds. And you can look N up." He sakf he wouldn't know whether 
they reelly were or they really weren't what they claimed. Some thinge might be miaaing f̂ om them. 
"Ifs juat black and wftNa stuff, N% just notes wrNlen down. IfS not the real thing. We re an oral culture 
and you can't take something and wrNe N down in black and white and call N a Hanresf song, for 
Instance."

About here our conversation ended. I thanked Frank for his time, consideration, and 
Information.
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Louis Ogsnwh, Sunday, Novambar 22,1998.
This talk about Na natalMlon, Regenenhon, was given at the Thunder Bay Art Gallery, Thunder Bay, 
Ontario.

Louis Ogemah is an artiat who works in many madia. He was bom in Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
and is a member of the Lac Saul 0#wa. He has Ibed in Winttipeg since 1975 and received a Bachelor 
of Fine Aft from the Unbeislty of Manitoba in 1992. He attended the Cecilia Jeffrey Residential School 
In Kenora.

This InataHaNon, RegenefaBon, startsd out at the Urban Shaman Gallery In Winnipeg In 1997. 
It travelad to the VWnshusk Onigum, Rat Portage First Nation. It la a teaching and a healing work. The 
InstsMalion wee In the south gallery of the Thunder Bay Art Gallery. Upon entering, one walked Into the 
space Louis had creatsd representing the sweat lodge. Photos of the Installation are on the compact 
disc. It was within this space that Louia gave hie talk to the group.

In RegenenBon, Louie is specifically addreaaing the problem of the residential schoola and 
the Diseaae of the Euro-American—Cokmkalion, which he deacribea aa a thread that runs through the 
fobric of society. "To undo It is a great undertaking." We live In a "universe of ambiguity” and "our 
humanness Is constant In ravealing truths' about ourselves as people.” Further, he says, *We are 
unique In our humanness, fbr each one of us has a story to be tokf ." The Installation Is a "Sacrsd 
Lodge." In the space the revelations are not static." It has a direction and motion. "Regeneration Is 
organic.” (Ogemah: Artisfa Statement)

After Louis’s talk, I arranged with him to use the tape. WNh the transcription I sent him, I also 
sant a small packet of tobacco which I had prepared.

HI. My name Is Louis Ogemah. I also go by the name of Gtuhe Anaquot, and my dan la the 
Adtfc*. which isthe Carfcou Clan. I guese the only other name I go by is flülwewe Nodh which is my 
warrior name, my OMpda name. I got that about five years ago and thatS protMbly the last I went to 
a sweat lodge. My purpose for going to sweat todgea vary. I go to sweat lodges only if there's a purpose 
for me to go to. When this piece was being developed, this was a fbw years ago prior to that and I was 
thinkfog about this prqjact I was supposed to work on for the Canada CouncN which were able to frind 
this idea I had aboutthe exodus of FirsI Nations In msjor cities and towns. But ftom that point on I waa 
sortof doing a lot of fotioapscL looking into myself and trying to cNacovsr certain things about me. And 
in doing that I opened up this NWe Pandora. And N turned out to be a lot of diffarant things about my 
fomtiy, where I am today, why I am the way I am today. Why my family is the way Nis/Louis laughs 
solByJ. Why my cousins, my undaa and all my relations are across Canada. And of course, I took 
Native Studfos In school so I had an undersbmding of colonialism. And using that as a means of 
evarylhingtiratf do, that cuts through all the b.s. In all aapects of my, what the system Is tike, because
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t  b • systomk kind of thing that we through our society, and thafs how I see it. And if you cut away all 
that, you begin to see certain trulha, and thafs what happened fbr me In developing thia project or this 
exhibit this Installation.

My pursuit for an Installation was bacausa there's more that you can do with an Installation, 
that I fsel you can. There's performance, there's also a discusaion. Ifa also a means to create some 
discourse about the work or about the Iseue. Preaent-day residantlal schools fbr myself, I was 
researching it already. And looking at all aspects of it  And this is a generational, kind of familial thing 
bacausa It starts off In the ninetaen twenties and then goes Into the nlneteen-ffflies. Into the sixties and 
sevenfee and to present day on the northern direction. {Louis is indicOBng four wooden boxes on end, 
on each of which there is a birch bark photo abm j

I'm using this particular framework only because I have an understanding of my culture. That 
was passed on to me by mfkokoum, my mother aa well, my father, and all other family people that 
ware there. And a good thing about Lake of the Woods and that area was It went underground during 
thetum ofthe century. Prior to that before the subjugation of First Nations and, I tWnk, the thing about 
It Is Native People around this kind of belt-line could see what was happening In the south with the 
Americans and the Native People down In the south. And knew that there was something happening 
and could see 8 happening. So a lot ofthe stuff went underground-the religion, everything that was 
very Important to First Nations went underground.

And, unfortunately fbr the northem, there's a northern belt-line and ttre misaionarles came up 
there and they dU their work that they were supposed to do, so presently, I notice that there's this sort 
of Bible bsit In the north and thare'S a very traditional belt in tha southern regions and thafs the reason 
why. And I know for a fact from my mothar and from my kokoum that It was underground In Lake of 
the Wbods, because my mother used to tall me storiseebout going ftom the reserve and going out Into 
Lake of the Wbods and buMfeig their lodgea, buMfeig fhak/Mdawfwin lodgas and my great-grandfather 
waa a high prieat ofthe Aids Sodaly. He waa a Sturgeon Clan and he wee the one that conducted the 
ceremoniee. And they would only go there becauae they wanted to avoid the Indian agent who was 
kespinganeyeonalithalndtans,'causanotwo-threa Indians could gat together and dance, that kind 
oftNng, or the/lf start planning sornelhing.fAudbMceilaughcdMiiaffjr.y And that vvaa the whole idea. So, 
I titink, bsian AflWrs had this idea that they cant do arqdhkig that reminds them of their raligion, of their 
practioas. Of anything offhat nature, so thafs why they had to be stopped. And their children had to be 
taken ftom them and put Into these schools.

So the acting agsnis ware the Christian Instibitions. And, fha/re seen as being . . .sven though 
from their perspective they were doing a good thing, becauea that is the colonial mentality of the 
European ntindfhafS been passed on, is that the colonialkation is the dfoease ofthe European. They 
bring there. And as any host to a parasile, thafb what happens. They come over. Cotonice and they

I
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•praad out And the whole thing le that Ifa also a conditioned state for First Nations trecau— on the 
oppodta iMa, we are homale— In our land. The last piece of land that we have la —me...  what la It? 
... I think Vs... moat ofthe land, fa ninety-nine something percent. Is all Crown land or whatever, and 
la—than one peroerrtis reserve land which lani really ours, anyway. So it doesn't really make —me, 
iMtthatSwhatwe call legislated theft In that—me ofthe word, It wm legislated try the government 
ButthafS a whole dMIisrentdlacuaaion twcau— we re talkin' atwut larger polW— here end my piece In 
It—If Is a healing pro—

It tak— place wNhln a sweat lodge. And the reason why you can s— me Is becau— ffs a 
conceptual piaoe. The best way to a— this pieoe at first Is probably to do— your ay—. If you'll just, you 
knew, humor foe. Ckwe your ey—. db.y And this is what a sv—at lodge looks like. Total Mackne—.
And If you open your ey—,... Open your ey— jWfo db.7you1l s— my vision. 'Cau—, often, the Insights 
are... come out of unconscious state, you a—things. And for me—well, be—u— of my background 
I've seen lots of weird things when I w— growing up. My mom tells me ifs be—u— of the kind of 
indnalions to being, I gue—, shamanblc practic— In my family. My great-grandfdher w— a weather- 
changar, a shape ahWar. All the— kind of things. They did conjuring; they dkf the shake dan—. They 
did all the— things and that w— In my family. So I had the ability to s— —Main spirits when I wn 
growing up. Nobody ever believed me, of —ur—. So, thafs —mefhing totally diffarent I even met 
people who are agnoali— or atheists and v— talk about the— things. Wh— we do talk about It, I —y 
that, you know, this is my experian—. Whether you believe in God or not Is not my busine—. My thing 
la, ifs happened to me and I know there's —mething stronger than me out there. I know we have a 
—ntrol of N; It al— controls us. There's a power out there. There's an e—rgy out there. And atheists 
and agnosti— are really good to talk to be—u—, —mpered to religioua people. If we look at them, 
some of the most spiritual people are atheists or agn—M— be—u—lfs how you treat other people. 
What It com—down tola, being spirNual, is how you treat other people. You want to be treated the 
sameway. And a lot ofthe—agnosics, they are probably a lot better than a lot of religious p—ple that 
I know bacau— phe retigio— people are] — —ught up In their dogma. They're only good on Sunday. 
WM, I shouldn't pick on the Chrfstians. Or, only good—Saturdays. Or only good on Wedn—days. You 
know, this Mnd of thing? /The group laughs quialfyj But the— atheiala and agnosti— kind of, are very 
consistant, in that—n—.

And the id—of fhe sweat lodge,—you op—your ey—. ia this ë the vision I have of a bed. The 
bed, much Hke what I w— diacuaaing about kf—logi—, ë there's a discordant, the image It—If ë 
dëcoidanL Thersë—inaMui—at the bottom. There's something thafs quNe diflërent Ifb the Arriérai 
pyre—top and thatëdëcordant from the inallutio—I bad. The kfeologi——wall are discordant The 
poNtl— ë dëcordant The reNgton ë dëoordant IfS one frying to get over the olher. Ifs a power 
leëionship. Al tho—kind of things. And thafO what thë bed repre—nlB. Wh—you fbat look at R, you
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see that them's some form of lifo at the twttom. You see that there's,.. .ifs  very institutional, ifs very 
antiseptic. Thfo ë much like the design of the tied that I graw up, or I was In the residentël school. It 
wasabunkbed.TVw) parëtothe tied. Ifs dual. Thatshktëftom that school. Same with the jeane. The 
blanket, I picked up along the way because I waa fooWng for a certain kind of color to go with the piece. 
And rad was a very powerful color to me. And seeing as the shirt as being part of that school, I found 
ta t my grandma's and I keptladh me during that time. Ifs actually my brother’s shirt, and I used it as 
part of the piece, because it was them, and thafs how we used to put It at the foot of the bed by the tire 
blankat Abunkbed ë uaed by Inaltulions which house many people and thë ë, you know, as children 
we were put In thë place so on thë bottom part you see thë thing ae being Ilfo, or somebody living 
them. And on'the top pert, Ifs thë representation of death. Ifs something that a lot of people recognize 
as baing, if I may say so, a pan-Indën kind of Image. But I think a lot of our practices prior to any Mnd 
of contact waaa lot of... we put a lot of our people on levefo, whether It was trees or other means of 
levefo. And today we use boxes. We use Httle houses over the grave yards. I dont remembar ever 
seeing houses ë pre-contad So, my Imagination ë where It takee me, and I've seen lofo of paintinge 
that had scaffolds ë trees ë the periods of sbdaen-hundreda, seventeen-hundreds. So thafs where thë 
Idea came from. I wanted to do something that waa ancfont, that was something that was a part of me, 
that was Innate, that was whem I folt It had to be was thë place of, I guess, the last resting place for 
us ae a paople.

But when you turn It around, Ifs aëo got a lot of ideas beNnd It, because at the bottom It 
rapresenfo the govemmenfs agenda agaëst First Nations. Ifs an Instkutional bed. It talks about 
genocide. One of the things I learned when I was going through my studies was the process that the 
govemment had ë the pest hundred years was to Chrëtënize, to civilize, and to assimilate, trying to 
[make] Native peoples whNe. That was the whole idea, ë that sense. If you're trying to make aomebody 
who the/m not, thafSganocida.IfS not aasimtiation. Ifs pure and simple, Ifs genocide. And thafs what 
the bed rapresenfo at the bottom. Ifs a cultural genocide. Ifs a genocide of trying to destroy a whole 
nation. And Ithëkthafb what pert of the WNfo Paper was about, thë whole idea of taking status away, 
tifo something that has to be dëcussed, I gueee, at great length because where we am right now, Ifs 
atiti somalhëg thafs a hasting process. We'ra ë thë sort of stats, fm no paychologët, but we're ë thë 
state of denial. We'ra ë various statss of foar, anger, those things that we have to deal wNh wNhë 
oursehms as a nation, a macrocosm, or,. . .  yeah, macrocoem, ae a whole nation. Wa re a pretty 
dysfunctional nation, ë that sense ofthe word. And I dont mean on one side. I mean on both sidee, 
I betiava. And I think thafs what the bottom part rapresenfo. To me Ifs genocide. What hae happaned 
to our paople. Myself, and my fomtiy.

On tha top partë mom of an honorable, as I see R, an honorable death. So thë bad ë about 
death and two aspacfo of R. One ë the Mghast astsem of whem we go ë the end when we pass on.

I'
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You know, thofoi a place that we db go and for me thafa where all these things, these other items are 
there. The eagle feather which has great value to us in terms of Ns, what N represents. N!s all in our 
reNgion; ifs ë everything that we do and N!s uaually right acrosa North America. And the war shfold up 
here fo alao another piece that aymbollzes many things. Hfs a personal shield of mine and N also has 
a lot of things on there, ifs got my two bataise up there and ifs got other things that my kokim gave me. 
Its an eagle foattter, actually NS another dHforant kind of faather. And, on the other pert we have sege. 
Sothafs whatl use to smudge the bed wNh. And this whole thing is smudged on a daily basis. «% part 
ofthe process foat I put thë thing through. And ever sëce the begëning, N hasn't mëaed a smudge.

Thë ë ëe vëën ëat I've had, and I use ëe cardinel directions. Thë ë ëe East and N starts 
here and thë ë where my kokum started. Cedtta Jeffrey Reaidentël School hed Ns first building in 
nëetaen-0-ëree on Shoel Lake, Ontario. But becauae N was hard to get to, N was moved to Kenora, 
Ontario, just ouëide Kenora. Nwas a much larger building. I aeen ëe amaller building, Na actually tom 
down, but I seen ëe foundation of N. Then ëere's thë new one they buNt ë nëeteen-twenty-eeven, I 
belëve. My kokum wentto boë of them. She went to the small, ëe one ë Shoal Lake. Then she went 
off to ëe one in Kenora. And in ëë photograph, she's the centre one, she's the centre woman. And 
just altar thaL Ns a photo emulsfon process, and N all deaë wNh my kokum and her period, and ëen, 
of course, ëe children. Her, my moëer, my uncles and all ëaL are in ëoae images as well. So ëe 
books are meant to be touched because the/re tike a photograph album, but I use birch bark because 
thafS our paper. ThafS what we used ë our /MKcfo Society, our acrolfo, in recording, as a certaë dsvice 
to use.

And so ëafs why I wantad to use thë piece and aëo the way the whole design ë made. 
Because I used sëëen polee, and the sMsen polee are what we use ë ëe Aidë sweafo and ëey make 
the star ë the canke and they do thë këd of thing,/Louis ëdfoailaa a «fër shape af ëe apex of wfiere 
ëe pohs wouU moot] except I couldnt buNd the whole sweat lodge, so I figured I'd do the 
representational thing. I used red willow as the maë poles because red willow ë another strong 
medicine ë our usage. When we dont have tobacco we peel the red bark off and we take the ëner 
bark and we uae that aa a tobacco. And wa uae a lot of N for ofllarëgs. And tobacco ë one of our moat, 
I gueaa,... powarfol exchange,'cauae tobacco ë aomething ëat we uae all the time. I've been taught 
thë aëca I was a Ud, to always put tobacco out -  put tobacco ë the watar when we go canoeing, or 
boating, or whataver because Mfohvpeshuëë the undercurrenfo and thë kind ofthëg. So everything 
I dM was always using tobacco and acknowledging the world around me and that was the way I waa 
taught Everything thafs ë thë room has been picksd up -  if N was organic it, WM picked up, and I had 
to tMa a tobacco olforing. Tha bkch bark I picked up ë Lake of the Woods, WM a tobacco offoring to 
take the bark. The poplar wood ë from The Pm, norë, and they were m a totMccoofforëgH well. 
And ëewtifows ware from the eowë and they were aëo an exchange to the creative fbrce. And ëafS
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ëe kind of practice and ëe process ëat i go ërough in anyëing ëat i do.
So, anyway, ëe birch berk, ëë sort of describes my kokum'» time, ëe late twenties and ëe 

ëirtës. And ëafS where ëe first Eastern side starë. And East usually starë wtth ëe sunlight It hea 
a lotof symbotic repreaentallon to it It has ëe rëing, the spring. It has all ëose newëings—birë. And 
ëafs where it started. And it starë wië my kokum being in ëë schooi. Then as we move along, we 
go into my parento' aide {the south compass poMtJ. Thë ë ëe fifties, nineteen-fifty-së and nineteen- 
fifty-seven. And I got ëese photographs iast year, actually, just before ëe exhibition opened up. I 
worked on ëese photographs and I picked ëem up m Kenora. I found e guy who uaed to be an 
admWslrator and he told me about a woman who's ë her nëeties or something. He said she used to 
work ë the Mchen, but she uaed to take loto of pictures. And she was a spry little old lady, but she had 
aH thase stidae so she gave me the stides and said, 'Wall, I won't have any more use for them, but you 
can have them." So she gave me about fifty aKdes of ëe period in ëe fifties and in filty-eix-fMty-eeven,
I found my foëer in it and my moëer in tt. I dont have pictures of them in ëat time period, so it was 
quito the experience to find ëat And so ëë really workad well for ëe piece and ëafs my father's 
period and my molhefS period. They're boë ë that school, ë C.J. at the aame time in ëe fifties or mid
fifties. And ëe Souë, too, has loto of symbolic representation. Thafs summer end ifs ëe second 
dkeetionifSgota color ëat goes wtth it and usually ifs green or else, ifs anoëer color Hke yellow, or 
. . .  but It depends on which tribe you're ftom, ifs got a difforent color which goes wtth tt. And the 
summer, ttS aëo the chid, like ëe growing up of a child, there's a certoë age group. So thë ë where 
the growing period ë, and thë ë in the fifties.

By thë time ë nëetoenMIyone, fwfë chengas ë the Indën AcQ ëe religion was trrought back. 
I guaas it muat have been after the Untted Natlona Declaration thing ëat ëey realized ëat maybe they 
weren't doing the right thing by outlawfng Native religfon, and eo ë  fifty-one they repealed ëe Indën 
Act that stated ëat kind of thëg about the religion. But they still kept tt underground, you know, ëey 
keptit underground for a long time becauae of the Ibar that waa attoched to tt. Even today, we still have 
a lot of things about. . .  because foar saems to hold us back. I'm always approached by elders or 
psopë who ask me about some of the pradicee ëat I do es an artët And my thing ë always that I'm 
an artistehaman and my purpoae ë to heal. IfS aëo to teach and one of my maë objectives ë the 
children. If you're going to keep tt a secret ftom the children and ttdiee wtth you, I mean, what use ë 
that So my Job ë to try to give tt to the youë, to give tt to the eevenë generation down the road. My 
brother aaked me about that, too. He aays, *Why do you do these thëga?" And I told him, "Like tta, Ifs 
... I do tt for your son." And Ns son happened to be just there, he was like five years old at the time. 
"And ëafs who I do tt for," I said. "I dont really do tt for you. I do tt for him." So I'm always thëkëg 
about, you knew, giving tt to them. If everybody eëe leams along the way. ëafS great ThafS just 
fantastic, buti try to do tt for the children, you know. Thafs what my maë objective ë.
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And this te ëe Wottem dooiway. The Woit te anottwr port of ttwt pro— where E—t it begins 
and West it ends. In the Mfcte lodg— ëe doorway always points to ëe East. And it go— into a four-to- 
tsn day caremony that inWat—go ërough —rtain actlvlti— happen in ëe Mfde lodge end the Weatem 
doorway, always where ITS blocked off, becau— ëafs where you go ërough when you're finished. And 
its atao where the, I gue—, ... when you pe— on, ëis is where ëe road go— when you pew on to ëe 
next world. And I think ëafs ëe whole idea about ëe bed, t—. Ifs Mnd of pointed in this Mnd of 
direction where the head's on ëat side {Laufa indfcafoa East.] and the feet are ë ëis direction [He 
tedcates Wssg. So NSaortof a traveing Mnd of a pro— —well. So I'm trying to k—p all ëe— ëings 
ë ëla... I gue—, proce—, k—p It working ë ëat direction. And thia ia ëe Western d—n—y. This ia 
my broëers and myaialersëatwere actually in ëe ach—I and there's certain parts in here but al— 
—me dyshmclional. One pteture ëat I u—d In ëere la my broëer and sisler, and we were partying — 
I uaad CM picture ë there. Itjuatahows ëe dysfunction ëat we were going ërough atëe time. Some 
people ëëk of It—just having expert— , but I s—n it——mething etee eventually.

Therete atao o— picture I u— all ëe time, is after a vision quasi I had ë nëet—n-eighty-nine 
I came back to Kenora, and I did all ëe— things end then I —me back to this pla—, Round Lake. 
Thafs where ëe Cectiia Jeffreys Sch—I is and went aero— ëe lake and I told my brother. Take a 
pictura of me." I —id, "I'm going to do an exhibit ë nëet—n-ninety-nine..." No, I didn't —y ëat [Salt 
laugtderj I —id. Take a picture of me." 'Cau— ëe school w— in the b—k at the time. Well, It w— 
—pposed to be in the back, but it w—tom down ë nëet—n-seventî eight But ifs —pposed to be 
hare, but NS not here anymore. NS supp—ed to be in the back of r—, aero—the lake, but ifs not there 
and on the begëning of ëat book /Loute ëdkafS* ffie bookaf ffie South, tBs parents'tiook], ifs ë 
thare. NS got the sch—l, what ëe school looks like, in that picture. So this is sort of like East to Wsst 
Ifs sort of like this is where the school leav—at this point And thafs all I wanted to say ëat part 

Th—this Is the Northem doorway. And this book d—crib—my stater, my 0—sister, my baby 
stator, tttafS JJ., and atao my nephew and niee—today. And this is the book I—II The Book of Hope 
bacau—titis is where regeneration actually oc—rs, where we actually rage—rate In more ways ëan 
OM and tttars regsnsration of the apM for us. Ev—though they were never part of ëat school systsm 
or tirst system iasif, thayVe aWëdbectiyafl—lad by N, by the way they are. The way my statar is or the 
way my nephews and niac— are. There are —rtaë thëga about things ëat are pawed on ëat we 
learned in ëat system. And ftom my parants' perspective, and my —nti—' and unci—', end what 
happened to tham. So this ia The Book of Hope and this tawhare the cyde ends. And I and this book 
wtih a picture of my dadtafUneral. Be—u—ltd—Is wNh deaë ë many ways, ë many layers, at a 
concept—I level, at a poHti—I level, you know. It af— d—Is at a level of per— I, fbmily, my—If and 
my... well, my parents and thafS how I d—I wtih that

There's lots of symbotism ëat fd atao like to say like ë addliton. There'S the cedar, there's
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anoëer important medicine of ours end I uae ëat aa a means of protecting ëe Iwd. The glowing 
undemeaë is ëe Grandfather Rocka. In ëe sweat lodge ëere's usually a mound outside. Ifs a half- 
crescant mound. And depending on who's conducting the ceremony, ëere's a certain amount of rocks, 
anywhere from seven to ëirty rocks. And ëe/re placed in ëe fire and ëe/re heatad up until ëe/re 
red hot. Then ëe/re brought in. And ëere's a cedar trail ëat goes around ëe mound, down ëe 
centre, and Mo the lodge. And ë this perticular place ëis cedar is around ëe fire. And what ëey used 
to do, ëey'd sprinkle cedar onto the rocks as well to give It a smell also, ifs one of our medicines; it 
heals ë Its aroma. And ëe glowing pert represents ëe Grandfsëer Rocks. And ëe bed is over ëat 
And lhafS where I aaen the vidon. And thafs how I want to show ëia particular piece here. And ëe two 
rocks at eilhef end are personal rocks of ntine. This is my buffalo rock here. The oëer one in ëe front 
is my bear rock. And ëafs what I uae for any smudge ceremonies I have. I've had it for almost ten 
years. That one was given to me by my uncle. He found it at a site where ëere waa apear heads and 
thëga like that And he gave me ëat one and also some arrowheads. And so I use ëat piece all ëe 
time for any smudging ëat I do.

What I want to talk about though, te all ëis stuff, everything ëafs ëcluded in here, i go 
ërough a process, as well as trying to find a means of healing, because ëafs how I see myself as a 
healer. For myself, ifs healing, but as weli fbr oëers, ifs healing as well. There's a couple of 
experiences I want to share wië you.

The first time when I eëibiled ë Urtran Shaman Gallery last year I was sitting in ëe back ë 
ëe adminëtration office and I was doing ëings. And then I heard the door open, 'cause it had a 
squeaky door, and ëan I heard somebody walkin' ërough. Then this head poked into ëe office and 
tt waa this old guy. Well, not old, he was around ëirty-fbrty /ëe group laughs.], around my age. /Loute 
laughs, too./He just looksd old. He came in and he started talkin' to me. He says, "Eh, what are you 
doing?" and all thë stuff. I could tail ha was halfcut I said, "Oh, I'm not doë' much." I was writing, trying 
to wttta,finabo my grant and doing some letter wtth the Winnipeg Art Gallery ëëg and trying to finish 
offthe one etih Canada Gouncti, and Immedëtoiyë my head waa how I had to shoo thë guy out This 
was like ëe second or third week ë the opening and so I was talkë' to him and we went out into the 
gatiety and he looked around and he said, "What the hell ë all thë," he says, "eh?" "Oh," I said, "Oh, 
ifs an art exhibit" And when I went out ë the gallery wtth him, there wae thë oëer older guy, much 
ddar. He was like fifty. ThafS old. pSroup laugh».] So he's out there, too, end they were këda lookë' 
around, stondë'ë one piaoe. So I was talkë'to the old guy and ëe other guy was standing ë front of 
tire bed, looking at the bed, and the old guy was asking me about "Whafs all thë all about?" and he 
wasnt about as half cut as tiie otiwr guy, but then I started talkë' to him, Thë whole thing ë about my 
SRtoiiancewtth rssldentisi schooto, about my kokoum's time, my parents' time, and our time. And my 
sëtsfb, and my nephews and nieces are ë thë time. Explaining all tide to him and he said, "Well, you
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know, I w— te # ratedontlil school, too," ho said, "up north." And he started talkin' atwut his experien—. 
And white we were talking, ëen he explained ëe story to me and stuff. And ëe oëer guy ë ëe front 
turned around and he w— crying. And he w— —ying he w— in ëat sch—l, t—. And he —me and 
shook my hand. He said. You know, I know I'm drunk and I know I'm not supposed to tw In here 
be—u—, you know, you're using ëe ucred faaëers, eagle fSaëers, so I'm really —rry I'm here, but 
I ëëk what you're doing is a good tMng." And ëey boë walked out

I only —y this becau— rm only a block away from Maë Street; ëe gallery s only a block away 
from Main Street [h Wkmepeg] and wië my foe— on trying to aatfsiy Canada Council and WAG, I 
totally forgot what my objedwe w—which w— my own p—ple. And ëeyre on the... I gue—, ëe/re 
ë the front In—, be—u—Maë SIreetë the front ine. And ëe way I a— tt, ifs a peychologteaI warfare, 
ë what were in, even ëough ifs not Hke there, ifs still ëere. Ifs a —ndilioned kind of state ëat we're 
ë. And, my perenë boë died on ëe front lin—. My faëer died on Main Street and I found my mother 
ë her apertment And ...ahe dëd ftom aloohottsm—wall. So ëo— kind of thinga really look...  ëey 
all juat come tumbling down on you — faat, and I started seeing where my ol̂ ectlv— were supposed 
to go agaë. So as so— — ëey left, I resHzad I w— humbled again and ëat w— really good for me.

But I ëëk thë ë what ëë whole ëëg ë about You know. Ifs about sharing our axperien—. 
We have to rip the bandaids off be—u— in order to heal we have to toke all ëat off. No more Htde 
bendaida, y— know-lhafS not what heah —. We have to really look at whafs there and ëë  ë what 
part of thë pie— ë about It shows —rtaë dë—rdant ëiag—, you know, ëat work ë one sen—, but 
d—t  work in anoëer —n—. And trying to follow ërough wtth —me kind of dëcusaion, to talk about 
tho— things. And thafS baateally what I wanted to do wtth thë project or thë exhibtt, w— to talk about 
tt.'Cau—I want people to talk to ma about tt. What do they fsel about tt. How do they f—I about—rtain 
things. For me, thë ë homage to all my relatiom. Ifa sort of Hke an altar. Ifs, for me Ifs a quiat pla
te be. And to me Ifs my family and ëë ë —mething I pay my r—pacts to, ë ëe high—t —t—m.

I remember thë seven-year old, at Rat Portage and he come ë and he says "What ëëë? 
Thëë notart” jEVaryone ëuië*-/Yeah, thë ë art" I startexplaëing, you know. "Juatthëk of tt—o— 
big painting ëat you —n act—lly walk into." Ha says, "Ch . . .  Hke vkt—I reaHty." /Everyone /» 
cfNicfdëg.7 So he got tt right away. I showed him other paëHngs I did. He says, "I want to walk ë that 
one next C—Id y— buHd o— Hke ëat?" /Lords laughs wBh ëe olharsj So anyway, ëafs what I 
explained ëe pie— to him. Ifs an instottatton ëat I thëk thafs —pposad to Invoke ëo— kinds of 
feelings, you know. It doe—t  matter which part of the communtty you're from or understanding —r 
society or understanding Canadton hëtory. Thafs—meëing we have to look at Thë ë how I s— tt. 
Thë ë my vëën and I just want to share tt wtth peopto and have p—ple a— ttorempaëëe or...  I 
don't know, or juat talk about tt, or not talk about tt. Thafa it and ëanka for coming. But if you have 
quaalio—, plea— —k.
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Q:h1Ni tobacco around here?/TTie parson ëolbafosëe 'eonqtass'circle set within the 'lodge poles’.] 
Louë: No. adually, thia awiUow leaves. Because I use four dlflisrent Mnd ofwHlowe. Black, green, red, 
and ëere's one oëer one. I ëëk ifs a whita willow. So I use, on the ten ë behveen the red willows, 
ëen I use ëe leaves and I use ëem as a mia-mk ëem togeëer. So I tried really hard not to waste 
anyëing ëat I took.
Q; So you want out and got ëe red willows, and went out and gotëe wtiNe willows...?
Louë: Everyëëg came by accident, I ëëk, in a lot of ways. I went to ëe souë, not by saying "Oh. I 
ëink I'll go souë, ëafs where I'm going to get ëat stuff." I just happened to be ëere and I ëought, 
"Oh, whie lë i here I gueaa HI get the willows." I just happened to have ëe truck or the car and picked 
up the red wHtows. And ë ëe norë, I was in The Pas, I cant remember what for. I had a van wië me 
at ëe time. My broëer was up ëere because he lives up ëere, too. So I said, "I ëëk I need to get 
some stuff here."
Q: It eeems like wHh deaë above the reaidenlial school It would be very depressing, but it doesnt strike 
me as being very depreesëg. It seems very hopefbl. Do you get ëe fseWng when you work wtth the 
materials ëat it brings you closer to people who have gone before you and the way you want your 
chHdran to go, when you do ëë?
Louë: Yes, in many ways. I'm working wië organk material, but I also have an understanding when 
I'm working. Becauae when you're doing things Ifs... your mind goes, too, but etëe same time ifs 
what fm doing. "Causa I have knowledge ofthe wood fm uaëg, aëo other. Wee ëe ahëM and certaë 
thëga that fm uaëg, so I have ëat connection. Like I can almost fsel my parento behind me, or I can 
almoat fsel my kokorrm behind me, you know, because I know the/re there. So I'm doing thsse things 
and I know what I'm doing. So I'm in my unconsctous state of mëd. I'm actually communicaifng wië 
ëem ë ëat sense.

The wayëe bed was designed before, II could hold up peopto. I had to redesign it tor travel. 
My brother looked aflar the show ë Kenora, because I looked after It the first ëree or four days. It was 
tirera fx  ton days. He lookad after ft aflsr ëat and WhNe he wae there. He'S very euperslllioue. He gets 
scared of ghosto and stuff like ëa t And the old band office where the show was at apparently has 
ghosë becauae St Maryti Raaideniai School, fs  a CatiMNc schooi, used to be buHt right on the piaoe, 
and spparentiy peopto used tobe able to hear kids and stuff like ëat He gets very, he geto all këd of 
ftmny about thoae kind of thëga. But he said he wasnt scared. He laid on the bed. He knew the cedar 
was around hëi. Ha knewthe eagle feathers were there and he said he toft he was ë a very powerftd 
pëee,alaspëg on the bed. And thafs where he slept Ha looked after... he wanted to look after the 
Lodge becauae thafs what he folt about the piece.

So, what do you thëk of my painting? Thank you for coming.
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Nolit from my convor—tion wMi Louë afër hë talk.
Attha flrat opening of thë inaëllatfon, it had no interprétation, and Louë realëed ëat vëwera, 

Native and whië, had IMë idea of what waa going on. So he prepared interpretive material which, he 
taM, helped a lo t Paople Iregan to understand ëat ëere were layers of meaning, and something 
alwut ëe symiMiëm. He had layered "time" in the presenL ëcorporating boë pasf and future'.

During ëe talk he mentions ëe center as ëe center of power. I asked him if, because ëere 
waa power at the center, it was a sacred place and/or expertence. Yas, was hë reply. It was hë vëën 
and it was sacred. VVhan we shut our eyas and then reopenad ëam, we were saeing hë vëën ërough 
hë eyes. I wondered about people walking into the aacred space. DM it cause dëruption? He saM he 
smudged «every day, but thë was not because ofthe difliarent peopto coming into ft, but to honor hë 
temHy who are ë the pieturea and who are Ihere. He aaM, ëe aage and the cedar ë the exhibit uaually 
calmed peopto, so they were calmer end in the right ftame of mind when they entered.

Since it to eacred, dM he work in a particular way on It? Yea. You have to work in ëe proper 
state of mind.

I
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CHAPTER 4:
The Ojibwa Crifled Object 

DItcueeion

[Person^ Journal. Early Jime 1987. SBka, Alaska.
Bahktd the Sitka Native cultural center Is a path through the okt trees. I 

stepped out on It and alter a short waK( felt a presence to my right There mnortg the 
trees andsetslighOy beck homttje path was a carved totem pole. The light IHlered 
dam aroundltandkglauredwIlhBlé. I went on. Again, there was another one! There 
were severtJ carved poles on the path, set In their nature envkonmert iwatked 
around the path several more Bmes.k was the Ikst pole that continued to surprise me. 
Eaditknelgotclosetolt, I coiM sense Its bekig there, butw oM m tactu^seelt 
untklwas right nejdto k. It was Hketrykigto see the moment when the sprkigbuds 
open their leaves, not somedUng to be captured so easily, norapokttintkne.J

Bead work, a drum, a fluta, brain-tanned hide, a gallery exhibit—can ëis variety of objects tell 

us about world view? Ojibwa artisans are all working wië different media—do they share 

similarities ërough which we can learn about the world as they see it? In ëis chapter, I will 

explore the commonalities among this seemingly disparate grouping.

AM the artists here talk about iradHional meanings which are part of what they create, and 

it wiN help us to try to envision pre-oonlact North America in which objects like these were made 

and used. That world, of course, is still here today.

Pre-contact Setting

The tradKions from which these objects come were oral (and pictorial as we have seen 

in the scroll). Native North American cuNurss dkl not use alphabetic or syllabic written languages 

until after contact  The rich world of meaning which Western culture has consolidated primarily 

(although certainly not exclusively) within the written languages, was embedded, and still is.
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within many fonns. Euro-Amaricans take written language so much fbr granted that we tend to 

ëink of a culture without a written language as somehow bereft, without the fundamental 

resources to retain knowledge (therefore, the body of knowledge must be small), and less able 

to "remember" and pass on knowledge accurately to the next generations. This, of course, is 

entirely inaccurate!”

Accumulated knowledge and meaning are stored in stories, processes, ceremonies, 

rituals, plants» stars, arwnals, etc. Nature both stores knowledge and teaches. Nothing is without 

its lesson. The Westem concem fbr "accuracy* over "time* is again irrelevant, and, if anything, 

misleading. When one must interact with balance and harmony within a dynamic world, 

sensitivity to the immedtete situation required (and requires) evaluation and flexibility. The body 

of accumulated knowledge, which remains quite stable, can guide one, but not provide the exact 

answer in each unique situation. "Accuracy* can be measured only by the appropriateness of 

one's actions.

For instance, in The Sacred, Beck and Waters point out that Native American sacred 

bodies of knowledge "limit the amount of explaining a person can do. In ëis way they guide a 

person's trehavior toward the world and its natural laws." Further "One of the great strengës 

of Native American sacred ways is their viability or adaptability. These ways are viable because 

they were aboriginally, and in many cases still are. prechcal systems of knowledge* (4).

In addition, the crafted objects were created and functioned within the breathing 

presenoe of the land. I think experience of someplace where tNs presence has not been 

overcome by modem Westem technology is helpful to understanding this. For instance, Basil 

Johnston (Ojibwa. writer) describing the "corporate spirir of place created by plants says

Each valley or any other earth form—a meadow, a boy, a grove, a hill posessess
a mood which reflects ëe state of being of that place. Whatever the mood, happy.

th ë  topic.
* rh #  is a d ir n w yvM t to consult W sllsr O ne’s O ra iy  end ü ërW u rv  fb r a  comprahoiwM# dNCUMion of
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peaceful, turbulent melancholy, It ë ëe tone of ëat aoul-apirlt. Aa proof, deatroy or 
aNer or remove a portion oflhe ptont beëga, and the mood and tone of ëat valley will 
not be what it waa befbre" (1976,33-34).

One can add to this the land forms themselves see, lake, prairie, mountains—and all the living 

beings in that place. Each artist existed wiëin a particular living Place when doing his or her

work.

Transcendénc», Immanence

Before I discuss the crafted objects in more detail, some additional points might be 

helpful. A dfRculty I have, and still struggle with, is what is meant by the Ojibwa use of the word 

"spirHuar or by someëing having ‘spirit* From my Euro-American cultural background, my 

notion of 'spiritual* refers to transcendency. For example, I might go to church and pray to a 

transcendent god. Or, in a non-religious sense, I describe an experience of heightened 

awareness "mysticaT (but probably would not describe as'spiritual*). By‘mystical* I would have 

meant transcendent or connecting with something beyond or out of this world. But I generally 

ëink of *spirituality* in association wië organized religion (e.g. Christianity, Judaism), and the 

ëought of a non-aligned atheist or agnostic being 'spiritual* produces in me a sense of 

inconsistency.

Vine Deloria points out that Ihe Western religious concept of transcendency is a function 

of linear time which allows the Westem tNnker to postulate a future transcendent experience 

of a heaven or hell which will reward or punish deeds done in the immediate Hfe. Applying the 

notion of spiritual transcandency in an Ojibwa context, I think, would be a misunderstanding.

Viola Cordova in discussing the Apacha concapt of Usan (a term which coincides wië 

other Native words fbr tho concept Blacfcfbot—nafcyf, Lakota—wafcan tanka, Navajo—nr/'chi, 

Ojibwa—mantioii), uses Basil Johnston's description of the term as signHying something *of 

substance, character, nature, essence, quiddity beyond comprehension and therefore beyond

I
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explanation, a mystery; supernatural; potency, potential* (1998,27) She goes on to say: 'The

concept of this mysterious force also shares the notion of its Iseing all-penrasive. It is everywhere

and in all things. Perhaps is all things * Again, she quotes Johnston: '[Scholars] continue to lal)or

under the impression teat the word ‘manitou’ means spirit and teat it has no other meaning....

They do not know that the word tiears other meanings even more fundamental than spirit" (27).

According to Cordova, the terms

encompass the notion of something that simply is, that remains unidantMlatHe, 
mysterious, *supamaturar ë the ssnse that it » treyond pointing to. Neverthelesa, thë 
mysterious something prscsdes sverything eëe; it serves at the same time as the 
ground of things and tha manifestation of Ksslf. (28)

Cordova finds an approximation to this concept in two Westem thinkers: Spinoza and 

Eëstsë. Spinoza maintained a concept of God/Substance/Nature which was immanent and the 

one substance which makes up the world. Cordova notes that matter or nature, which Spinoza 

called this substance, "he saw no problem in calling... sacred... Albert Einstein, when asked 

whether he believed in God, replied that he "believed in the (3od of Spinoza." Einstein oftered 

'us note world that was composed of the dualities of matter and energy but of something more 

dearly akin to "matterenergy*—there was only one "substance" (30).̂  ̂Cordova notes that the 

new developments in physics present a world similar to the theory of Usen, a world of 

interrelationships and interdependencies, but it has had little effect upon the sharp dualities 

typical of Wdstem thought (matter/energy, mind/body, material/spiritual, animate/inanimate) ...* 

(31).

This "mystery," then, is all around us. It is within nature; it is within us. Peroaption of it 

ëimmadtete, present axperiance."Spirituarrefsrenoes and thoughts are not sent to or recaived 

from something beyond, but are a part of the daily matrix.

"ë  a con— Son vtih Joe Roee on ëe  problem I wee hevëg underelindëg 'epWueMy,' he eho weed 
Eëeteë'e 'matiarenergy* ë  expëneSon.
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Orcularity, Cydas, and Movamant

As noted above, in God Is Red Vine Deloria discusses the linearity of Westem time.”  There is 

a past racading from us as we progress toward a future. We can see neither end of these. 

"Infinity* stretches beyond and something must have given us a beginning. It is this linearity, 

Deloria says, which allows Euro-Americans to posit the transcendent god and to see our history 

as an irretrievabte, but examinable, past

Frank Montano tells Ihe story of the visiting elder who spoke about removing the idea 

of "time* from one's thoughts, that we are all sitting here, myself, my ancestors, and the future 

children. Also, he talks of the sound of the flute as being "beyond time *

"Time* in the Native American sense is cyclical. One of the most otwious ways to 

otrserve this is in seasonal changes—the return of birds in the spring, the maturing of plants in 

the summer, the changing leaves and cooler wealhar of autumn, and the chill quiet of winter into 

the melting of spring again. The circling ofthe sun, the moon, the seasons, the ebb and flow of 

tides. The cycles of birth, dealh, and rebirth. There is constant creation and decay. For example, 

Louis Ogemah shows the "Nstory* of his family in a circle, and he *layers lime* in the present 

Even though we can see these observable examples around us, it is still an 

extraordinarily difficult notion for a Westem acculturated person to grasp. How can things not 

move forward? There are observabte changes in these patterns they are never the same; 

doesn't that mean there is linearity?

I have heard an altered version of the concept of circularity several times now, once in 

a dass and recenlly in an academic presentation: This version says that the circle of time is not 

a tmedrde, buta spiral. There is drcularity in that we can observe the cycles, but because we

The biMter of WMtxn limt e dëeusMd tiy many authon md Ntewe tMctMn. I emply have chOMn 
Dalolia aa appropriala haroë thiiahoitdëcuaoion. Cf. Shaë, "Tmaand PkiraSam,' m Ayeengmemain 2:1.)
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Observe that there is never an exact repetition of oocurrenoe, there must be a movement forward 

to accommodate ëis observance. My sense is that ë is version merely accommodates the 

Westem inability to grasp the concept, the inability to let go of linearity and all the notions that 

accompany it—progress, improvement, upward mobility, etc.

And while my own underslanding may change, my sense, as I write INs study, is that ëis 

is a true circle, not a spiral. Also, that "time* as an additional concept is superfluous and 

irrelevant Changes in the cyclic flow are the visible recombinings of all the constant 

metamorphses—ëe continual reorganizing from the cycles of birë and deaë, creation and 

decay. My grandparents are part of that, as I am, and as my future nieces and nephews are. 

That is why they are here wië me now. It is also why there can be unique combinations of 

things, why I am dHfsrent flfom you, or that tree is (fiffsrent from another. The ticking of the dock 

is just another rtiyëm in an entirely immanent world. There is no time to be measured; it would 

only come back upon itself.

Movement, rtiyëms, changes, metamorphoses are ëis dynamic Native world. When 

one engages this fluid and constantly changing world, the balance and harmony of one’s actions 

are critical.

As an example, we can look at the Native expression of responsibility for the "sevenë 

generation” which Louis Ogamah uses. Westerners borrow the reference and think of it in a 

linaar way, trying to think of seven genaretions away from us in the future. It is difficult to imagine 

someëing that seems so distant, so separated from us. But if we look at seven generations in 

a drcular way, as the recombining of aH that is within the very presenL the idea is within our 

grasp. We don't have to predkt what the consequences of our actions might be in some distant 

future, we simply see what is around us. What we have put into the world as pollution and 

imbalance, will recombine into our offspring.

Now that we have suppliad ourselves wië several orienting concepts, r il move to the
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crafted objects themselves.

Fmm Secular to Sacrad

We can see a spectrum of objects made and used in a secular way ërough objects

which have a spiritual purpose, but which are not sacred; and sacred objects. The range which

emerges from the intenriews suggests that crafted pieces can have qualities anywhere within

the spectmm depending on a combination of what materials are used, how the object is crafted

and by whom, and what its purpose is.

Marge Hmielewski and Frank Montano identified secular objects which could be used

in daily and public contexts.”  Secular work can be sold and can contain materials which would

not be used in a sacred otijecL It can be made in a sodal context, and one need not concentrate

one's spirituality into it as one would do wië a gift, for instance. Yet it is still important that

positive energy flow into the work.

Secular objects may be the beaded earrings which Marge will sell, or a dream catcher

wië purchased red fsalhers. Further, these Hems could be sold to anyone. Secular drums would

not have eagle feathers on them. They are fbr dances at pow-wows where anyone can dance.

Secular work can be made while watching television or during social gatherings, for

instance, when women are visiting.

I'm making things, they’re making things... We laugh end we talk because ft’s ... very 
social end which ë good. Ae long as everybody ë enjoying there's a lot of poeNIve 
energy going on. It ënt spiritual, becauea that ënt what we re doing. We re 
eocëlUng-Many of the crafts and that done years and years ago were done by the 
women ë the moon hut You're going to be ëere ëree or four days, eo they did their 
craft work WhHa they were ë there and It was social, because ëere wasnt only one 
woman ë there. Sometimes there were ëree or (bur depending on how ërge a

"When I dëcusB the ëërvëws, I use ëe artëans' first names, yet I use auëors' lest names ë oëer 
sscfions. I have not meant ëë wië dërespect for skher. The convention ëscsdsmicrsiersnce has dsisrmëed 
ttie uae of ëë namee ë thoae sections. Because I know the artiste end have worked wië them, I would find it quRe 
awkward, ter example, to refsrto Merge as "HmëëwsW ëroughout the theeë.]
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community we're talking about

One stiH uses one’s spirituality when making secular objects, because one lives with it, 

but its a dMérenttype, a "daily spirituality." Even though the object is secular, the artisan would 

slill want to be in positive frame of mind when making it  As Marge puts it, "I would really hate 

to make this pair of earrings and be angry and ëinking of something awful and then have some 

poor person wear it, because I've already put negative energy in there. I don't ëink that would 

be very nice."

Gifts aren't secular, but they also aren't classifiable in a category "gifts," nor are they 

sacred. For example, one might not use the purchased red féathers wië the wooden canes 

Marge was working on, but she could put the special beads on them. They might be a gift for 

an elder. However, she still wouldn't use an eagle feather.

The use of an eagle feather is reserved for particularly spiritual or sacred purposes. In 

the case of a gift of healing for a family member an eagle feather could be used, such as on the 

dream catcher Marge made fbr her grandson who was having nightmares. This is a more 

spiritual gift and working on it would need to be done in an equally suitable way.

Works that are sacred can be either personal, as Louis identifies his vision, or fbr 

ceremonial purposes, as Joe identifies the Little Boy Water Drum. Midewiwin or other 

ceremonies, honor dances at pow-wows, and visions are examples of sacred activities. For 

these sacred purposes, only natural materials would be used. Eagle feathers may be used wië 

sacred objects. This type of object would not be sold, and Joe mentions that few non-Native 

people have even seen these objects.”

One works in a particular manner if the object is to be fbr sacred or ceremonial

"At fmM Ndfrs American Mcred objecte hav* been Mkt. Often in the p«t k wn twcsuM people had 
nooneto vAomtopen on ceremonial objecte. For exemple. Jemn Red SkyeoMhte MktewWn ecrofie wWi tee 
MtepreteSonsto SdiMyn OewdneyterlheGtanbawMueeum in Alberta (Dewdney, ch. 1). Thte wn not an unueuel 
occurrence, but, of coum, thte don not account ter el the eecred objecte ë munum coiedione.
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purposes. Marge explains: "If I were making something for a spiritual reason, I would try to do 

it at a time where I would not have to worry about the telephone ringing. I would want to be by 

myself. Very calm, very [pause] hopefuHy peaceful. Very into what I was doing. Thinking of why 

I was making it, what it was going to be used for. Keeping my mind on that, so a lot of it is with 

your thought process.... even the way you craft something, or the way you make it if s different 

when its used for spiritual ceremonies.”

Ritual in C^facüng Material

In collecting or obtaining material, the artist must make a tobacco offering. In this ritual̂ ^

the artisan recognizes the spirits of the deer, the tree, the plant the bird, the rock—whatever is

taken to be used in the crafted piece. With tobacco the artist thanks the creator and the other-

than-human beings for the gifts given, makes an exchange for what is taken, and recognizes his

or her responsibility to respect that which has been given.

As Richard explains, "every time that we go get something or go do something we give

tobacco. And thafs out of respect for a good life. We pray for those that have a tough life ... We

always pray for everything because everything has a spirit* He continues.

We beWevs everything comes in a dream. And when we put everything down, we put 
our tobacco out and those spirits help us, and tall us maybe in a dream, maybe out 
in the woods. We don't know.... When I started deeming]... I had no direction and I 
just gave people tobacco.

As Louis says,

tobacco is one of our meet I gueas, (pause) powarfiil exchange lb  the creative force],
'cause tobacco is something that we use all the time. I've been taught this since I was 
a Md, to always put tobacco out—put tobacco in the water when we go canoeing, or 
boating, or whatever because Mishupashu la In the undercurrento and this kind of 
thing. So everything I did was always using tobacco and acknowledging the worid

^  gsnerW, I itn ueng‘riSMr to denote those riWe of a more personel nature beSween the M M  end the 
'myeteiy.' At tknee, I uee the term "creetor tMcauee that Is whet wee most used in the intetviewe. It cen be 
eynonpnoue Wlh "greet m%etery,"meeter of #s," "ptche menSou,, etc. ‘Ceremony* vA be ueed to denote the more 
Ibrmei eet of ects of which, within the ceremony, e rituel may be one.
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around me and thatwaaihe way I waa taught Everything that’s in this room has been 
picked up—it If was organic it was picked up and I have to [make] a tobacco offering.

And as Joe relates, "When Osh-ka-bay-wis saw the child, he knew that his long quest 

was ended. That this was the one that he had been seeking. So he left sacred tobacco, Ah-say- 

ma, some colored ribbon, as an indication that no harm had come to the child. He took the child."

Sometimes olher things are used in place of, or with, tobacco. As we see in Joe's story 

the Osh-ka-bay-wis also leaves some colored ribbon. Marge mentions that if one doesn't have 

tobacco something personal can be left Another substitute used traditionally is red willow which 

Lou's refers to: "I used red willow as the main poles [of the sweat lodge] because red willow is 

another strong medkine in our usage. When we don’t have tobacco we peel the red bark off and 

we take the inner bark and we use that as a tobacco. And we use a lot of it for offerings."

We see, then, that how the material is obtained is very important The ritual of 

exchanging, thanking, and acknowledging responsibility maintains balance and harmony and 

allows the spirits of the materials to pass unimpaired into the object being made.

Spirituality of the Materials

The spiritual component of the materials varies. Some materials which have been 

purchased (red fsethers on the dream catcher) or manufactured commercially such as plastic- 

simulatsdwood have spirit in that "everything has spirit" But materials like these would go only 

into ocmmon Asms. These malsrials wouldnt be used for more spiritual or ceremonial purposes. 

However. oommerciaNŷ nade and purchased glass beads can also be used in sometNng made 

tobe wom in a ceremony. Joe has told me that the Ojibwa word for bead is "litlie spirit berry.” 

(One finds a similar meaning for the shells used in wampum.) Or natural material such as birch 

bark may be made into Asms which are to be sold in the tourist trade, yet can also be a 

component in a sacred otyect The"spiritT in these materials allows them to be used in a
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Utilitarian or social fashion. How Ais detsnnined which material is suitable for spiritual or sacred 

otijects seems to be a function of whether the material is natural, and, e.g. in the case of glass 

beads, the time taken and the attitude with which they are worired.

Another consideration is the relative sacredness of the material. For instance, an eagle 

faalher is inherently sacred, but a pheasant feather is not Use of an eagle feather on a secular 

object would be "showing disrespect to the spiritual part..." (Marge)

The spirits of the physical materials, the deer, the cedar, the eagle-of the living, natural, 

organic beings, come to live in the crafted object The deer who gave the hide for the drum, the 

cedar which becomes the flute, the eagle whose feather is used on the dream catcher whose 

purpose is to heal—the spirits of these beings reside in the drum, the flute, or the dream catcher. 

In these instances, the crafted object is being made for a specific spiritual or ceremonial 

function, beyond everyday or utilitarian purposes.

Technical Knowledge

In the keerviews, the artists talk about the practical challenge of learning and doing their

crafts. Richard works in steps;

When I get ready and prepared to look at that hide I have to manage to look at the 
size of that hide, and what I'm going to do, and what kind of project, then I prepare 
that hide by de-hairing A and taking off the epidermis, gettin’ the brain ready, keepin’ 
the heart sac. The IM  two Ihido^dklntvrarfc out so I just kept going ...I dont give up. 
Somethin'iint right I have to figure out, look at each step that I go Mo. ...everything 
is tike a circle, so when I start I look at my circle and I say, "OK, here's my first step. 
Thatseemsd to be sM right'New, I go to my next step, and I say, maybe I did this, or 
maybe I dU that Maybe there wsant enough of this. So each time I do somethin’ I go 
into steps."

The skills and knowledge needed to create any of these objects are demanding as 

Frank, in particular, explains. But there is more than skill in working wAh the materials. There 

is an Meichange with the material as one works with A physically. As Richard says, sometimes
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he feels as Athe deer is there helping him, giving him directions. One wants to do the ttest one 

can, regardless of the skill level achieved. The effort reflects one's responsibility to the spirits 

of the materials and to the finished piece, what one is putting into the worid.

In an earlier conversation. Marge mentioned that if she beads a leaf and "I had to think 

of what to do next, I wouldn’t be able to do anything else, the leaf would stop. Its the flow of 

energy ftom the hide, the design, and through me—drcular—tfiat lets the design flow. From the 

leaf comes something else and A moves outward.”

The Spiritual Attitude Guides the Work of the Hands

The mind-attitude of the artisan during the objects creation will become an integral part 

in the Kfe of that object This state of mind is put into the object as the artisan works wAh his or 

her hands and tools. The artists talk about being peaceful while working, hopeful, undisturt>ed, 

thinking "right" thinking of one's purpose, and working wAh positive energy.

Marge explains; "A I'm doing something for someone I really care about for my family, 

for spiritual, whatever, I’m very careful wAh A. I feel that AI don’t do right by whatever l"m 

making, then A"s not going to do right by the ceremony, or whatever A*s being used for. So AI 

don't take care wAh A, then A’s not going to be careful either..."

The same is true for how one plays the flute. Frank talks about being very careful about 

how he plays because the sound reaches out and one doesn't know what or whom A will offset 

Especially for the creation of a sacred object investment of one's intense tteing is 

needed. Marge again; "When I do things where my spiritualAy is needed, or my spiritualAy 

comes forth,... a l of me is in there not just my Angers... Its my thoughts, m y-ell the posAive 

energy I can give A .... I allow the whole of my spiritualAy to take over, the whole of A, 

everything." Creating something for ceremonies is a "high plateau" of spiritualAy.
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The artist is not alone wtien creating. We saw above that Richard feels the spirit of the

deer with him. Louis says,

I'm wortdng Mh organic matsrisi, but I also have an understanding when I'm wortdng. 
Because when you're doing things... your mind goes, too, but at the same time It's 
what I’m doing. 'Cause I have knowledge of the intbrmation of wood I'm using, like the 
shield and certain things that I'm using, so I have that connection. Like I can almost 
feel my parents behind me, or I can almost tael my kokoum behind me, you know, 
because I know they're there. So I'm doing these tMngs and I know what I'm doing.
So I'm in my unconscious state of mind. I'm actually communicating with them in that 
sense.

Taking one’s time in creating something seems an important aspect of "thinking in the 

right way." Not mshing, attention to detail, taking care in what one does The actions reflect the 

state of mind, and the state of mind needs time.

As Richard says about the deer hides, "A you go too fast, you can rip a hide. Fleshing 

it  You can rip the hide by taking off the epidermis. You can rip the hide at any point A you go 

too fast too much in a hurry. The taster you go, the less you'll ever get done."

In talking about the beads she had been given. Marge notes, "There’s an altogether 

dAtorent faaling when I am working with these. They are hand-made. Somebody took an awful 

lot of time with them... and I don’t want to waste them. That’s somebody else’s positive—I don't 

know. They’d have to be spiritual because a lot of time went into making those."

Ufa Attitude

In the story of the Utile Boy Water Drum there are seven teachings associated with the

drum. Benton-Benai tails about them in The NHahwnia Boot.

1) To cherWi knowMge Été know wisdom, 2) To know love Is to knew peace, 3) To 
honor an ofthe Creation is to have respect, 4) bravery is to tace the IbewWh integrity,
5) honesty In fsdng a situation is to be brave, 6) humtilty is to know youreoA as a 
sacred port ofthe Creation, 7) truth is to know all of these things. (64)

These tsachings around the drum allow the elders to teach the young people. "This relationsNp
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provides a link between the knowledge that must flow be^een generations. It provides the links

for an unbroken string of lives all the way back to our origin as a people” (72).

The ways the artists work and their attitudes toward the materials are part of this greater

life-attitude. For example, acknowledging what one takes with the gift of tobacco is important

It is not however, a separate action but part of this life-attitude toward what one is given.

As Richard works with the deer, processing A into all the parts which will be used— the

hide, the meat the organs,

I thank all the spirita that ghe me this knowledge, a good way of lAa. I count those that 
are there.... A’s more than just the deer. 'Cause the deer just feeds us, but he also 
has a apirttthats aacrMoad for us, and that spirit gave Ms Ufa so that we can eat or we 
can be warm, wtth titia clothing ... And every time that we go get something or do 
something we give tobecco. And thafs out of respect for a good lAe.

Of the necessAy to be humble Richard says; "My lAetime goal that I live is to live a 

humble Wfe, every day. To be humble to all mankind. To be good to all the spirits that are good 

to me. Those deer, the bear. Everything that we walk wAh. I've learned that we have to be just 

as humble. So those are my goals when I look forward to waking up everyday."

Louis was reminded of the importance of being humble when the two men wandered 

into his installation at the Urban Shaman Gallery on Main Street "I started seeing where my 

objectives were supposed to go again. So as soon as they left, I realized I was humbled again 

and that was really good for me."

The value of patience and persistance is ahown wAhin the story of the Utile boy Water 

Dnjm as the osh-k»baywvis, "servanf or "helper," carries out the tasks given him by the Great 

Spirit Oftiying one more time. Also the otter, going against one's nature to help others. And in 

heering this story, we can see As relationship to the lAé-attitudes of the other artisans. The 

teaching is in the story which is related ttvough the tying of the drum. The teeming is egain re- 

dided as the artists practice their aefts. The teaching is once more living in the crafted object
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Symt)olic Meanings in the Materials

All organic or natural materials used in the crafted pieces carry their own traditional 

teachings. The tying ofthe drum is an overt, direct teaching of cultural knowledge and tradition. 

Other knowledge, teaching, and meaning may t>e implicit colors are often associated with the 

medicine wheel and represent the meanings of the four (or six) cardinal directions. Design may 

be symbolic such as in the use of the Thunderbirds in a gift of healing. Animals carry teachings, 

for example, the deer reminds one of its sacrifice to feed and clothe the Anishnabe; the eagle 

is the sacred messenger of the great spirit

Another example are plants which are used. All the artists use tobacco as an offering. 

Frank uses cedar to make his flutes. Louis uses cedar, sage, and different kinds of wiilow in 

Regenersdon. ‘[The] mysterious powers... might be found in objects— thunderstorms, charred 

wood, obskfian, feather. Each plant has a special power and personality which doctors, medicine 

people, and other specialists learn to know and address' (Beck and Waters 10).

Tobacco is one of the four sacred plants sent from each of the four directions. The others 

are sage, cedar, and sweet grass. All four plants are indigenous to North America. Tobacco is 

Item the East; the direction of new beginnings. Stories are associated with each plant As well 

as medicinal qualities, they each have spiritual characteristics and particular uses. (Benton- 

Benai 24)

The Object Becomes AUue

As we have seen atrave, all the artists who spoke with me acknowledged a great 

responsibility for their thoughts and actions; everything they put into the crafted object will live 

on—the object putting back into the world what the artist has put into A. The artist is not doing 

something separate fnom or ‘ like* what the ‘creator* did, but participating in the Act of Creation 

which is continual.
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We see this in Frank's description of when the flute laecomes alive. When it is first 

crafted, it is a potential flute. When the breath is blown through it, it becomes alive—egain an 

act of re-creation. And, through ceremony, the flute will oommunicate what kind of flute A is, what 

A will be used for. Louis’s vision as he re-creates A in the installation has As own lAe and being, 

as A did when he saw it.

Because the objects are alive, they need special care. Louis smudges the installation 

daily (or arranges to have A done), to honor his family and to show his respect to all the spirits 

which are there.

Feasting is a ceremony taking care* of or respecting the flute, the drum, the spirits, the 

art For instance, part of the care of the flute is feasting it on a regular basis.

As another example, I attended the opening of Amoo Angecoombe's (Ojibwa artist) 

mother's drawings at the Thunder Bay Art OaHery. He, wAh his daughter’s assistance, conducted 

a feast for the drawings. He said the Elders had told him this should be done for artifacts and 

art, because they were living.

Richard also feasts the spirits: "At some poAA I give them [the deer whose hides he tans] 

a feast... Give a feast or prepare a dish, so that when I’m workin’ a hide or something, that I 

always keep my knowledge and be humble wAh those spirits like they talk about And all those 

spirits have to eat too. Sol prepare a feast to feed all those things and give thanks for what I 

have, and the knowledge that I share.*

Régénération—the Installation

Louis works in modem ways by exNbiting a work in an art gallery, crafting an installation, 

and sharing a personal vision. These are accommodations to the contemporary situation and 

issues through which the tradAional practice of healing can take place. The shamanic and/or 

Midewiwin purpose to heal is diracted toward all those people Louis sees as affected by the
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‘disease* of colonialism—a mind-set and Import of ttw European.

He crafts the insWlalion consciously using the traditional ways, offering totraoco for the 

organic materials, using plants which have powerful medicinal and spiritual qualities. Re

enacting the place ofthe vision and the vision itself. The space becomes the sweat lodge, and 

the people wfK> need healing are invited into Ü He layers time and meaning. We can see the 

medicine wheel in the installation.

Asm more traditional worir, each material has its Ojibwa cultural meaning, but by choice 

of plants and materials, non-Native people can feel the spirituality of the work without knowing 

the traditional cultural meanings. Even A one is not aware of the Midewiwin sacred scrolls on 

birchbark, using birchtrark is familiar to norvNatives. Louis also uses the funeral scaffold, a more 

generic Itative image, to invite the non-Native to connect with something recognizable in order 

to find further understanding within the work.

Meaning is circular. Death becomes honorable death, becomes life. The family ‘history* 

in the birchbark photo albums circles hopefully toward regeneration in spirit as A cycles again 

to the East Regeneration of spirit healing, may also be regarded as transformative for all who 

participate in the installation.

Powerful Objects

I have talked about all the things which make up the crafted object and As becoming a 

unique being. What I have not addressed is the power of certain objects. For me, trying to 

understand what‘power* means is quite dABcuft, and perhaps the way to approach A is to look 

at those objects which are said to have ‘power* or to be ‘powerful.” In this study that would 

include: the Utile Boy Water Drum (sacred Aems ‘consecrated* by ceremony); Louis’s vision 

(personal visiona); the centsr of Louis’s vision; the sound of the flute, the sound of the drum and 

the ratiles; certain plants such as tobacco, red willow, cedar, sage, and sweetgrass; the eagle;
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and things made for ceremonies which are done with an intensely spiritual state of mind.

Why is something said to lie ‘powerful*? Joe descrit)ed the Utile Boy Water Drum as 

being a sacred, powerful object, the ceremony investing the drum with the power. Louis also 

identifies his installation as a ‘sacred place* a ‘place of power*. Power, then can come from 

what the object is or from the sound. The flute when played, whether A is secular or sacred, is 

powerful. Ceremony can invest power, and power is associated wAh vision.

Power, then, seems to be an intimate participation in the sacred, participation in the 

power of the ‘mystery* or matrix, the hidden or unseen spirit, through ceremony or vision. Marge 

talks about participating in ceremonies and getting a ‘high* which she wouldn't reach 

individually. In Tha Sacrad, Beck and Watars can this spiritualAy ‘oollective-mindedness.* Power 

in sound is especially sacred, touching the heartbeat of the world, the first sound, the rhythm and 

pulse of IMS.

We have seen that what the artist makes takes on As own lAa and is a living presence 

m the world. What is created takes up the characteristics and spirAe ofthe materials which go 

into A. It takes on and carries wAh A the attitudes and energy, the spiritualAy, which the artisan 

puts into A. And wftat is created carries all the cuAural meanings and tradAional knowledge 

assodatsd with the matarials. the artist, and the kind of object A is. In addAion, the crafted object 

has its own character and spiritualAy. The crafted object—whether A be a flute or drum, is a 

being in itself, one which has the breath of As own lifs. A Is the same way I am or the hawk flying 

la.

An ofcjact may beahumble pair of earrings orasacred drum, but the object lives As Kfa 

putting forth As own spiritualify and power.

Inacontamporary context wAh which the reader may be familiar, A we understand the 

craltsd object as afive, and especially A A is a sacrad object, we can picture these in museums.
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calaiooued or «)MbitadvMlhout the proper ritual care. These objects have been taken from their 

meaningful, natural environment and home. They have been taken out of their context, their lives 

diminished or dormant There are some museums and galleries which are sensitive to tNs and 

allow for the proper rituals and respect for the crafled pieces.

A is important then, to realize that the crafled objects are themselves beings in the lifa-

wortd.
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Chapter 6: 
Tnnafbrmatlva Philosophy: 

Supplying Content

In Chapter One, I noted that my oorollary otijective was to find a firamewo* within which to move 

from a Western to Ojit>wa world view arxf that transformative philosophy seemed to offer that 

structure. Transformative philosophy is specifically moving to a state of wider consciousness 

which, in Western terms, is called "mystical.* This philosophy does not apply to understanding 

a culture which does not itself cultivate or practice a wider consciousness, for example, moving 

from American or Canadian to French or Swedish.

I believe the artisans with whom I spoke function within a state of wider consciousness 

or awareness when they craft spiritual or sacred objects. They use the English word "spiritual* 

to describe this awareness. Further, I think this stale of awareness is not confined to the aspects 

of revelatory, transcendent mysticism of Westem religious experience, but is a highly developed 

mode of oonsdouiness within which the intellect fonctions; one has ongoing holistic interactions 

with the sensible world.

Stace givea aeveral examples of what he calls extroverted mysticism. These examples 

are momentary experiendngs ofthe oneness of the natural world. People *see" and experience 

this oneness, but do not interact within

8taœ also describes a less usual occurrence in which the person lives within the

mystical experience for a period of time. The person functions in the ongoing state of mystical

"I an oorSHng myMf to th* «pwitnce of cfMling and txpwitncine th* objicti, but am not addriMing 
th*Mon*ttom which *om* ofttwm ariM, *.g. Frank* laamingtlutâ natonQ through th* h*lp of a Grandmothar 
in vMon, or LauIb’* axpafianc* ofth* vWon in th* Mid* awaatlodg*.
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experience. It is my contention that this is generally the state of mind in which the Ojilswa artists 

work. But, now that we have used Westem termlriology to descriloe this state of mind, and 

tentatively identified A from the Westem view, we need to throw away our Westem concept 

Let us retum to some of the descriptions of Ojit)wa spirituality and of how the artists

work.

Marge said that Native spiritualAy is not the same as Westem religion. The imposAion

of authorized, organized religion was, for her, a surface accommodation which did not change

her inner (Native) spiritualAy. Ojibway spirituality is a matter t)etiween the individual and the

creator (here meaning the mysterious power or force which was discussed earlier), a matter of

seeking twtiance according to what the individual needs.

This state of working focuses the mind in a particular way and the physical work

expresses and transmAs this into the object for which spiritualAy is needed. "I allow the whole

of my spiritualAy to take over, the wfwle of A, everything.* As Marge explains A, there are

dAfsrent plateaus of spiritualAy. There is daily spiritualAy which

IspaAof my«pMuaMy> butthafS my individual spiritualAy. Then, we have what I have 
always dassHlsd as group spiritualAy. And ttiafs when there are ceremonies, and 
that's when everybody gets involved in the same spiritual aspect... that’s a very 
strong, passionate, overwhelming spiritualAy. I’ve gone to MMevriwin ceremonies, 
there are other dAfsrent ceremonies and you get so caught up in Attiat you’re just 
riding a high.... You don’t want to come down.... thafs a ttigh plateau.

The life-attitude of humbleness, thanksgiving, reaped, is the outward appearance of 

SpiritualAy the way Richard expresses A. This keeps one in a proper ralationsNp wAh the 

"mystarious forcer wHh which one is conrwdsd. As Louis states: "What [spiritualAy] comes down 

to is ... how you treat ottier people." Losing one’s spiritualAy is loss of orientation which 

connection wAh this force gives. Atthe North in Louis's installation is "...Are book I call The Book 

of Hope because this is where regeneration actually occurs, where we aduaWy regenerate in 

more ways than one and thafs regeneration of Are spirit for us.”

I
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Richard was the least conscious of my own lack of understanding of this life-attitude. 

Marge, Joe, and Frank were conscious of my limitations and made an effort to explain to me 

what they were talking atxxjt Louis was aware of this lack of understanding of non-Native 

people in general and made a conscious effort to have the spirituality and power of his 

installation accessible to the non-Native through experience and discourse. I think my 

experience ofthe intensity ofthe conversation with Richard was because he was not making an 

effort to talk "at my level* but allowed me to experience with him wftat he was describing— the 

spirits of the trees, the felt spirit-presence of the deer, the attitude in which one is connected.

Beck and Waters in The Secred caH the ceremonial experience "oollective-mindedness,* 

which Marge calls the "high plateau* of spirituality. The artist, working alone with the materials 

to create an object/toeing to be used in a sacred or ceremonial way, has a particular 

responsibility to invest A with spiritualAy commensurate wAh As purpose. This erAails thinking 

and acting from wAhin a certain mind-state during tfie process from collecting appropriate 

material, crafting the object, and caring for A after A has been created.

I will include here an experience I had shorty after I talked wAh Marge and she had 

explained the way to use tobacco and the way in which one needs to work wAh a spiritual piece. 

I was planning tfie making of bvo bags of brain-tanned leather which were to be very special 

gAls. I wanted them to include several Aems of which one would be cedar bark. I took tobacco 

and went to the wooda where I live where there are cedar trees. I went from one tree to another, 

put down some tobacco, said thank you, took some bark, and went back to the house. 

Something da not tael right; I was very uncomtbrtabie. What I had done did not seem in keeping 

wAh the gHts, nor was there a "response* (the only way I can describe A) in retum.

I thought A over that night A seemed to me one tree in particular was appropriate for the 

gHIs, and the next day I want back to tfiat tree. This day I took time. My dogs were wAh me and 

they want off exploring on their own. I tfrought about that cedar tree and why Awas appropriate
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for the gifts; why I wanted to include its bark. I thought what the gifts meant as symbols of the 

qualities I wanted to give to my nieces fx  whom the gifto were intended. The daily sounds of the 

woods receded and suddenly there was the squeaky sound of the pileated woodpecker’s wings 

as he flew dose to me. He landed on a nearby tree and drilled for a few moments. Then he left 

Next came the burst of busy nistling and flapping as a grouse flew up to a branch in front of me 

where she perched for a few minutes and then left. Then there was an insistent dry rustling noise 

behind me until I finally turned around. A white-breasted nuthatch was vigorously scrabbling 

through the curlings of bark on the birch tree. I sensed it was now the time to give the totiacco 

to the tree. I then took ttie bark I needed and the dogs returned along with the common sounds 

of the woods and we all went home. This day I knew I had acted correctly. Each bird had given 

something of itself to the gifts, although I hadn’t presumed to ask. I had thought what the gifts 

were for and who they were for. The world ordered itself around me and interacted with me 

differently than A had the day before when I thougtA and, therefore, acted in a different way.

This was not the first time I have had an experience of this qualAy, but A was the first 

time I deliberately thought/acted in such a way in order to enter into a differently-ordered 

interaction. I then tried to move into this frame of mind each time I thought of or worked on the 

gifts. I think this is a rudimentary example of functioning within a widened state of awareness, 

wfWch, wMhin the Ojibwa cuAure, is a highly developed mode of interaction ranging ftom daily 

SpiritualAy to the most intense oollective-mindedness.

This experience, then, illustrates the transformative process, a combination of 

experience and reflection. I had been given an "experiential method"—how to approach 

gathering material. I followed the method and had an experience of which, on previous 

occasions, I had been tevare but had no way of explaining. On ihis occasion, the experience was 

defined and I understood that I was engaging the lAie-worid in a different way, and A waa 

raspondkig to me. In QjA)wa terms, I was respecting the other beings from whom I was asking

I
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for something. I was acknowledging the gift and my gratitude through giving tobacco—a 

powerful spiritual presence. Because of this experience I now look at how I am interacting with 

others dAlbrently than I did before. It also gives me some additional understanding of what the 

artists mean when they speak of working in the appropriate way.

Earlier I discussed Abram’s locating of "consciousness' within the sensible and sensing 

worid. We may be able to assodate tNs "consciousness' with the "great mystery," the 

unknowable force which permeates all things and from wNch all things form their own unique 

expression—which Cordova identified as Usen for the Apache, or Manitou for the Ojibwa (or 

which Spinoza called God/Nature/Substance). For instance, Louis says: "[There were] 

shamanistic practices in my family ... So I had the ability to see certain spirits when I was 

growing up.... It’s happened to me and I know there’s sometNng stronger than me out there. 

I knew we have a control of it; A also controls us. There’s a power out there. There's an energy 

out there.*

Using transformative pNlosophy as a method to bridge Westem and Ojibwa world 

views, one may experience a transformed understanding. A we can comprehend that the lAe- 

worid can be conscious and senaible, we may be bettor able to understand how an Ojibwa artist 

can regard a fluto X  a drum or a beadad design as a being wilh purpose and with which one can 

interact

I also pointod out Abram's explanation of the layered lAs-worid, in which toi tNngs 

partidpato, and from which (he cultural lifa-worids form. Another way of exploring tNs is to look 

at any one of the Ojibwa sacrad plants: tobacco, cedar, sage, and sweetgrass. Cedar, for 

example, has a unique Kfsteroe Cspedto power and persontoî ) which is part of the life-worid. 

TNs is the Kfs-world non-Qjibwa have access to even though we have a dAfsrent cuAurto 

background. However, our cuKure may not have given us toe tools to understand toe cedar in

i
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tNs way—as a partculx power. This does not mean that this understanding is inaccessible to 

us. TNs is the job of transformative philosophy; to help us widen our consciousness to be able 

to actually perceive the cedar in this way; X, atthevery least, to understand that others can.

An indication that this is the case—louis's installation needed to be smudged (i.e. the 

wafting of smoke from cedar, sage, x  sweetgrass ovx the object) each day. But as he was 

gang back to Winnipeg, he arranged for one X  the interns at the gallery, a non-Native man, to 

do the smudging. In tNs case, A is not the person who is doing A that matters, A is the acf X  

doing A with the propx plants. Louis also mentions thX the properties X  the cedar and the sage 

used in the installation calm people and help px them in the right frame X  mind wfien they 

come Mo the exNbA. The smudging is done to honx Louis's tamily and the powx X  the vision.

The cuAural layering is the meanings, stories, myths, etc. assodatsd wAh the particular 

plant TNs cuAural INie-wortd is accesstole to us from two directions. We may learn descriptively 

Ojibwa cultural bXiefs and practices associated wAh various plants, animals, etc. while still 

within our own world view. Or, we can make the effXt to partidpate wAh the lAé-worid in a 

"spiritual* way and begin from there to learn the meanings Xthe Ojibwa cXtural "layx."

In the installation Regeneration, Louis layers the lAé-world wAh personal and cuAural 

mesNngs in a healing process and wANn the sacred/powerful space X  Ns vision. In addAion, 

he has invested A wAh the spiritualAy X  tradAional practices in crafting the work. Entering the 

installation can be a transformative experience.

Anolhx exampto X  crossxiturai transformative experience is the flute music As Frank 

describes A, the high notes in the Ojibwa songs are the spirit notes. "The sound X  the flute is 

pure spirit wAh no time at aN involved wAh A, A’s just pure spirit* The low notes are the notes X 

the people. Sometimes X concerts people telt Frank that they have fsA transported spirAually, 

they haveni known whathx X  nx to dap. He explains INs as Ihe bringing togethx X  pure spirit 

and the people through the powerful music X  the flute. Because X  this powx. he fèels a great
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responsibility to think and act with care, because what he does will, through the music, be put 

into the world.

I think with this understanding we can move beyond the Westem definition X  mystical 

experience and realize that there is another state X  awareness, called "spiritual" by Ojibwa, in 

which one can function. TNs mind-attitude can be, and apparently is in Ojibwa culture, a highly 

developed mode X  tNnking and interaction within which the intelleX functions. When one 

functions within tNs mode X awareness, the worid X  potential experience is ordered differently 

of its own accord. This mind-state is accessible to non-Ojibwa people through the 

transfXmative pNlosopNcal process as I have demonstrated in this study.

&
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Chapters: 
Reflection

Mary Black notes that Ojitwa phenomenology is "more advanced than in Westem society* 

(which created a phenomenological dilemma for Hallowell) (93). The move from a Westem 

intellectual view to a basic understanding X  an Ojibwa world view offers a considerable 

challenge. Approaching Ojibwa world view from the grounded lifs-wortd may offèr a viable route. 

In this chapter, I reflex on what has appeared by using this route.

The "spiritual* nexus has been particularly difficuA to understand. That A is immanent 

rathx than transcendent means that it is in the here-and-now, and appears to be sensible. 

Abram uses the words "matrix,* Flesh,* "mystery," and "power* to describe this invisible 

presence. We can, I think, with some reliabilAy, identify this with Usen, ManAou, Natpji, Nil'ch'i. 

Louis, for instance, simply calls A "a power."

We have seen that the "mystery* (one X  the words which connects the Western 

interpretation and the Native) is sentient and sensible, animate and aware. From this Flesh or 

mabftx the peroeptually redprocaling entAies arise (and are not limAed to humans). 'Everything 

has spirit" bX only natural things and some man-made things go appropriately into a sacred 

objeX. The "spirAT X  each being goes into the crafled object And, the crafled objeX has "a 

spirif X  As own. How can these statements be reconciled?

A we oormex "everything has spirtT wAh toe being X  ail entities in toe matrw, and Atoe 

matoxis toe "malterenergy" as suggested by Cordova, then we can see that alt toings earth, 

rocks, ducks, humans, atumtoum, ptaslio—since they are composed X  this, have "spirit" But 

the spAAual being Xeach is dAfsrent  I would suspeXthatXtoe lAla-wortd level, each toing's

I
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unique combination X  "spirif or matterenergy gives A As own particular spirit or energy, some 

appropriate for sacred objects and some nX Frank says that A is the "spirt which animates the 

body." This sounds as if it were mind/body dualism. However, we can understand it as this 

unique combining X  matterenergy (or one "substance").

How do we account for something "becoming animate”? All entities are animate, simply 

by participating in the ongXng cycle X  birth and decay, the recombining and decombining X  

spirit A is somewhat dAfsrent foracrafted object however. A person creates the object in a way 

commensurate with the kind X  life the object wilt have. A utilAarian objeX has a purpose in deity 

lAe and is created wAh the appropriate investment X  spirituatAy. it is then "used* or becomes 

alive as it functions interactively according to As purpose. A sacred object needing more than 

the human person can px into A, undergoes ceremony to become fully alive in accord wAh As 

purpose.

The matrix or "mystery," has As own rtiythm or pulse. As own "heartbeats which musical 

instruments such as the flute or drom bring wAhin the rwige X  human hearing. Whether for 

secXar or sacred purposes this expression is powerful.

ThX these qualities can be sensed is ackncwtedged by Abram, and by Ojibwa and other 

Native peoples. Searching for a way to identify which sense does this, Abram identifies 

"imagination" as the one which fXictions in this capacAy (in concert wAh all the other senses). 

It is possible thX a component X  "spiritual" awareness, which is part X  Ojibwa wholeness, is 

the synaestheti'c sensing Xthis rtiythm.

"Power" abides wAhin the mystery and can be manifssted in entities. Is A possible to say 

what "power" Is? I refrain from attempting this. I have nxhad an experience X  AX which I am 

aware. I have bean able to list manMlsstaBonsX power from the artists* statements, bX this does 

nX say what A is. Marge refsrs to a "spiritual high" when participating in ceremonies or when 

being in the Soutiiwast among the places Xthe Anasazi. LoXs’s brother found thX steeping in
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the center X  Regeneration, the place X  power, was a way X  feeling protected.

Ceremony invests power in a sacred object Joe talks about the power and sacredness 

Xthe Little Boy Water Drum. That particular dnim can only be used for thX ceremony and would 

nX be seen by other people. YX he could make a replica X  A which could be seen outside the 

ceremony. A sacred scroll, also, should be used only in ceremony and nX exhibited, for 

instance, bX a copy which has nX been invested wHh power can be exhibMed, as I have done 

here.

In discussing the lAe X  a crafted object it becomes appareX how importaX the mind- 

attitude X the artiX is. ThougX is a kind X  action. And it is thougX which directs the artist’s 

hands when he or she works. We have seen how the objeX becomes alive through the artist’s 

participation in the cyde X  creation. To do this is a grax responsibilAy. The artiX working alone, 

must attain and maintain the spiritual state necessary to create the objeX biecause whX the 

artist puts into the objeX will go into the world. The artix muX also maintain a lAe-attitude 

according to the teachings. This lAS-attitude preserves the harmony and balance bebveen the 

artiX the lAè-worid, and the materials he or she uses in working.

Working wHhin the state X  spiritual awareness, white coltecting the materials and 

creating the objeX is, I bXieve, fXictiorang within the wider consciousness identified by 

transformative philosophy. Earlier, I mentioned Staoe’s tiwo categories X  mystical experience, 

the introverted and the extroverted, in order to orieX us toward this state. Whether the artist’s 

state X  spiritual awareness is "introverted* or "extrovertedr is irrelevax in tNs context The 

categorization is inadequate in reference to the Ojibwa experiential world.

The artiX maintains tNs spiritual state and is Interactive wANn A throughoX the entire 

process. One's physical being. rationalAy, and emotions/feelings all work together wAh one's 

SpiritualAy. When acting wANn tNs awareness, one offers oneself to a cfiffsreX range X  

MsractionswAh beings X  the lifB-wortd. The other bXngs chose to interaX in response to, or

ii
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recognition X, the spiritual awareness X  the artiX

Some understanding and experience X  this state X  awareness is what I hoped for by 

using transformative philosophy. I have structured my thesis in a transformative pattem, and, 

AAis effective, the reader will have undergone some "widening" ideas. Perhaps the reader might 

also be motivated to try some practical techniques.

Early in Chapter One, I talked about the warping in a woven piece. I suggested thX I was 

constnJCting.my thesis similarty. One X  these warp threads is "colonization.* That colonization 

destroyed, or altered irretrievably, the Native culture, and that there is a pre- and poX-colonial 

"Indian* is a Westem notion. (I leave A to the reader to discover the other mini-transformative 

ideas in the text)

Using the Migration Scroll, I have tried to show that from an Ojibwa view tradAional 

knowledge has been continuous for many hundreds, A nX thousands, X  years. Colonization was 

a disruption brought by Europeans with which Native peoples had to cope, bX in spAe X  which 

tw e retained their basic spiritual orierAation to the lAé-wortd. LoXs mentions ttuA ceremonies 

weX underground. Joe Rose (in conversation) also speaks aboX the ceremonies being 

conducted oX in the woods wtwre the wfste admiXstrators and clergy woXd nX discovx A. 

Sacred objects were hidden. The daily sorts X  handcrafts, howevx, suffered particular loss. 

Therefore, Marge, for instance, has had to reseerch techniques, symbXism, and pattems. Frank 

has teamed from vision. New toXs and matariXs (e g. glass beads) may be used, bX as we 

have seen, they are used wAhin the tradAionX spirituX rXationship. Lxjis's instXIation, 

Regeneration, constructed in a tradAionX manner, addresses the Xsruption and seeks a 

heXing.

From this thought, I will move to OverhXt and CXIicXfs work OXhecf-Frirand Other 

Telea: An fntroduetion to an Cpbwa Workt Wew. The task they sX fx  themselves is to oonduX 

an ethno-metaphysicX study X  Ojibwa world view from "primary" sources, which they identify
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as narratives (xi). They chose narratives collected be^een 1903-05 by William Jones, an

"American Indian" (27), in the northem portion X  the Southwestern Ojibwa area (see Figure

One). (William Jones is the person who collected the Migration Scroti presented in this study.)

They chose the Jones collection because it seemed

ideally suited to the over-all purpose of this volume. A provides texts In which 
evidences of accuAuralion are minimal and avoids brief excerpts and smoothed-oX 
re-telllngs or parephrases ofthe stories. Q6)

In othx words, OvertioA and CXIicott avXd deXing wAh contemporary Native persons 

influenced by cXonization. They also avXd, as Mary Blactc-Rogers notes in her Preface, the 

hours X  listening to stories directly from elders. More importantly, they deX only with written text 

Ximinab'ng the experientiX component which is essential in understanding.

In commenting on HXIowXI's wortt, Btadt-Rogers commends him fx  advocating seXng 

tiie world from an Ojibwa view. Howevx, she notes thX "he uAimatXy Xd nXrXy on the Ojibwa 

people's words and acts speaking for themselves' to readers... He resembled the ethnosdentiX 

in his gXng directly a fix  the Ojibwa categories and ways X  ordering the phenomena X  thXr 

worid within a Westem taxonomic structure" (93, note 2). Gordon Ohristie (InuA, philosophx) 

is concerned thXthe Westem philosophx, in attempting to understand Native philosophy, will, 

by forcing A to conform to Westem categories, destroy whX he/she is trying to understand 

(McPherson and Rabb 1997,12).

I mention Btack-RogerX and Christie's oonoems because OverhoA and CXIicott attempt 

to interprXthe Qjibwa culturX lifaworid from within the Westem, organizing thXr interpretation 

into Westem categories. In thXr interpretive essay aboX the narratives, they identify "elements 

X  the world view": power metamorphoXs; the situation X  blesXng; disobedience and As 

consequences; rea'procAy. lAe. and death; and. finXty. dreams (140-49). From these they 

deduce three "prindptes X  behavior" (152). They then cKscovx thX the Qjibwa have an
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‘environmental ethicT as defined by Westem philosophy (153-155). One could search through 

the interviews and find some things which might fit OverhoA and Callicotf s categories, but they 

do not enlighten the Ojibwa spiritual connection to the Ufa-world.

F x example, "power* is discovered to be hierarchical; various beings have dAfsrent 

amounts X  powx. One should nX try to use powx which is inappropriate to one's own abilAies. 

OvertioA and CaNicott describe ‘power* as being much like ttie Westem definAion as "the abilAy 

to actr (141). They see that A resides in "some intangAite irmx essence and may have a "certain 

spiritual qualAy” (142).

Compare this to what this study has shown about "powx." Defining "power" has nX 

been as fadle an endeavx as OverhoA and Callicott would make A seem. Each being, 

composed X  the matterenergy X the lAe-wortd wtWch Aself has "powx," corAains wAhin As 

uniqueness spirA/powx. Ceremony and vision put one into intimate corAaX wAh "power" and 

can invex A into ceremoniX objects. A is nX thX "power" may have "a certXn spiritual quXAy," 

bX that "power" may be spirit

A comparison Xeach X ^xtioA  and CXticXTs "elements* could be done like this. Each 

one has been extracted systematicXly from the stories and we would then be "applying* them 

to the interviews, systematicXly extracting what fit and rejecting whX didn’t  The process AsXf 

is Westem and leads us to a Westem interpretation.

The three "rules X  behavior" which OverhoA and CXIicott find are particularly 

problematic: these are 1) one should nX attempt to do things beyond one's given powers, 2) 

"one ought nX be greedy," and 3) "one muX be obedtent to the rules X  the culture and the terms 

X  his individuX dream" (152). The artists here are nX acting according to "rules X  behavter." 

They are nXoompXIed toaXin any particulx way. Through thXr own sense X  purpose and 

responsibilAy to whX they have been given they choose to think and aXwAh gratitude and 

respeX
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In iheir finx paragraph Xlhetr section ‘World View and an Ojibwa Environmental Ethic,"

Overholt and Callicott say;

The narratives certainly reflect and affirm a fundamentally economic relationship 
between human persona and animal, plant, and mineral persona. Animals, plants, 
and minerals are nX, however, rightleaa resources. As la the case on Western 
economic aaaumpiona. They are as A were trading partners wNh human beinga, and 
are pictured as profNing, from their own point of view, from exchange wMh human 
beinga. (155)

This fundamentally Westem economic interpretation is Xmost unrecognizable as Ojibwa in As 

lact( of spiritual reference.

The artists who spealc here show reverence, respect, and gratitude in their thought and 

work for the XI the beings in their spiritually dynamic worid. Within this lAie-worid and cuAural life- 

worid, dXly secular and ceremonial lAe flows.

Marge HmiXewski, Joe Rose, Richard La Femier, Frank Montano, and Louis Ogemah 

perceive a living and spirAuXly accesXbte world. This lAie-worid is not beyond the capacAy of 

Westerners to perceive. The Qjibwa cuAurX lAé-worid which interprets and gives modes of 

expression to the artists' perceptions of the lAe-world is rich, bXanced, and harmonized wAh As 

rhythms. The abilAy X  Qjibwa cuAure to drew on the power X  the "mystery" to sustXn and 

regenerate Asetf through the era XXsnytion is expressed in the work X  these artists, i thank 

them for sharing thXr world wAh us.
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Appendix

The Appendix contains the materials which were required by the Ethics Advisory Committee, 

Lakehead University. These include: a research proposal with sample questionnaire, a letter 

explaining the study to potential participants, a consent form, and approval from the 

committee. Also, included are the signed consent forms, one of the introductory letters I sent 

to some people, some correspondence, and other "permission granted* forms. When I was 

beginning I found it helpful to see what Lorraine Brundige, one of the first graduates of the 

Native Philosophy Program, had done in her interview materials. Therefore, I am including 

tMlow a few comments which may be helpful to another student using an interview method.

£f/r/cs Mat»rials

My direction changed somewhat from the time I wrote the research proposal and the 

sample questionnaire. I thought I would be talking mainly with people who did brain-tanning 

and leather work. It was difficult to find one person wfio did brain-tanning and I did find 

people doing other fascinating work. The sample questionnaire, while useful in focusing my 

thoughts before I did interviewing, was of little help. I found that If I explained my project and 

asked one or two beginning questions, that was sufficient (At least after the first interview) 

I learned to listen Instead of Interrupting quite so much. I learned much more this way.

Interviews

For the people I didnt know, I firstmaled a cover letter with copies of the explanatory 

letter and a consent form. I followed that up with a telephone call shortly prior to the time 

when I would be In the area and could set up an Interview. Not all the people I sent the
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materials to were willing to grant me an interview.

Personally, I found It very difficult to go through the process of asking people to speak 

with me and doing the interviews, in spite of the fact that I have worked in fields in which 

interviewing was a regular job requirement In the interviewing situations for my thesis, I was 

finding out how little I knew and doing it publicly! However, I gained so much which would 

have been inaccessible to me otherwise—and enjoyed the experiences.
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28 April 1998

Ms. Karen A’Llcrio 
P.O.Box 1206 
Bayfield, Wisconsin 
54814

Dear Ms. A’Llcrio:

Based on the recommendation of the Ethics Advisory Committee, I am pleased to grant ethical 
approval to yotirresearch project entitled: CRAFT, RITUAL AND WORLD VIEW: A STUDY IN 
NATIVE PHILOSOPHY.

Best wishes lor a successful research project.

Sincerely,

j$HN W H rrriEi 
Interim President

/Iw
cc; Dr. Ü. Rabb, Supervisor
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The Research Proposal

Title. Craft. Ritual, and World View. A Study in Native Philosophy

Research Purpose

I plan to do the field work for my study this summer 1998. The field work will form the core 

of my Master's degree thesis in Native Philosophy. My primary study will be with Anishinaabe 

(Ojibwa) people in northem and central Wisconsin. Other interviews with Native artists who 

use natural materials in their art work and/or Natives in less dense population and less 

cosmopolitan areas may be considered. I plan to do a written thesis and a version on CD 

Rom.

I have chosen the area of crafts, especially tanning and leatherwork, for three 

reasons. One of the most important for focusing on tanning is that it is a traditional 

indigenous craft which has been practiced by many, if not all, tribal peoples in North America; 

there is continuity from the pre-colonial period to the present and contiguity cross-culturally. 

Also important is the fact that I have my bachelor's degree in craft work with art history 

courses in (what at the time was called) primitive art More recently I have, myself, begun 

learning to tan and to work with fleece. I understand the physical process involved in the 

production of crafts. I also have thought about the meaning of the work from a Westem 

viewpoint. Lastly, I am interested in Westem environmental ethics, most particularly the 

human person's relationship with what would be regarded in indigenous world view as other- 

tharvriuman persons. Craft work involving use of animals offers a means of examining this 

relationship.

I hope to learn about Native thought, meaning, value, and inspiration associated with 

the production of craft work. I am particularly interested in the artisan's relationship with the
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materials, the further meaning and relationships within the community symbolized by the 

work, the inspiration for design, the relationship with the past and future inherent in the 

processes used, how the artist leamed the craft, and the recognition and status conferred 

upon the craftsperson for his/her work.

Why field work? Learning directly from individuals is almost imperative in craft work. 

The artisan participates in a physical process within a particular cultural framework and in 

a particular mental state which is extremely difficult to convey in text Also, teaming directly 

from people is traditional in Native cultures. My own 30+ years of work before coming to an 

academic setting has been almost completely people-related. I like working with people and 

teaming directly about their life experiences.

Research In^m en t

My research is structured in interview format I will not use a written questionnaire nor 

a rigidly structured format My objectives are informal meetings, comfortable participants, and 

dynamic discussions. This will depend in part on the person being interviewed; if the person 

is an Elder, questions or interruptions on my part may be inappropriate.

White my primary interest is in tanning and use of leather, I hope to interview people 

who do a variety of other crafts, e.g. quilling, beadwork, etc. Some questions apply to all the 

crafts, others are specific to a particular craft I have grouped the questions by general 

categories: personal history, teaming the craft, process, design, teachings/traditions, and 

additions. During an interview, questions may be shifted about A sample questionnaire is 

attached.

Recording Interviews

I hope to use a tape recorder for all my interviews if it is acceptable to the participant
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This Is covered in the introductory letter and the consent form. If what a participant does and 

comments on appear to t>e appropriate and a participant is willing, I hope to make 

arrangements to videotape an interview. In videotaping I will focus on demonstration so the 

participant will feel more comfortable commenting on his/her work on camera. I have 

included a specific consent on the form for videotaping. If recording the interview is not 

acceptable to the partidpant I would still like to conduct the interview and will write notes 

immediately afterward.

Informed Consent/Cover Letter

Once I am referred to a potential partidpant, I will contact that person in whatever 

way is appropriate -  meeting, phone, mail, and tell him/her about my study. I will then either 

give or mail the introductory letter and consent form (both attached) to the person and 

arrange a meeting if acceptable. Confidentiality will be ensured if the person so desires. (See 

below.)

Seven Yeer Storege/Confidentlellty

Original materials -  audio and/or video tapes, field notes, will be stored fOr seven 

years in a safe deposit box to which only I will have access. Culturally sensitive material or 

names of partidpants wfio wish confidentiality will not be made available further. Copies of 

the original interviews not requiring confidentiality will be made available through Lakehead 

University’s Indigenous Learning Department Oral History Project so that they are accessible 

to students. The data will also be available in my thesis at the University Library and the 

Department of Philosophy.
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Risks/Benefits

This study does have physical or psychological risks or benefits to the 

participants. I think there are benefits in doing the study and have included these in the cover 

letter.

Dissemination of Research Results to Participants

The participant can indicate on the consent form that he/she would like a copy of the 

interview. Also contained in the letter and on the consent form are the locations where the 

material will be available. (See above.)

The Research Instrument: Sample Questionnaire

The interview would begin with a review of the information contained in the 

introductory letter intent of the project, the benefits of the study, tape (or video) recording 

and consent, storage and use of materials. If not already received, I would obtain the signed 

consent form before beginning the interview.

The primary questions below (not indented) usually are designed to be open-ended 

to encourage the participant to talk about what she or he thinks is important. What the 

participant provides may prompt further interchange about the topic situationally appropriate. 

The indented questions indicate the content I would like to cover, but do not limit content. 

They may be used if the information is not spontaneously provided by the participant.

Personal History
I sppredstsyouregreekgtotslkvrilhme. Toget started, could you toll me something about yourself? 

What band/ieommunity are you from; whore do you Hve?
What is your name?
Would you like to give your {Anishinaabe, Lakota, etc.] name?
Would you like to give your age?

(Name of refsrreri has told me that you do (spocille crafQ. How long have you done this work?
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Do you do other kinds of craft or art work?
How long have you done [x]?

Is there anything else you would like to add about yourself before we talk more about [x]?

Learning
I am wondering how you leamed to (tan hides, etc.]?

How old you were when you started?
Who did you learn from?
How did (that person] teach you?
What kinds of work did you begin with?

Is [x] something everyone leamed to do or Just specific people?
IT the answer is 'specUlc people’:

How were these specMic people chosen to learn ghis craft]?
How did you fsel about being chosen to loam [x]?

Have others In your family done M?

Process:
Tanning
Could you describe the process you use today when you tan hides?

What kind of hides do you work with?
Do you use different processes for différent kinds of hides?
Do you ten differently to obtain different results?

Where do you get your hides? 
irUfom someone else:

Are they purchased, exchanged, or given?
What do you look for in picking out a hide?

If Itom trapping or hunting:
Could you tell me how you (trap, hung a [name of animal], for example?

Are there rituals or ceremonias you need to do?
Is there a personal attitude you need to be have?
When lathe best time to get the animal?
Are there seasonal differences In the hides?
Are there any rituals or ceremonias needed for obtaining the animal?
Could you describe the best way to skin the animal?
What is done with the rest of the animal?

I'm intarestad in your ralationsltip to the animal or to the hide when you go through the tanning work. 
Could you tall me atroutthat, or perhaps tall me what you think about when you do the work?

Are there any rituals or ceremoniaa needed in tanning?
During the time you work wNh the hide, what do you think about?
How doas the hide faal to you when you work with It?
Do you have any responsibility to the animal or to the hide itself? Is there a diffsrence? 

What helps you produce the best tanning?
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What Idnda of things do you make?
Could you tall me about the procesa you go through to make a ptem]?

How do you decide which leather to use?
Are different leathers, or parts of the same hide, good for différent items?
Is it important for you to have a particular attitude when you work?
Are there any rituals or ceremonies which must be observed? 

pf leather goods are produced by hand rather than by sewing machine, another set of questions 
regarding that proceaa will be necesaary.]
[Repeat questions from "Home Tanning" appropriately altered to leatherwork from "I'm interested in 
your relationship to the animal.. .?* to end of section ]

QuiiUng
Could you tell me about how your quills are obtained and which quills you use?
[Repeat questions from "Home Tanning" appropriately altered to quills' or quilling' from "Where do 
you get your hides?" to end of section.]
Do you color your quills and, if so, what kinds of dyes do you use?

Do you use commercial or natural dyes?
Ifnalwal:
Could you tell me about the kinds of materials you use and how you prepare your dyes?
Are there important ways to collect the plants and/or earth materials used?

Is there a personal frame of mind you need to maintain?
Are rituals or ceremonias necesaary?
What time of year is best?
What colors are obtained from the various dyes?
How do you actually go about dyeing the quills?
How fixed is the color?

What do you apply your quill work to?
IDependhg on the type of bam quMed, e g. birch bark box, ieather shirt, etc., then another set 
of pertinent questions are neceaaary ]

What kind of beadwork do you do?
[Secondary quaabona migtrt involve kind and size of beads, method of stitching, what types of 
materials are beaded. Indirect or direct application, etc.]

Are there any procedurea, rituals, or ceremonias naeded when you do beadwork?
When you work, what kind of relationahip do you have to your materials?
Do you think you would have a ctiffsrent relationship or responsibility to your material if you ware 
working with something ffom an anknal or plant? Could you explain why [so or not so]?

[Design may apply to leatherwork, quilwork or beadwork ]
Can you tall me something about your designs, where you get the inspiration for them, the meaning 
they have for you?

P aapact that the content in this category wtii rotate to visionary or ritual axperience. Secondary
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questions will be especially dependant on the partidpanTs own explanation and/or experience.] 
Do you think your imagery has the same or similar meaning for another [Ojibwa, etc.] person?
Is your work identifiable by others as being [made, stitched, etc.] txy you?

Taachings/Tradltfons
Are there traditional teachings associated with your work?

Are there stories about [specific crafQ?
How did the person who taught you present these teachings?

Do you consider your work traditional?
When working do you foel yourself in touch with other people who have done the same work in the 
past?
Hcwdo youthinkthe way you do your work today may have changed from way It was done in the past, 
perhaps by your [grandmother, great-grandmother, etc.], for example?

Additions
Are there other thfogs you think are important we haven't talked about or that I might not have known 
to ask about?

Thank you very much for talking with me and teaching me about your [crafQ.

[At this time, if a further videotaped interview seems appropriate, i would ask if the person would like 
to do that It would be arranged for another time and the video would focus on a demonstration of the 
work while the person talked ]
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October 1998

P.O. Box 1206 
Bayfield Wl 54814

Hello,

My name is Karen A’Llerio. I am working on a Masters Degree in Native Philosophy at 
Lakehead University in Thunder Bay, Ontario. My purpose in the program is to leam about 
Native thought and ways of living not only academically, but by listening to what you might 
share with me. My research is centered on the meaning of craft and art to Native artisans. 
Through craft work and artwork Native thought, meaning, and values can be demonstrated. 
An important goal of this work will be to promote an understanding and respect for Native 
values and community expressed through Native craft work. And, as a craftsperson myself, 
through teaming about Native thought I hope to team how to relate to my own work with 
increased understanding.

I respect the importance of sacred knowledge and this study is designed to ensure that 
sacred knowledge is protected to the utmost.

I would like to request a meeting with you to listen to your thoughts about your work as part 
of my teaming. There are some questions I would like to ask, but I am open just to listening.

I would request your permission to use a tape recorder or, on some occasions for 
demonstrations, a video recorder. This will let me listen again to what you share and will 
allow others to leam directly from you. At any time upon your request, I would turn off the 
tape (or video) recorder. If you do not wish me to record our conversation, that is quite 
acceptable and I would still like to meet with you. Also, your name or identity wiii not be 
included in the final thesis vi/ithout your permission. You may, of course, withdraw from this 
work at any time. My present plans include constructing my thesis in both written format and 
as a CD Rom for computer use.

I am requesting your help to ensure that this study has meaning. Two benefits of this 
research will be to promote respect and understanding for traditional Native values in the 
non-Native community, and to provide information for Native students raised in non- 
traditional environments. These students will have access to this information that comes 
from the experiences of traditional Natives and Elders.

Your name will be used in this thesis or your identity revealed only by your authorization. If
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you prefer not to have your name used, your confidentiality is ensured. In accordance with 
Lakehead University’s Research Integrity Policy, all the original recorded information, my 
originai notes, and any culturally sensitive data will t>e securely stored for seven years at 
Lakehead University by my supervisor. Dr. Douglas Rabb.

My completed thesis will be made available at the Lakehead Un^rsity Library and the 
Department of Philosophy. Copies of the taped material, with your permission, will be filed 
with Lakehead’s Indigenous Leaming Department Oral History Project where it will be 
accessible to Native students. If you would like to have a copy of our discussions, I will be 
happy to provide one for you.

Thank you for your help and kindness in considering this request

Karen A’Llerio
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iXivcr Roail, Ttiim der D*v. Ontario. Cjiiui.b> P?H M;1 O ip a rte K O C  o f  P h ila a o ^ ^ '
Tm l: (801) 348-1725  
ra x :  (801) 348-1784

CONSENT FORM

I have read the letter which explains the work Karen A'Uerio is doing on the meaning of Native craft and 
artwork and have agreed to spend time with her. I agree that she may use a tape recorder, and that I 
may ask to have it turned off at any time. [The last sentence may té  crossed out If taping is not 
acceptable.]

I understand that my time will be given voluntarily and my name may be included only with my consent 
Confidentiality is ensured if I desire it. I have also been told that the information I have contributed will be 
available at Lakehead University’s Indigenous Leaming Department Oral History Project and the thesis 
at the University Library and the Department of Philosophy.

 " 7 ( t 3  ______
^®îSignaturëy % Street Address/PO Box .

h tH /E L £ !^ l OsIaIcui^ M  ^¥^0^
Sigi Name City. State/Province

Name City. State/Province

_________________________________ - S 7 û 7 i ______
PhoneDate

CONSENT FOR VIDEO RECORDING
I further give my consent to have my discussion and/or demonstration videotaped, portions of which may 
be used in the thesis and a copy of the full tape made available at the Indigenous Leaming Department 
Oral History Project.
Yes y C  No_____

I would like my name added to the thesis 
Yes No_____

I would like to have a copy of the intervtew 
Yes ^  No ______

Note: The participant’s name, unless authorized will not be printed In the thesis nor will his or her identity 
be revealed. In accordance with Lakehead University's Research Integrity Policy, all original data will be 
securely stored for seven years at Lakehead University by my supervisor. Dr. Douglas Rabb.
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U N I V E R S I T Y
o^p artaen c  o f  Pb iloaepify  

T a l:  (807) 348-7725  
ra x :  (807) 348-7784

CONSENT FORM

I have read the letter which explains the work Karen A’Uerio is doing on the meaning of Native craft and 
artwork and have agreed to spend time with her. I agree that she may use a tape recorder, and that I 
may ask to have it turned off at any time. [The last sentence may t>e crossed out if taping is not 
acceptable.]

I understand that my time will be given voluntarily and my name may be included only with my consent. 
Confidentiality is ensured if I desire it  I have also been told that the information I have contributed will be 
available at Lakehead University’s indigenous Leaming Department Oral History Project and the thesis 
at the University Library and the Department of Philosophy.

I understand that there will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study, i understand that I 
may wi[hdsqw from the stu^!^ff% iy time, even after signing this form.

Signatu ret Add

Name • '

Date '

CONSENT FOR VIDEO RECORDING

Street Address/PO Box 

City. State/Province 6,

r 7 ^ ^ -) Ù  /
Phone

I further give my consent to have my discussion and/or demonstration videotaped, portions of which may 
be used in the thesis and a copy of the full tape made available at the Indigenous Learning Department 
Oral Histyy Project 
Yes No _____

I would like my name 
Yes ^  No__

to the thesis

I would like to have a copy of the interview 
Yes No_____

Note: The participant’s name, unless authorbed wM not be printed In the thesis nor will his or her identity 
be revealed. In accordance with Lakehead Universil/s Research Integrity Policy, all original data wHI be 
securely stored fbr seven years at Lakehead Univeraihf by my supervisor. Dr. Douglas Rabb.
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iver R oid, ThunJcr II#*. O nntio , Canid# P7B SEI ^ S J 9 ' tB M lfe  o f  Pbxleaopb^
T o i: (801) 348-7725  
ra x : (807) 348-7784

CONSENT FORM

I have read the letter which explains the work Karen A’Uerio is doing on the meaning of Native craft and 
artwork and have agreed to spend time with her. I agree that she may use a tape recorder, and that I 
may ask to have it turned off at any time. [The last sentence may Ite crossed out if taping is not 
acceptable.]

I understand that my time will be given voluntarily and my name may be included only with my consent. 
Confidentiality is ensured if I desire it. I have also been told that the information I have contributed will be 
available at Lakehead University’s Indigenous Leaming Department Oral History Project and the thesis 
at the University Library and the Department of Philosophy. Ak<( A f

I understand that there will be no direct ttenefit to me from participating in this study. I understand that I 
may withdraw from the study at any time, even after signing this form.

Signature Street Address/PO Box

f j ^  tXy- /
Name City, State/Province

7 7̂ 7 - -rc
Date Phone

CONSENT FOR VIDEO RECORDING
I further give my consent to have my discussion and/or demonstration videotaped, portions of which may 
be used in the thesis and a copy of the full tape made available at the Indigenous Leaming Department 
Oral History Project 
Yes _____ No

I would like my name added to the thesis 
Yes  No_____

would like to have a copy of the interview 
Yes No

Note: The participants name, unless authorized will not be printed in the thesis nor will his or her identity 
be revealed. In accordance with Lakehead University's Research Integrity Policy. aH original data will be 
securely stored for seven years at Lakehead University by my supervisor. D r Douglas Rat*.
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f U N I V E R S I T Y
Dopartm ont o f  Philomopby 

T o i: (807) 348-7723 
Fax: (807) 346-7784

CONSENT FORM

I have read the letter which explains the work Karen A'Uerio is doing on the meaning of Native craft and 
artwork and have agreed to spend time with her. I agree that she may use a tape recorder, and that I 
may ask to have It turned off at any time. [The last sentence may be crossed out If taping is not 
acceptable.]

I understand that my time will be given voluntarily and my name may be included only with my consent 
Confidentiality is ensured if I desire it. I have also been told that the information I have contributed will be 
available at Lakehead University's Indigenous Leaming Department Oral History Project and the thesis 
at the University Library and the Department of Philosophy,

I understand that there will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study. I understand that I 
may withdraw from the ̂ tudy at any time, even after signing this form.

signature ^ weet Aodreds/PO BoxSignature

Name Cll

r
late/Province

Phone

CONSENT FOR VIDEO RECORDING
further give my consent to have my discussion and/or demonstration videotaped, portions of which may 

be used In the thesis and a copy of the full tape made available at the Indigenous Leaming Department 
Oral History Project.
Yes  No_____

I would like my name added to the thesis 
Yes  No_____

I would like to have a copy of the interview 
Yes  No_____

Note: The participant's name, unless authorized will not be printed In the thesis nor wHI his or her identity 
be revealed. In accordance with Lakahead University's Research integrity Policy. aH original data will be 
securely stored fbr seven years at Lakehead University by my supervisor. Dr. Douglas Rabb.
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PERMISSION TO USE RECORDED & PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

Karen A'Uerio is authorized to use the songs "Migizi Nagamon. Eagle 
Song* and "Healing Song” from my copyrighted audio tape Closing the 
Circle. This permission is given for a one-time use only on a compact disc 
to accompany her thesis, Craft, RHuat, and World View, for Lakehead 
University, Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Fee: $25 Normal fee waived fbr this one-time usage.

She may also use the photographs of me taken by Julie Buckles, Staff 
Photographer for the Ashland Daily Press. The photos were for the article 
which appeared on June 23.1998 "Red Cliff Artists Capture OJibwe 
Spirit.” Again, this is for the one-time use (above).

Authorized Date:

Frank Anakwad Montano 
P.O. Box 305 
Bayfield Wl 54814

Accepted by: _ D a te :j2 lÉ lM _ _ ^ /^ 9 ?

Karen A'Uerio 
P.O. Box 1206 
Bayfield Wl 54814
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Oliver R o iil. ThiinJcr U iv. O ncitio. OuMib P7M 1k1

U N I V E R S I T Y
O itpartaen t a t  Philosophy  

T o l:  (807) 348-7725  
Tax: (807) 346-7784

CONSENT FORM

I have read the letter which explains the work Karan A'Uerio is doing on the meaning of Native craft and 
artwork and have agreed to spend time with her. I agree that she may use a tape recorder, and that I 
may ask to have it tumed off at any time. [The last sentence may be crossed out If taping is not 
acceptable.]

I understand that my time will be given voluntarily and my name may be included only with my consent. 
Confidentiality is ensured If I desire It I have also been told that the information I have contributed will be 
available at Lakehead University’s Indigenous Leaming Department Oral History Project and the thesis 
at the University Library and the Department of Philosophy. *7 y/u.

1 understand that there will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study. I understand that I 
may withdraw from th e ^d y at any time, even after signing this form.

Signature
s 7 -

Street Address/PO Box

I.O c J /S  Q a  e,m cL  ̂
Name

Date

City, State/Prwince
/y?/3 ■ jb7

Phone

CONSENT FOR VIDEO RECORDING
I further give my consent to have my discussion and/or demonstration videotaped, portions of which may 
be used in the thesis and a copy of the full tape made available at the Indigenous Leaming Department 
Oral History Prgject 
Yes No

I would like 
Yes

Id likemy
\

name added to the thesis 
No _

I would like tohayea copy of the intenriew 
Yes _____

Note; The partiapants name, unless authorized wHI not be printed in the thesis nor will his or her itentlty 
be revealed. In accordance with Lakehead University's Research Integrity Policy, all original data will be 
securely stored for seven years at Lakehead University by my supervisor. Dr. Douglas Rabb.
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THUNDER BAY ART GALLERY
P.O. Box (Of 93. Thunder Bay. CN CanadaP78 6T7 # Tel: (807) 577-6427 Fax: (807) 577-2731

PHOTODOCUMENT R£QUISmONmECeiPT

The following materials have been forwarded as requested; die user fee indicated is payable within 
30 days.AU LOAN MATEMALS MUST BE RETURNED A T THE TERMINATION OF THE LOAN 
PERIOD SPECIFIED. Any materials lost, damaged or returned later than SO days [or agreed loan 
perfodj without notice will be billed for replacement/new photography costs.

AUTHORIZED BY; Louic  O .J______________ _______________

PACKAGED BY: Kolth  A 'i-W .o ______________________________________

LOAN PERIOD: - - ( W  4o L  leAmj I H o fv - l 1499

ORDERED FOR/BY: K n n u  _________________________________

ADDRESS: P.O. feox I2<X>. W l ______________

RECEIVED
^ ^ g n  & date; return one copy Attmtdon Regtstrar!

FORMAT

black & white photographs 
slides
colour transparencies 
otherf )

FORMAT

black & White photographs 
slides
colour transparencies 
otherf ;

USER PEE [materials to be returned]

$ S.OO per photo 
S 1.00 par slide 
$ 125.00 per transparency 
$ par

REPLACEMENT CHARGES

$ 25.00per photo 
$ 5.00 per slide 
$ 200.00 per transparency 
$ per

[Costs for any new photography will be charged separately.] 

OESCRIPTWN

i^ L shde

1
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AGREEMENT FOR SUPPLY OF PH0 T 0 0 0 CUNENI S

Ph 0 t 0 d 0 c u I  « n t s  a r e  p r o v i d e d  f o r  o n e - t i a e  use  o n l y ,  u n l e s s  
o t h e r w i s e  s t a t e d . _________________________________ __

C o p y r i g h t  For  a l l  r e p r o d u c t i o n  r i g h t s  o u s t  be c l e a r e d  w i t h  
t h e  c o p y r i g h t  o w n e r ( s ) .  The r e s e a r c h e r / p u r c h a s e r  a s s u me s  
a l l  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  u n d e r  t he  t e r ms  o f  t h e  C o p y r i g h t  Ac t  i n  
Ca n a d a  f o r  usm o f  i ma g e s  s e c u r e d  f r om t h e  T h u n d e r  Bay  A r t  
G a l l e r y .  -  olfq^ 1 Hors‘d |4 9 9

Mhe r e  known,  c r e d i t  t o  t he  o r i g i n a l  p h o t o g r a p h e r / a r t i s t  i s
t o be a c k n o w l e d g e d .  U^Oodcock,9oriewWe

P h o t o d o e u n e n t s  a r e  n o t  t o be c o p i e d  or  i n c o r p o r a t e d  i n t o  t he  
c o l l e c t i o n s  o f  any  a r c h i v e s ,  l i b r a r y ,  or  o t h e r  r e p o s i t o r y  
w i t h o u t  t he  ' w r i t t e n  p e r m i s s i o n  o f  t h e  T h u n d e r  Bay A r t  G a l l e r y .

One c opy  of  any and a 1 i  p u b l i c a t i o n s  c o n t a i n i n g  an i l l u s t r a t i o n  
f r om t h e  T h u n d e r  Bay A r t  G a l l e r y  s h a l l  be p r o v i d e d  f r e e  o f  
c h a r g e  t o t h e  G a l l e r y .

P h o t o d o c u m e n t s  may be o r d e r e d  f o r  s t u d y  p u r p o s e s  and t h e n  
a f t e r  f o r m a l  and a p p r o v e d  r e q u e s t  and p a y me n t  o f  p u b l i c a t i o n  
f e e ,  be r e l e a s e d  f o r  p u b l i c a t i o n ,  h/o) as C\c>»k

When r e q u e s t  i s  f o r  r e p r o d u c t i o n , a l i s t  o f  c o n d i t i o n s  and  
t e r ms  w i l l  be f o r w a r d e d .  yrsJo\ St 1L

The r e q u i s i t i o n | r e c e i p t  f o r w a r d e d  does n o t  v a l i d a t e  p e r m i s s i o n  
For  t h e  r e p r o d u c t i o n  o f  m a t e r i a l s .  S p e c i f i c  r e q u e s t  must  be 
made a t  t h e  t i m e  or  mt  a l a t e r  d a t e .  Y t t  ^ ^

When p h o t o d o c u m e n t s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  i n  n u m b e r ,  or  n o t  r e a d i l y  
a v a i l a b l e  f o r  l o a n .  Fees  w i l l  be c h a r g e d  a c c o r d i n g l y .  t\Jç^
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Mr. Frank Montano 
Bishop Lane 
Bayfield Wl 54814

Dear Frank.

My name is Karen A'Uerio and I live on Turner Road north of Bayfield. Right now, 
I'm at Lakehead University in Thunder Bay, Ontario, where i'm In the Native 
Phlloaophy Project working on my maater*s degree. The work of each of us In the 
program is to research an aspect of Native philosophy. My topic is crafts, since 
some of my experience is hi this area.

I taiked with Marge Hmielewaki recently about her work and she mentioned that 
you have come to her daaa to talk about tiute-making. EHnbefh Madsen-Qenazler 
is familiar with my project and asked If I had contacted you. Also, I knew that you 
make your own flutes and had thought that I would really like to talk with you about 
It I saw the article in the Daily Prase in the spring which had such good photos, 
too. (I’ve also sent a note to Diane about her birchbark work.)

My formal' interest is In the crafting of the object-what goes into it  the natural 
materials and how you obtain them, the thought, the physical work, and the spirit 
and then what the object becomes afler these have gone Into it-its  meaning, use, 
spirituaNly. But I'd also be particularly intarestad in your thoughts about your work. 
I'm very exdtad about my project and would be honored if you could partidpata.

For your information, i've andoaed my fbrmai letter and consent form which are 
required by the university so that people know exactiy what the infbnnation is for 
and what wHI happen to it

I'll be in Bayfleid later this week and wHI give you a phone call (and hope you're 
home!) to see if this la something you could help me wNh.

Thank you.

Karan A'Uerio
RR IB, Site 2, Comp. 32 P.O. Box 1206
Thunder Bay ON P7B6B3 Bayfleid Wl 54814
(807)768-0386 (715)779-3282
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November 30.1998

Louie Ogemeh 
2D-468 Main Street 
Winnepeg, Manitoba 
R3B1B7

Dear Louie,

I was giad to hear your talk about "Regeneration" last week. Without It there would have been a lot 
I wouldn't have noticed or understood. I went back yesterday after compieting the tranacription of 
the tape. No one else was there so I could take time to notice many details, but there is 
undoubtably more meaning than what I can comprehend. I appradatad the overail simpNeity and 
quiet, and then the depth within k  Two questions: do the two hides on the scaffoid represent one 
person or perhaps hvo people(s)'? And, I wondered about the meaning of the bird wing which la on 
the scaffold?

Encloaed la a lot of stuff. I'm sanding you a copy of the transcription. I'll let Dr. Warkentfn send you 
the Re by email. My computer skills dont extend that far. And here are copies of the two iaaues of 
Ayamgwaamhh which Dr. Rabb thought you might Hke to see. We should be working on Volume 
2, Number 1 pretty soon.

Also endosed la the letter required for my thesis and the consent form. If ilfs sRI OK for me to use 
your talk In my ttiesia, could you please sign the form and return it to me in the SAS envelope? 
Thanks. I would add some description of the exhibit so readers would know what you're talking 
about So fsr I've spoken with Qjibwa people ftom the Red CKff-Bad River area of Wisconsin 
(where I Hve) who are doing traditional work: bead and quHl work, fluta-making, drum-making, and 
brain-tanning. Your piece bringa togettwr ttie more tradRonai forms and their meanings and makss 
a vital appHcaHon to a current problem. I just found it very moving and well done, and wHI 
appredata being able to indude It

Again, thank you.

Karen A'Uerio 
RR 16, Site 2. Comp. 32 
Thunder Bay ON P7B 6B3 
(807)7684)386
emaH: keaileri@ice.lakeheadu.i
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